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ABSTRACT
State legislatures have variable levels of professionalism. Measures of state legislative
professionalism typically include metrics such as the number of legislative staff, legislative
session length, and legislator compensation. This research considers the influence of variability
in levels of legislative professionalism on the state’s oversight process. Few prior studies engage
the legislative oversight process in states. To fill this gap, this research takes a grounded theory
approach that uses thirty-three interviews with legislators, legislative staff, committee staff, and
legislative research organizations in five states to test existing concepts and to develop new
directions for research. The current scholarship on oversight and legislative institutions
emphasizes the importance of broad factors like elections and committees, as well as more
specific concepts like inter-branch conflict, partisanship, and legislative term-limits. This
research confirms and extends those ideas, reaching the conclusion that oversight in states is a
deeply political action. A central contribution of this work is a consideration of how the
oversight process in states operates on the ground. The interviews uncover that many measures
of professionalism often perform in unforeseen ways than what might expected. For instance, a
lengthy legislative session can prohibit oversight actors from performing oversight functions.
Conversely, long legislative interim periods provide actors with the space to conduct meaningful
reviews of administrative action. This research also advances understandings of state legislative
research organizations – like the Virginia Joint Legislative Audit and Review Commission and
Texas Sunset Commission – which play a vital role in performing meaningful legislative
oversight. To catalyze these ideas a new concept, the oversight entrepreneur, is used to describe
how stakeholders use the oversight process to achieve their preferences and enhance their
reputations. The interviews contained here also expose the importance of each state’s individual
context – including Constitutional, institutional, normed and historical factors. The
dissimilarities that play out across states (and their secondary effects) demonstrate that future
scholars would be well served to adopt caution in the application of concepts across contexts.
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GENERAL AUDIENCE ABSTRACT
This dissertation examines the legislative oversight process through first-person interviews with
members of state legislatures and their staffs. I am primarily interested in understanding how
differences in legislatures influence oversight processes. Specifically, this considers how
variation in state legislatures – such as the amount of full time staff or the length of legislative
session – change the level of attention and how actors perform oversight. Legislative oversight is
typically defined as legislative review of administrative/executive actions – such as committee
hearings and personal contact with executive actors. State legislative oversight research is an
area of limited prior scholarship. The findings of this research demonstrate that legislative
oversight is a low priority of legislative actors. Consequently, the rationale for and practice of
legislative oversight is largely based on the context within the specific state. Individual
legislators often take action in the realm of oversight solely for their own motivations or because
of their distinctive expertise, a phenomenon that I term oversight entrepreneurs. Finally, this
research demonstrates that future scholars would benefit from more research that explores how
differences across state legislatures play out in other aspects of the legislative branch and its
operations.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
There are no reward incentives for doing oversight.
-

Legislative Staff (CA14)

Within the legislative institution, the practice of oversight is a specialty. Effective
oversight requires political skill, institutional knowledge, subject matter expertise, money, time,
connections, and much more. To boot, oversight is often a thankless process that is deeply
embedded in the minutiae of legislative activities. Irrespective of these constraints, oversight is
a critical function of a legislative body serving as a core element of the American checks and
balances structure. Attuned to these tensions, this dissertation explores the ways that state
legislative institutions practice oversight, paying specific attention to the exercise of oversight
from the role of the individual.
Stakeholders throughout legislative institutions examined here spoke to two over-riding
themes. First, stakeholders discussed the numerous dimensions of the legislative oversight
process and its importance to the operations of government. Second, stakeholders spoke to
limitations and barriers that disrupted the time and energy that could be devoted to oversight.
Two quotes concisely illustrate these points:

What you have to realize is that government is a bureaucracy, the wheels churn because
of people that weren’t elected. As elected leaders we’ve got to provide the oversight to
the work that they do. (Legislator, TX11)

[The state of Texas] had our ass handed to us by Xerox, and they get another contract.
Oversight didn’t happen. If we were “The Bill Gates Company” there would be a lot
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more cracking the whip, but when we mismanage money no one get fired…To answer
your question, we don’t conduct oversight. (Committee Staff, TX06)

As these anecdotes illustrate, in U.S. states, the rationale and importance of legislative oversight
is clear. Legislative oversight seeks to ensure the effectiveness and efficiency of public
organizations and their use of public resources. Yet states’ capacity to perform oversight is less
clear. Limits on time, resources and professionalism within the legislative institution, especially
at the state level, presents real constrains to legislatures’ capacity to perform oversight. This
dissertation explores how states reconcile the need for oversight with the limitations placed on
its practice.
Research Questions
This logic forms the foundation of this dissertation’s two research questions. First, I aim
to produce greater understanding of how state legislative institutions conduct oversight under
differing levels of legislative professionalism. This takes a grounded research approach that
conducts in-person interviews to examine how scholarly concepts function in practice. The first
research question asks:
How do state legislatures cope with variable levels of professionalism to produce legislative
oversight?
This requires that I include states from the spectrum of differing levels of professionalism, as
well as differences across other traits, to ascertain the ways that the legislative institutions
mitigate the constraints of professionalism to produce oversight.
As a secondary aim, I seek to explore the importance of relationships and informal
processes in the oversight process. The distinction between informal and formal processes is
largely empirical. In practice, stakeholders move fluidly between the two. Further, informal and
2

formal processes have a relationship similar to a binary star. At the heart of understanding each,
and their connection to each other, is unearthing how actors perform these functions
collaboratively. This takes the perspective of the individual to understand how stakeholders
navigate through legislative oversight networks. To this end, the second research question
explores:
How do stakeholders develop relationships and use informal processes to achieve goals in the
state legislative oversight process?
This question is primarily concerned with asking stakeholders about how formal actions like
committee meetings, statutory action, and requests for information are complimented by
informal actions like persuasion, reputation, and underlying, sometimes termed latent, forms of
oversight.
It is difficult to resolve the discrepancy between the stated importance of legislative
oversight and the institutional limitations to producing oversight. Interviewees throughout this
research unequivocally spoke of their responsibilities in oversight, frequently lamenting their
inability to devote more time and resources to oversight. This contradiction pervades the
interviews in this research and draws attention to the importance of perspective. A stakeholder’s
viewpoint, area of interest, motivations, even current attitude can lead to fluctuations in the
ways that individuals perceive and make sense of experience. Throughout this dissertation I
emphasize gaining a multiplicity of perspectives that inform how states merge the need for
oversight and the constraints in pursuing it. This also draws attention to the need to have several
states of variable levels of professionalism, as well as other historical, institutional, and normed
differences, to help comprehend how differences vary across contexts.
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Research Design
I approach these questions through a qualitative, interview-based framework. Five states
are included in this research design: California, North Carolina, Texas, Virginia, and West
Virginia. These five states provide a mix of high-, hybrid-, and low-professionalism states.
These states also provide a wealth of other differences, including political composition, the
presence of legislative term-limits, variable levels of legislative interim periods, and other
institutional differences that are more thoroughly discussed in Chapter 3.
Interview selection was based on the need to provide a comprehensive set of
perspectives. This resulted in an inclusive group of stakeholders that included thirty-three total
interviews (and one panel). This was comprised of ten legislators, nine legislative support
agency staff, eight committee staff, five legislative staff, and one executive department
legislative liaison. Interview selection grew to meet the evolving interests of the project. For
example, in the first state, Virginia, interviews were conducted with four legislators. These
interviews demonstrated the need to include the perspective of staff and other stakeholders. In
the next two states, California and Texas, the importance of independent review organizations
(e.g., the California Auditor’s office, Texas Sunset Advisory Commission) emerged leading to
adding interviews with these roles in two additional states, West Virginia and North Carolina.
This allowed the research design to be reflexive to the ideas and concepts that were important to
interviewees letting the logic that initially motivated the project, drawn out of the scholarly
literature, to be shaped by experience in the field.
In this analysis, I choose not to quantify or measure legislative oversight outcomes.
Judgment of this nature would have been difficult, if not impossible, to construct consistently
across cases. Instead I focus on how different stimuli and factors changed the processes and
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relationships within legislative oversight. This follows Huber & Shipan’s (2002) belief in the
method of comparative statics. They argue “we do not make claims about the level of
transparency, or control, or responsiveness, but we can make claims about the factors that
should influence these levels.” Similarly, I do not make claims about the level or quality of a
state’s legislative oversight, instead I attempt to isolate the factors that impact oversight
outcomes and processes.1
However, that is not to say that interviewees don’t explain or insinuate that highperformance or quality. For example, one leadership staff member mused:
There’s no set way to do any of this [oversight]. Good politicians know how to use your
hearings. Using threats like “I’m not going to approve your budget till you give me X.”
It comes down to the raw talent of the politician… [the best oversight is done by
someone that is] always looking for opportunity and seizes it. Maxine Waters was
particularly adept at this. In the area of working injuries she would flat out say “I’m not
gonna approve your budget until you get this done” (Legislative Staff, CA14).

This is an obvious judgment on quality, drawn from an individual perspective and their own set
of motivations. In short, as a researcher I attempt to isolate my own judgments about oversight
performance and elevate instances where interviewees spoke to their own assessment of
legislative oversight outcomes.

1

Beyond this immediate rationale I argue that assessment of legislative oversight quality would
be almost impossible to construct. I am highly skeptical of authors that use metrics like
committee hearings, administrative review, and statutory/Constitutional powers (e.g., legislative
veto, sunset laws) to rank or evaluate legislative oversight outcomes.
5

In each state that I visited I encountered contrasting interviews. This comprised both
high-quality oversight actors that deeply understood the first and second level ramifications of
oversight processes and people that struggled to formulate basic definitions of what legislative
oversight is. Several interviewees had obviously thought critically about their role in bringing
about oversight and how it was advantageous to achieving their broader legislative goals.
Conversely, there were people that thought legislative oversight was an executive function and
had not consciously/intentionally conducted oversight to date.
For instance, at the beginning of an interview in California I sat down and quipped
“Let’s talk legislative oversight.” The legislative staff interviewee immediately jumped back
with “I assume you’re gonna be talking about term limits. Term limits destroyed oversight. It’s
totally ridiculous” (CA06). Term limits, though imposed in 1990, were on the minds of nearly
every Californian I spoke to. As the above quote illustrates, members of the legislative
institution have useful and informed insights into the work they do. These insights are reflective
about the broader legislative institution and, though only indirectly, are often deeply related to
the scholarly literature. Similarly, though interviewees were unaware of the scholarly literature,
they frequently were cognizant of how phenomena interacted in practice.
In many ways this comes from the multiple perspectives that legislators embody. One
outgoing Assemblyman who had chaired multiple committees, used to work in a California
executive department, and had been a long-serving City Council member. He exclaimed:
Oversight is a critical function. Once you pass a bill it’s left in the hands of others…In
local government you have a quasi-administrative role in the practice of laws. In the
legislature, I have no authority or ability to say “here’s how we want the law
administered”…When I write a bill into law I know what I mean, but when I reflect
6

back on my days as a state administrator I wonder what their interpretation will be. You
think it’s crystal clear, but it might not be so when others look at it…you’re dependent
on translations (Legislator, CA10).

Another junior Assemblyman who had previously worked as a legislative staffer remarked
“Often the threat of legislation is more effective than the legislation itself…That’s why I give
lean time to get in line” (Legislator, CA11). An incoming Assemblyman understood the
ramifications of the state’s reformed term-limit system, which decreased the service cap from
14 to 12 years, but allows members to complete their entire service in one chamber:
The potential my class has…to create more oversight, which has fallen to the wayside.
We can build the authority to really do oversight because it really requires multiple
touch points over the full implementation of a bill. Longevity allows more exploration
of the rationale (Legislator, CA07).

These three members each recognized important themes in the legislative oversight scholarship:
implementation and the need for rule review, latent oversight, and the erosion of oversight
brought on by term limits (respectively). Their capacity to identify and articulate these broadly
accepted concepts in the scholarly literature confirms much of the work in the existing literature
on state legislatures and oversight.
Interviewing individuals drawn from multiple perspectives throughout the legislative
process provides a basis to generate causal arguments for how characteristics affect the broader
legislative institution. For example, institutional arrangements employed in multiple states (e.g.,
professionalized program evaluation staff) can offer understanding of how similarities and
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dissimilarities manifest into processes across states. Within states, the confirmation of certain
phenomena or processes functioned bolsters the internally quality of the conclusions in this
study. This produced both confirmation of existing theories, and in some cases stimulates
promising new ideas that need to be explored by future scholars.
Scholarly Contributions
As stated above, this research confirms several phenomenon in the current scholarship
on state legislatures. For instance, a primary contribution of this project is corroboration of the
negative impact of term-limits on professionalism. In the state of California, interviewees spoke
of the negative externalities that term limits present to the advocacy and practice of oversight
within the legislative institution. This validates earlier scholars work on the negative influence
of term-limits on professionalism and the aggregate legislature. Further, the observations in this
research create a direct linkage between term limits and the erosion in the quality of legislative
oversight itself. This establishes a clear connection between secondary effects of term limits
(e.g., lack of tenure in legislators) and its impact of oversight (the need for more direction and
ownership from staff on oversight matters).
Similarly, this research extends the burgeoning work on the importance of state and
federal independent review organizations. The importance of legislative support organizations
in conducting oversight, especially in low professionalism states with long legislative interims
is profound. Stakeholders from an array of perspectives expounded on the importance of highlyprofessionalized staff with a clear mandate for autonomous action that resided in independent
review organizations like the Texas Legislative Budget Board and Virginia Joint Legislative
Audit and Review Commission. This provides a foundation for further exploration of how
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legislative support organizations like these in states, and the Government Accountability Office
at the federal level, play a role in how oversight operates.
Another important contribution of this research was reexamining a definition for
legislative oversight. The majority of interviewees employed nearly textbook definitions of
legislative oversight including committee hearings, review of gubernatorial administration, and
other reviews that sought to ensure the effectiveness and efficiency of government operations.
However, many interviewees defined legislative oversight as a nuanced and open-ended
process. Numerous participants also discussed a multiplicity of actions that fell into what they
considered to be oversight. Along these lines, two interviewees contended:
Oversight has many forms…even things like critical hearing, listening, and getting to
know the issues are important oversight features. (Support Agency Staff, CA01)

The meaning of legislative oversight varies. There is no one answer. (Committee Staff,
CA12)

As these quotes show, in practice, interviewees felt that there were few bounds to what is and
isn’t considered oversight. Frequently legislative stakeholders draw inspiration for oversight
from all aspects of the legislative process, informal and formal. To make sense of this fluid
process, I introduce a new concept in Chapter 5 called the oversight entrepreneur.
This dissertation ultimately promotes a circumstantial understanding of oversight that
explains oversight as an open system that is influenced by a host of internal and external
pressures. These pressures create a complex web of influences, intervening factors, and
historical forces that manifest across contexts in a multiplicity of ways. Term limits in
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California and Nevada interact with oversight in drastically different ways. Virginia and Texas
cope with long legislative interims with radically different means and mechanisms. These
differences reflect the wide variabilities between these states’ historical, normed and
institutional foundations. While these conclusions require replication and further testing, they
advance a useful thread of logic in the oversight literature and the broader scholarship on state
legislatures. Primarily, this regards how concepts differ across state contexts in dynamic ways.
In the extant literature, most concepts in the state legislative and oversight literatures are viewed
as static. This research provides an initial foray into building a case around how differences, in
this case variability in state legislative professionalism, generate ways of knowing and
practicing based on circumstantial outcomes that are path dependent and varied.
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Chapter 2: Literature Review
Observation is at the heart of political analysis…It [sic] entails
sensitivity to the sequences of events or contexts which impinge
upon [sic] behavior. Contexts and sequences of legislative life
have not been observed in the rich detail they deserve, because not
enough political scientists are presently engaged in observation.
-Richard Fenno (1986)

In this chapter I review the relevant literature to an examination of state legislative
oversight processes. I consider seven different streams of scholarship that are organized into
separate sections: (1) the motivations of legislators and legislatures, (2) the historical basis of
legislative oversight, (3) the types of legislative oversight, (4) the role of committees and other
institutional factors in oversight, (5) the role of independent organizations in state legislative
oversight, (6) variability in state legislative professionalism, and (7) the interaction of politics
and administration. These ideas draw from both the literature on state and federal legislatures,
primarily because the extant scholarship on legislative oversight is heavily dependent on grafting
theories from the federal context onto states (Krause & Woods, 2012, 3). Further, there are few
qualitative studies that directly engage state legislative oversight, three notable exceptions
include the work by Alan Rosenthal (1974, 2005) and Sarbaugh-Thompson et al. (2010). I
consider the ways that the scholarship on state and federal legislatures, legislative oversight and
the broader legislative institution, as well as qualitative and quantitative research agendas
cohesively fit together.
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In this chapter I review the existing literature on legislative behavior. I specifically
concentrate on the commonly accepted logic that legislators are motivated by electoral
performance. Beneath this straightforward claim, I argue that a complex web of factors muddy
the waters. As individuals, legislators tend to view oversight through the lens of their
constituents, the needs of their district, and the substantive fields they are charged with
supervising on committees. As an institution, factors like party affiliation, inter-branch struggle,
and professionalism in staff can trigger legislative oversight. Each of these factors (and many
others) provide an opportunity for oversight to occur, but they infrequently result in legislators
undertaking formal oversight functions. For instance, empirical analyses have shown that a state
with divided political control, a highly professionalized legislature, and a history of activist
committee chairs might be ideal conditions for legislative oversight to occur, but that doesn’t
imply that those inputs would translate into a vibrant legislative oversight environment. The
factors that motivate oversight aren’t one-to-one or knee-jerk reactions, they simply exemplify
the conditions that heighten the potential for oversight to occur and, therefore, serve as the
starting point of this investigation.
Motivations of the Legislator and Legislature
Understanding a state legislature’s relationship with the administrative branch requires
consideration of the individual legislator, the aggregate legislative institution, and the
motivations of each. Since the 1970’s the scholarly work on legislatures demonstrates that
individual legislators are primarily motivated by self-interest (Fenno, 1973; Mayhew, 1974;
Fenno, 1978; Rosenthal, 1981; Fenno, 1986; Woods & Baronowski, 2006; Sarbaugh-Thompson
et al., 2010). In short, self-interest translates into winning elections. These scholars argue that
every legislative activity, including oversight, can be viewed through the lens of how they
12

support electoral gains. However, these scholars’ conceptions of legislative motivations are
rooted in many different theoretical explanations. For instance, Mayhew (1974) is deeply
influenced by rational choice theory and offers an instrumental or transactional approach to the
importance of elections. Mayhew’s foundational study emphasizes the importance of positiontaking, credit claiming, and name recognition. Conversely, Fenno (1973, 1978) takes a more
nuanced approach to the importance of elections that is built on the circumstances of the district,
trust, an exchange of ideas, and the individual personality of the legislator.
If the literature on legislatures directs researchers to look for a connection between
legislative activities and electoral gains, in the case of legislative oversight this is a difficult
relationship to establish. Rosenthal (1981) describes self-interest in state legislators as
encompassing three behavioral objectives: maximizing credit, seeking concrete results, and
avoiding trouble.2 In the case of legislative oversight, it can be difficult to establish oversight’s
relationship to these behaviors. In fact, Rosenthal (1981) spends a great deal of time explicating
the ways that oversight is counterintuitive to the three legislative behavioral objectives – credit
seeking, results, and avoiding trouble. Rosenthal contends “oversight frequently unsettles things
and antagonizes people” (120), which is linked to the burgeoning legislative practice of using
oversight as a political weapon (Ginsberg & Shefter, 2004; Dull & Parker, 2013). Further, it is
difficult to establish clear connection to results and claiming credit since most forms of oversight
activities are considered “inside baseball.” These activities transpire at the committee or subcommittee levels and are, therefore, removed from the public spotlight (e.g., print media) and
observation.

Rosenthal’s conception of a state legislator’s behavioral objectives differs slightly from
Fenno’s (1977) behavioral objectives of the federal legislator, who seeks re-election, institutional
power, and good public policy; the first conceived as a facilitator of the latter two.
2
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However, this does not mean that oversight is devoid of substantive electoral benefits.
Oversight tasks have primary and secondary electoral benefits for legislators, albeit less
straightforward than legislative accomplishments and casework. Legislators can use oversight as
a means to take positions that have electoral salience. For instance, legislators may use oversight
as a way to appeal to or appease interest groups that fund their campaigns. Legislators are also
likely to use oversight activities, especially committee hearings, as a way to portray themselves
as cleaning up waste..
Fenno’s (1973) illustration of the ways that committee members approach their
committee responsibilities exhibits the potential of these activities toward broader legislative
goals:

As a congressman [a legislator] holds certain personal political goals. As a committee
member he will work to further these same goals through committee membership.
Committee membership, in other words, is not an end in itself for the individuals. Each
member of each committee wants his committee service to bring him some benefit in
terms of goals he holds as an individual congressman. And he will act on his committee
in ways calculated to achieve these goals (1).

Legislators can also use outcomes of the oversight process to claim credit and demonstrate
results, especially when those outcomes are in the form of financial savings. Further, oversight is
a venue to pursue administrative mismanagement and wrongdoing, which are often linked to
highly salient cases that attract public spotlight (McCubbins & Schwartz, 1984) and electoral
attention.
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Aberbach’s (1990) consideration of federal oversight revealed that while electoral
incentives were the central factor in legislative behavior, he argues that they are employed in
dynamic and circumstantial ways. Intervening factors – political winds, institutional dynamics,
and the substantive role of government – can all interact with the role of oversight in the
legislature. For example, in the wake of the Nixon resignation oversight experienced an uptick
(beyond the oversight aspects of the Watergate scandal) because of public support for increased
scrutiny of government activities (Dull & Parker, 2009). This was also an important
Congressional rebuttal to the robust administrative tactics employed by Nixon to consolidate
power vis-à-vis the legislative branch (Lee, 1997). The subtleties embedded in the legislature’s
response to the Nixon administration, including the Watergate Scandal, were influenced by many
things including public perceptions, Constitutional powers, and increased expertise in
Congressional committee staff. This dissertation will explore the key motivators to legislative
oversight, especially how oversight activities interact with electoral benefits for the individual
legislator and how institutional factors (e.g., committees, inter-branch conflict) dictate the use of
oversight.
Historical Basis for Oversight
Legislative oversight is an essential function of the modern legislature. Parker & Dull
(2013) summarize the federal legislature’s role: “Oversight and its vigorous exercise are
discussed in terms of constitutional responsibilities, the pursuit of ‘good’ and efficient
government, and the incentives faced by individual members of Congress” (48). As the
American political state expanded, legislatures at the federal and state levels were forced to
delegate authority to administrative departments and agencies (Showronek, 1982; Aberbach,
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1990). To protect legislative interests in the administrative state, legislatures took on oversight
characteristics. MacDonald & McGrath (2013) summarize this new role:

In conducting oversight, a legislature investigates whether agencies have made policy
decisions in a manner consistent with that legislature’s vision for what public policy
should look like under existing law. If the legislature believes that agency decisions have
violated the legislature’s policy priorities, it can then engage in oversight, consulting
with, or even cajoling, agency personnel to alter their policymaking decisions to converge
with the legislature’s favored positions (1).

Federal legislative oversight functions have emerged as a key facet in the modern separation of
powers system, especially as government’s regulatory role has expanded. This behavior has been
replicated in states (Squire, 2012). Oversight allows legislators to exercise control over
bureaucratic action to achieve their policy preferences and counterbalance the power of the
executive branch. However, as the size of the administrative state continues to grow the
legislative branch will have to grapple with how it meets the expanded demands of the state.
Growth in the modern political state, especially the size of the administrative apparatus,
presents a difficult barrier for the practice of legislative oversight. Aberbach (1990) describes
this situation:

[T]his development led to concern that Congress was losing influence, especially in
relation to policy and its administration (increasingly seen as intertwined). Part of this
concern is reflected in the complaint that oversight of the now large bureaucracy is
“Congresses’ neglected function,” that is, oversight is not done, or when done that it is
uncoordinated, unsystematic, sporadic, and usually informal (187).
16

The low level of professionalism at the state level, especially related to size of staff, legislative
experience, and legislative session length, exacerbates this problem. Legislators simply do not
possess the resources to monitor and evaluate an increasingly large and complex bureaucratic
state. Many researchers have shown that state legislatures with low professionalism have
struggled to build adequate ex post controls for legislation and its associated implementation
(Poggione & Reenock, 2004; Boehmke & Shipan, 2014; Boushey & McGrath, 2015).
Aberbach’s (1990) research also shows that fluctuations in oversight aren’t just linked to
bureaucratic size. Historical shifts alter the approach and prevalence of oversight. The ebb and
flow of public opinion and political persuasions can also shift oversight’s role:

When congressional elites believed that the public was highly receptive to government
solutions to problems and to a larger and larger government role, they naturally saw a
much bigger payoff in creating new government programs than in overseeing those
already in existence…When those in Congress began to believe that the citizenry was
increasingly burdened by government size and complexity, or even disenchanted with
government per se…Oversight, especially visible manifestations such as oversight
hearings, now looked more attractive than before (191).3

Legislators weigh public opinion and salience in their decision to prioritize, or deprioritize,
oversight functions. Oversight is dependent on context and the political circumstances of the day,

3

This illustrates the way that historical factors and different brands of oversight apply to
evolving public and elected leaders’ preferences. Further, it shows the circumstantial ways that
history, institutional norms, issue salience, and intervening factors (e.g., legislative interims,
professionalism) have a pronounced impact on the practice of oversight and the instruments that
oversight actors employ to achieve their oversight goals across time and contexts.
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not just differences in formal mechanisms. Further, oversight is an open-system. The relevant
players and organizations change across time, substantive field, issue, and legislative body.
Aberbach summarizes this stance arguing “Members of Congress usually pursue self-interest as
they see it, but their self-interest is defined in a changing environment” (211).
The motivating factors inherent to oversight have also shifted over time. In many ways
legislative oversight is intended to act as a police patrol; however, in practice, fire-alarm
oversight is more rational and more prevalent (McCubbins & Schwartz, 1984). Parker & Dull
(2013) point out:

Congress has outsourced the work of police patrols by expanding the investigatory role
and resources for the General Accounting Office and by creating offices of inspectors
general in each executive agency. These agencies look for problems of waste, fraud, and
abuse and shine the flashlights into dark corners members of Congress do not have the
time or the inclination to examine. When these agencies produce reports, they set off fire
alarms for Congress that then holds investigatory hearings to play the heroes of efficiency
and frugality (64-65).

As Congress, and state legislatures (Boehmke & Shipan, 2014), are forced to cope with a larger
and more complex administrative apparatus, specialization and outsourcing of certain features of
the oversight process on legislative agencies should be expected.
Alongside legislators’ outsourcing of police patrol oversight functions, they have also
attempted to capitalize on the high public salience of oversight as a way to undermine political
enemies (Ginsberg & Shefter, 1990). Though not explored in-depth at the state-level, in the U.S.
Congress oversight has become a partisan weapon:
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[C]ongressional investigations have changed in the era of the partisan Congress,
and how an ostensibly good practice – of making sure the executive branch is
doing its job and carrying out congressional mandates – has become an activity
motivated in large part by politics and the needs of partisan majorities (Parker &
Dull, 2013, 49).
Investigations, “gotcha politics,” and using committee staff as a way to target political rivals is a
bastardization of oversight’s rationale and purpose, but a natural conclusion to the increased
legislative emphasis on winning elections. This analysis offers an opportunity to revisit the ways
that actors conceive and employ legislative oversight as it becomes increasingly outsourced,
partisan, and undergoes natural shifts in style. In short, this research will explore what
mechanisms are used to conduct legislative oversight.
Types of Oversight: Traditional vs. Latent
Legislators can use bureaucratic control to improve efficiency and effectiveness; detect
waste and abuse; check executive power; create transparency; ensure security and individual
freedom; explore new policy alternatives and reforms; and determine accordance with legislative
intent. Elected leaders’ authority to exert their policy preferences in the bureaucracy occurs
through formal and informal actions. Formally, legislators exert control over the bureaucracy
using what Hamm & Robertson (1981) term traditional powers. These include:

[T]he power of the purse, investigatory hearings of agency operations, legislative
post-auditing, controls through various administrative procedures acts, personnel
controls such as the advise and consent power over executive appointments and
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impeachment/removal powers over executive officials, and influence over
executive/agency organizational structure and reorganization (133).

This summary demarcates the typical activities that the majority of legislative scholars use as
variables to investigate legislative control of the bureaucracy.
These traditional powers comprise a strong starting point for investigating bureaucratic
control; yet, they fail to account for important “informal processes” that drive, motivate, or
support traditional powers. These processes are consistent with what prior scholarship terms
latent oversight (Ogul, 1977; Ogul & Rockman, 1990). These works emphasize the “anticipatory
and review modes of intervention” (Ogul & Rockman, 1990, 6) that are complex, difficult to
empirically observe, and fall outside formal mechanisms of legislatures.
For example, researchers have referenced the importance of legislators “having contacts
in the agency” (Sarbaugh-Thompson, 2010, 60); the reputation of the legislator and the threat of
potential intervention (ibid, 63); legislative staff members building personal relationships with
their counterparts in agencies (e.g., happy hours) to build knowledge and connections (Little &
Ogle, 2005); and the role of the media (ibid, 218-219) and interest group information (ibid, 206)
on legislators awareness of oversight issues. This dissertation is structured to investigate how
latent and informal processes work independently, and in tandem, to influence legislative
oversight functions.
The Role of Committees and Institutional Factors
Most of the current literature on legislative oversight concentrates on the role of
committees in performing oversight functions (Fenno, 1973; Rosenthal, 1974; Hamm &
Robertson, 1981; Rosenthal, 1981; Rosenbloom, 2002; Parker & Dull, 2012). Committees
provide a vital forum for oversight hearings, allow committee members to develop expertise, and
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provide legislators access to specialized, professional staff. Parker & Dull (2013) observe
“Committee hearings and investigations are perhaps the most important tool Congress has to
check the authority of the executive branch” (48). In the federal context, this traces back to the
passage of the Legislative Reorganization Act of 1946 (LRA) which charged committees with a
clear mandate to conduct review of executive implementation, as well as providing restructured
jurisdiction and greater resources, namely staff, to committee for investigations and reviews.
Since that time the role of committees in oversight has grown, especially as states have brought
their own committee systems in line with the federal LRA.
Out of the literature on the U.S. Congress, Fenno’s (1973) foundational field studies on
Congressional committees is an important guide for this research. Fenno observed that in their
service to committees, legislators are primarily motivated by their individual goals, which
include their underlying motivations of winning elections, gaining institutional power, and
producing public policy. Committees are a way for legislators to promote their self-interest
within the environmental constraints and decision-making processes of each committee. Of
specific interest to this research, Fenno explored the role played by committees by examining
committee members. This approach allowed Fenno to ascertain how member interests and
motivations shaped the committees direction and products. In many ways this research design
employs a similar tactic to understand how individuals shape legislative oversight directions and
products.
In the literature on state legislative bodies, Squire (2012) conducts a historical tracing of
how state legislatures evolved. Squire argues that across states, committees developed
dissimilarities in their traits and operating processes. These differences manifested through their
tangential contexts and histories. The dissimilarities across states include the number of
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committees, the powers given to standing committees (i.e., jurisdictions, parliamentary rules),
the powers provided to joint committees, the processes for committee assignments, and the
autonomy the committee is allowed vis-à-vis the broader legislative institution (ibid, 286). In
many of these instances the variance is profound. In 2009, Illinois had fifty-seven standing
committees compared to just nine in Alaska, Maryland and Rhode Island (ibid, 286).
In addition to the institutional influence of committees, the literature observes that
oversight is also motivated by political, internal, and external institutional factors. Seven
institutional factors are outlined here and synthesized in Table 1. Each have a pronounced effect
on the role of oversight within the legislative institution and how oversight experiences
fluctuations in emphasis across legislatures and time.
First, Rosenthal (1981) cites political ideology and partisanship as a source of oversight.
Partisanship can cause a legislature or a committee to target an agency that is inconsistent with
one party’s desired policy choices. For instance, Boehmke & Shipan (2014) find evidence that
states with Republican majority produce lower levels of nursing home inspection citations, a
measure that they find to be amplified by higher levels of legislative professionalism. Certain
policy fields will interact with partisanship in different ways, but partisanship’s influence on
state legislatures has been well documented in the literature (Rosenthal, 2004; Boehmke &
Shipan, 2014).
Second, agency oversight is also a way to establish independence from the governor,
even when the Governor is from the same party (Rosenthal, 1981). Oversight is a crucial venue
for inter-branch conflict to manifest (e.g., checks and balances), which is distinct from the large
literature on divided government that is solely focused on partisanship. Third, legislative climate,
in relation to public opinion, can affect the rewards a legislator receives for time spent on
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oversight. For example, legislators responding to public shifts of opinion (i.e., the importance of
climate change) or fire alarms (McCubbins & Schwartz, 1984) can raise the salience of
oversight. Oversight and its outputs can lead to greater public understanding of an issue, which
can indirectly link to electoral gains. The media plays an integral role in fire-alarm oversight
because of its role in priming, issue framing and agenda setting with the public (McCombs,
2005; Scheufele & Tewksbury, 2007; Weaver, 2007). This effect has the potential to be even
more pronounced at the state level due to the limited scope of media attention paid to state
legislative issues.
Fourth, the importance of campaign finance in elections has put significant pressure on
the time legislators can devote to activities like oversight. Over thirty years ago Rosenthal (1981)
showed the large amount of time state legislators devoted to fundraising. This is a practice that
has undeniably grown in importance over time. In the modern legislature, several institutional
factors like term-limits (discussed independently below), casework4, and partisan demands on
fundraising diminish the time and attention legislators can place on bureaucratic control. For
example, in their analysis of Michigan, Sarbaugh-Thompson et al. (2010) found “Before term
limits, time spent on casework reduced oversight slightly for legislators, but time devoted to
fundraising had no effect. After term limits, the attention to fundraising and to casework reduced
oversight” (81). In the modern legislature, the time that legislators have for oversight activities is
waning.

4

Casework is also a form of oversight in of itself (Elling, 1979). For instance, Moncrief,
Thompson, & Cassie (1996) contend that “In addition to the usual modes of oversight (hearings,
budget review, committee reports, etc.), a great deal of oversight activity is performed in
association with other legislative tasks, such as casework, lawmaking, and interacting with
administrative officials.”
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Fifth, Sarbaugh-Thompson et al. (2010) find that term limits diminish the institutional
knowledge in legislators and the institutional incentives for conducting agency oversight. An
anonymous quote from their analysis illustrates their point:

[Only] two or three chairs understand the system well enough to monitor. . . . If you want
to monitor as a chair, you have to know how the department is organized, how the budget
works, where the programs are and have contacts in the agency who will tell you when
something is going wrong.” If this portrayal of monitoring requirements is accurate, then
enacting term limits would make it even harder to monitor agencies because legislators
would have less time to learn about the agencies and develop contacts within them (60).

As a legislative institution, term limits erode the expertise embedded in the legislators
themselves and realign incentives for stimulating oversight toward more short-term goals (e.g.,
legislation, fundraising). This change is part of a larger phenomenon, where legislatures (with
and without term limits) are losing institutional knowledge and incentives to practicing
oversight.
Sixth, government has become more networked (Provan & Lemaire, 2012) and,
therefore, more difficult for legislators to oversee. For example, the prevalence of public-private
partnerships outsource functions of government, which still require oversight, but drastically
realign the skills and knowledge needed to do so. Administrative activities have increased
technical complexity and require increased compliance with federal regulations. Institutional
fragmentation limits the legislature’s cohesion, which indirectly reduces oversight activities.
Aberbach (1990) contends “The fragmented nature of the [legislative] system and its institutional
structure – with different terms of office for elected officials, constituencies of different scope
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and kind, and independent bases of institutional power – make it difficult to maintain party
discipline” (11). These attributes are likely to be even more pronounced in the state legislature,
which consists of even looser party and institutional ties, not to mention the transient, disordered
nature of many state legislatures.
Seventh, technology and ease of communication provide an influx of information that
complicates the ability of legislators to find and filter information (Roberts, 2011; Pariser, 2012;
Livitin, 2014). For oversight, technology is a two sided coin – it enhances access to information
and increases experts’ capacity to investigate, but it also floods legislators with information that
they must process, filter, and deploy effectively.
Table 1 Institutional Factors for Oversight
Type
Factor
Partisanship
Political
Influence

Inter-branch Conflict
Legislative Climate

Attention
Internal
Influence
Institutional Knowledge
and Incentives

Networks/Fragmentation
External
Influence
Technology

Expectation
Partisan ideology shifts the emphasis and tactics that
legislators from each party employ when conducting
oversight
Oversight is a battleground for clashes to determine
the balance of legislative/executive power.
Priming, issue framing, and agenda setting can lead
to fluctuations in what the public and the legislature
is interested in.
Emergent (e.g., media, fundraising) and traditional
(e.g., bills, casework) legislative activities place
limits on legislators’ ability to focus on time
intensive oversight activities.
Growing emphasis on elections and other factors
like term limits diminish legislative expertise and
reduce the long-term incentives for conducting
oversight.
Outsourcing and complexity of government
administration diminish legislators’ capacity to
oversee and develop expertise.
Technology provides benefits – ease of
communication and higher quality information – and
drawbacks – deluge of information that is difficult to
parse and employ – to oversight.
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The Role of Legislative Research Organizations
A corollary of the broader legislative oversight literature is the node of scholarship that
explores the influence of program evaluation and independent research organizations (e.g., GAO
in the federal legislature, JLARC in Virginia) on the legislative oversight process. NCSL
summarizes the role of program evaluation in the policy process:

Most state legislatures have created specialized offices that conduct research studies and
evaluate state government policies and programs. These studies, called program
evaluations, policy analyses, and performance audits, address whether agencies are
properly managing public programs and identify ways to improve these programs and cut
government costs” (Kidd, 2015).

Program evaluation divisions provide a valuable source of information but VanLandingham
(2006, 2010) argues that elected leaders infrequently listen:

It is often difficult for evaluations to gain the attention of policy makers due to the
amount of competing information provided by other sources such as lobbyists, think
tanks, staff, agencies, and the media. Furthermore, although evaluations typically produce
written products, the policy making environment tends to value oral communication,
anecdotal stories, and personal relationships over data (Weiss, 1989; Whiteman, 1995)
(quoted in VanLandingham, 2010, 2).

Whether integrated into the legislative debate, and other legislative outputs, or simply viewed as
a police patrol that protects the interests of the broader legislature, program evaluation divisions
conduct important oversight functions. States with legislative research organizations should be
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expected to utilize and rely on their reviews, capacity, and recommendations. In this dissertation,
I seek to add to the prior scholarship’s understanding of how legislative research organizations fit
into the broader legislative oversight system’s practices and dialogue.
Variability in State Legislative Professionalism
The level of state legislative control over the bureaucracy is variable across states, policy
fields, and contexts. This has been confirmed by single state case studies (Lyons & Freeman,
1984; Doyle, 1986; Curry, 1990; Huber & Shipan, 2002; Sarbaugh-Thompson, 2010) and
comparative analyses (Woods, 2004, 2005; Barrett & Greene, 2008; Krause & Woods, 2011).
The relevance of state legislative control, especially oversight, is becoming increasingly
important as some federal program authority transfers to states (Bevir, 2010; SarbaughThompson et al., 2010; Krause & Woods, 2014). Relative to growth in the federal government,
states have experienced a significant expansion in their budgets and responsibilities. Further, in
many policy fields (for instance in the realm of energy and environmental policies), some states
have dwarfed the steps taken by federal legislation and represent the frontlines of policy
formation, implementation, and activism (Goulder & Stavins, 2010).
A large literature demonstrates the pronounced effect of resources on the ability of
legislators to conduct oversight activities (Hamm & Robertson, 1981; Huber & Shipan, 2002;
Woods 2004, 2005; Woods & Baronowski, 2006; Bowen & Greene, 2014; Krause & Woods,
2014). The National Conference of State Legislatures (NCSL) operationally defines legislative
professionalism as “the amount of time legislators spend on the job, the amount they are
compensated and the size of the legislature's staff” (2014). They separate states into three
categories of professionalism:
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Green – full-time (average 82% time on the job), well-paid (states average $81,079 in
yearly compensation), large staff (states average 1,340 partisan and nonpartisan staff).



Gray – hybrid (70; $43,429; 479, respectively).



Yellow – part-time (54%), low-pay ($19,197), small staff (169).

Similarly, scholars have used a definition of legislative professionalism that closely mirrors the
NCSL definition. Scholars typically rely on the Squire Index (Squire 1992, 2012) to establish
state legislative professionalism. The Squire Index is an additive measure that combines
legislator pay, session length, and the amount of full-time staff to determine professionalism.
Others modify the Squire Index to operationalize the factors Squire uses. For instance, Woods
and Baronowski (2006) define legislative professionalism as “member compensation, the time
available for conducting legislative business, and the staff to support legislative operations”
(589).
Bowen & Greene (2014) have argued that the metrics included in measuring legislative
professionalism be calibrated to the specific causal relationships being studied. In certain cases
they contend that the homogeneity of Squire’s Index is simply to narrow:

Florida combines high staffing and expenditures per legislator with short sessions and
modest pay. In fact, Florida almost triples Minnesota and Arizona’s staffing totals, and
nearly quadruples those states’ expenditures, but the state limits legislative sessions to
only 60 calendar days and offers salaries of under $35,000 a year. In contrast to Florida,
Arizona has modest staffing levels and resources for the legislature and low salary but
long legislative sessions. The individual components illustrate substantially greater
variation between Arizona and Florida than the modest differences in their Squire Index
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scores would suggest; the nature of professionalism and the types of resources available
to legislators in these states are quite different (5-6).
At face value, many of the Squire Index’s individual attributes are poor measures of relative
levels of professionalism.5
In the highly-specialized area of legislative oversight, a measure of professionalism that
is tailored to the specific factors that are important to oversight would improve on the Squire
Index. An oversight focused professionalism index could offer a potential explanation for the
contradictory effects observed in the existing legislative oversight literature. A qualitative study
of this nature can be especially attuned to identifying factors that influence professionalism in
oversight and how metrics and concepts interact. A key contributions of this work will be further
exploration of how legislators at the state level cope with varying levels of professionalism. This
will provide a better understanding of the appropriate measures that can be used to establish
legislative professionalism in the context of legislative oversight.
Many principals exert influence on public agencies (Carpenter, 1996; Balla, 1998;
Waterman, Rouse, & Wright, 1998; Carpenter, 2001; Huber & Shipan, 2002; Krause & Woods,
2014). The broad set of stakeholders in the legislative oversight system creates what Whitford
(2005) terms a “tug of war” between the executive, legislature, and agency. Interest groups, the
public, the media, different levels of government, and businesses also seek to exert their policy

5

It should be noted that Squire (2012) has demonstrated the measures of state legislative
professionalism are “overwhelmingly driven by state wealth” (313). Other factors – including
partisanship and region – play a marginal role in explaining professionalism. Instead state wealth
inputs, like population and income, are much stronger determinants of a professionalized
legislature and lead to a greater proportion of outlays that can be devoted to legislative staff and
compensation levels.
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preferences (Waterman et al., 1998).6 However, as stated above, the primary node in the
legislative process (and this research) exists between the legislature and administrative agencies.
In prior empirical studies of legislative/agency relations, the level of bureaucratic
autonomy (Eisner & Meier, 1990; Balla, 1998; Potoski & Woods, 2000; Carpenter, 2001;
Sarbaugh-Thompson et al., 2010) or control (Curry, 1990; Huber & Shipan, 2002) has been
highly variable. The inconsistent findings in these studies come from a myriad of factors –
including variability in project design, different variables being used to explain oversight and
autonomy, and contextual differences in the unique circumstances of states. As Rosenthal (2004)
observes, “Every state and every legislature differs from every other, at least in some important
respects. Indeed, the same legislature differs from session to session, and sometimes even more
frequently than that” (12).
The recent literature on state legislative/agency relationships demonstrates that the
influence of the legislature appears to be diminishing. For example, Sarbaugh-Thompson et al.
(2010) asked Michigan legislators how much time they spent on sixteen legislative tasks. Their
study showed that oversight of agencies ranked 15th (before term limits) and 16th (after term
limits) for legislative attention. Sarbaugh-Thompson et al. (2010) also found:

More than half (59%) of post–term-limits respondents believed they could not or should
not monitor the executive branch…Some legislators asked incredulously if monitoring
was something they were supposed to do. Others asserted with great confidence or

Waterman et al. (1998) point out two interesting areas of potential research: “the precise mechanisms
that different principals employ in their attempts to influence the bureaucracy. Likewise, we need to
determine if agents actually respond in differing ways to different types of principals or to different
venues of influence” (36) [Make absolutely sure that you respond to this quote in the interpretations
section].
6
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patronizing condescension that monitoring state agencies was the governor’s
responsibility: “The majority of that is done by department heads appointed by the
governor. It is more of the governor’s responsibility,” or, more explicitly, “Not our job.
It’s the governor’s job” (77).
These legislators’ confusion about their role monitoring executive activities is consistent with
legislators’ assessments of their priorities. Rosenthal (2004, 233) investigated legislators in five
states – Maryland, Minnesota, Ohio, Vermont and Washington – to self-assess their perceptions
about the legislature’s performance balancing the executive branch (41%) compared to
representing constituents (88%) and lawmaking (69%). As these figures show, there is little
evidence that legislators place a priority on performing oversight related tasks in the modern
legislative institution.
Auburn University’s American State Administrators Project, which conducts a
longitudinal survey of state agency heads, showed that agency contact with officials is more than
half its frequency in 1974, dropping from 61% to 29%. Though this figure doesn’t necessarily
imply legislative oversight and learning has fallen – in fact, it may prove that the presence of
other actors have provided legislators with additional sources of oversight and information
(Waterman et al, 1998) – but it does show important shifts in the way the legislature forges
relationships and the types of interactions it cultivates. As legislative contact with the executive
branches falls, it is important to understand the consequences of these shifts. For instance, if a
smaller group of legislators specialize in oversight responsibilities, the broader legislative
institution may still receive the benefits of their oversight expertise even though the diffusion of
administrative/legislative contact is lower. An important node I will explore in this dissertation is
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to uncover the sources of information and the relationships that legislative actors rely on when
engaging in oversight.
Politics and Administration
The practice of administration is soaked in politics, a point dating back to Waldo (1948).
First and foremost, administration is directly affected by political institutions. However,
unelected bureaucrats’ political influence isn’t limited to their exchanges with elected leaders.
Administrators, themselves, exhibit policy preferences and advocate for and against policy
alternatives throughout the policy making process (Carpenter, 2001; Carpenter, 2010; Cook,
2010).
Some analyses of legislative oversight have directly considered administrators political
roles. Palus & Yackee (2012) reimagine the oversight process as an opportunity for
administrators to insert their perspective, and even preferences. They argue “oversight opens up
lines of communication… [allowing] managers [to] influence the policy making of elected
officials due to their position as policy experts” (277). Palus & Yackee challenge prior
scholarship’s limited focus on oversight as a control mechanism:

[T]he current literature often portrays oversight as a unidirectional relationship where the
political-principal influences the agent, this argument acknowledges that it may be more
cooperative and/or reciprocal. As a result, we see our contribution to be in identifying a
previously unidentified consequence of the political oversight of the bureaucracy, namely
increased agency influence on legislative and executive decision making (277).

Reframing the involvement of administrators in the oversight process acknowledges the
persuasive role that administrators may play in helping legislators learn.
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Cook (1996, 2010) contends there is no question of the influence of administrators. He
posits that there is value to integrating administrators’ experience in public policy decisionmaking. Cook channels Woodrow Wilson’s argument for the bureaucracy as an “experiencing
organ,” envisioning the administrator as an active participant in policy making:

[Wilson] saw administration as occupying the social and temporal space where
dynamic social life was translated into knowledge – sometimes incomplete,
sometimes inaccurate – and in turn into the raw material for the deliberative and
often wrenching process of formalizing and codifying social habits and
experience in written laws. Public administration does not just carry out such
formal law, nor does it just fill in many of the gaps left by law. It also seeks to
learn what it is practical for the state to do in the face of continuing change in
habits and forms of social interchange growing out of such forces as economic
growth and expanding racial, ethnic, and cultural interaction. Because of its
special position in the polity, administration can more systematically assemble
abundant material on which to base the reform of existing law, the shaping of new
law, and even the reform or reconstruction of constitutions (269).

This perspective underscores the link between the bureaucratic functions of information
gathering, neutral analysis, and advisory.
Additionally, Cook argues that from normative perspective administrators can be a poor
source of information for elected leaders. First, administrative agencies are a part of the
executive branch, no matter how many legislative mandates or oversight requirements are in
place. Second, agencies have their own agendas that rise above their connection to the executive
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(Carpenter, 2001). Cook points out that, “Legislators would appear to function best when they
can take advantage of a rich and varied flow of information about policy performance and about
the needs of society for new or revised public law.” (276). Third, reliance on one actor, even
their own internal research agencies, can lead to a narrow perspective and incomplete
understanding.
Aberbach (1990) similarly argues that “uncertain lines of authority encourage American
bureaucrats to play political roles – to cut deals with congressmen who can protect their agencies
from central executive control, to pursue the interests of clienteles who can help to protect their
programs, and to act as advocates for interests inadequately represented through ostensible
channels of political representation” (7). The American bureaucrat, at least at the federal level, is
a political animal whom often acts in their own self-interest. This dissertation will examine how
members of the legislative branch exemplify political behaviors to achieve oversight objectives,
and vice versa.
Conclusion: The Contribution of this Research
The scholarship on state legislative oversight produces several over-arching themes that
motivate this research. First and foremost, the literature produces an account of legislators and
legislative institutions that are motivated by elections. An emphasis on elections diminishes the
amount of time and interest placed on legislative oversight. Trends in the federal legislature have
also shown that expansion in federal programs and authority have increase the scope of
oversight, which has led to an increased emphasis on fire alarms, investigations, and the use of
oversight as a partisan tool. Inadequate research has been undertaken to understand how states
exhibit these concepts, which is a principle contribution of this research.
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Scholars in the federal and state contexts deemphasize the importance of latent
mechanisms (e.g. relationships) in oversight process. This deficiency limits the scholarship’s
understanding of how institutional norms, relationships and other informal mechanism influence
the oversight process. Similarly, much of the current literature views oversight as a principle–
agent relationship. This research is interested in developing new understandings of how the
oversight process unfolds on the ground by developing understandings of interviewees’
experience. This approach takes a critical look at the role of an expanded set of actors that
include typical (e.g. committees, reports) and less reported (e.g. legislative research
organizations, inter-personal networks) to establish the key nodes and actors in the oversight
process. This grounded approach allows offers the potential to examine how administrators act
as sources of information and the ways that administrators, and the oversight process itself, are a
venue for power and politics to unfold.
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Chapter 3: Method
It is a widely accepted notion among painters that it does not
matter what one paints as long as it is well painted.
– Mark Rothko

In this research, I consider how legislative oversight functions in states. I aim to develop
greater understanding of the oversight process that provides explanations of experience across
multiple cases. I primarily employ an open-ended interview approach that asks participants to
reflect on the tools and activities legislators and other legislative stakeholders use to oversee
bureaucratic action and achieve their policy objectives in administrative departments and
agencies. Through this process I decipher the legislative institution’s usage of oversight
functions, especially how formal inputs (e.g., reports and committee hearings) translate into
action. I recognize that oversight is a process; therefore, the research design is structured to ask
actors from multiple perspectives throughout the oversight setting to reflect on the dimensions of
their work.
In this chapter, I explain how the research proposal design was executed in the field. To
this first end, I reflect on how my opinions, interests, and methodological decisions progressed
through the project. I delve into how the project was completed, exploring its strengths,
weaknesses, issues and pragmatic necessities. I hope that this explanation provides a candid
account of what I learned from the field and how the experience can support future inductive
research on state legislatures.
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Research Questions
In this research, I examine how individual legislators and related stakeholders perform
legislative oversight and other forms of bureaucratic control. This concentrates on understanding
their motivations, rationales, and the underlying legislative environment as they relate to the
oversight process. In a macro sense, this is about comprehending the ways that oversight
processes unfolds from each individual’s perspective. Within this broad focus, this research
concentrates on two guiding questions. First, the dissertation explores:
How do state legislatures cope with variable levels of professionalism to produce legislative
oversight?
In this area I am interested in exploring how factors like an extended legislative interim period or
the introduction of legislative term limits place constraints to the legislative oversight process.
Second, the dissertation investigates:
How do stakeholders develop relationships and use informal processes to achieve goals in the
state legislative oversight process?
This question centers on comprehending how relationships and informal processes complement
more formalized legislative processes. With this question, I also consider how power, especially
power in the realm of oversight, manifests in the legislative institution. These research questions
necessitate that the research design incorporate a broad set of actors drawn from multiple
perspectives as a means to approach how processes, relationships and concepts interact.
State Case Selection
In this study, I interviewed stakeholders from legislative institutions in five states. As
discussed in the previous chapter, variability across states offers the potential to examine how
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differences in their levels of capacity (Krause & Woods, 2012) and their differentiated histories,
institutional arrangements, and norms (Squire, 2012) lead to different legislative oversight
processes.
The five states I selected for this analysis were: Virginia, California, Texas, North
Carolina and West Virginia. Two reasons for these states’ inclusion are of primary importance.
First, these states represent a contrast of full-time (California), hybrid (North Carolina, Texas,
and Virginia) and part-time legislatures (West Virginia). Prior studies have shown that legislative
professionalism has a pronounced effect on the ability of legislators to conduct oversight
activities (Hamm & Robertson, 1981; Huber & Shipan, 2002; Woods 2004, 2005; Woods &
Baronowski, 2006; Sarbaugh-Thompson et al, 2010; Krause & Woods, 2011). Including states
that represent the full spectrum of the state legislative professionalism index is a key input to
understanding how their differentiated capacities and other institutional factors lead to
differences in legislative oversight processes.
Second, the states included legislative sessions that were in different statuses. California
was in full session during my visit, North Carolina, Virginia, and West Virginia were adjourned
but had met earlier in the year, and Texas had no 2014 session (the Texas legislature had been
adjourned since May 2013 when I visited in October 2014). Similar to legislative
professionalism, variability in session length and interims across the states included in this
research offer a continuum to examine how legislatures fulfill their oversight obligations. I
provide a detailed profile for each state’s professionalism and several other comparative metrics
in Table 2 (next page).
Each of the five states I selected maintains active and professionalized research and
evaluation staffs in the legislative branch. A vibrant legislative review environment provides the
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legislature with a powerful resource to monitor agency activities. For example, Texas offers one
of most distinctive legislative oversight environments in the nation. In Texas, every department
or agency is subject, on a twelve-year cycle, to a comprehensive review conducted by the Texas
Sunset Advisory Commission (SAC). The SAC website illustrates the strictness of this process:
Sunset is the regular assessment of the continuing need for a state agency to exist.
While standard legislative oversight is concerned with agency compliance with
legislative policies, Sunset asks a more basic question: Do the agency's functions
continue to be needed? The Sunset process works by setting a date on which an
agency will be abolished unless legislation is passed to continue its functions
(Sunset, 2013).
An arm of the Texas legislative branch, the SAC review process is stringent and has led to the
elimination of seventy-eight agencies and commissions since 1977 (Sunset, 2013). Legislators
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Table 2 State Demographic Characteristics

State

Population
(in millions
for 2014)*

Legislative
Professiona
lism**

Permanent
Legislative
Staff
(2009)**

Session
Length**

Legislator
Salary
(2014)**

District
Size (in
thousands)
***

Virginia

8.3

Hybrid

391

60/30

$18,000 (S)
$17,640
(H)

177 (S)
71 (H)

California

38.8

Full-Time

2,067

Continuous

$90,526

311 (S)
126 (H)

397,348

2.51

Texas

30

Hybrid

2,090

140/0

$7,200

672 (S)
139 (H)

316,638

1.41

North
Carolina

9.9

Hybrid

321

$13,951

53 (S)
18 (H)

146,387

.62

West
Virginia

1.9

Part-Time
Lite

219

None,
usually
adjourn in
July
60

$20,000

53 (S)
18 (H)

120,863

.35

* http://quickfacts.census.gov/qfd/index.html
** http://www.ncsl.org/research/about-state-legislatures.aspx
*** Rosenthal, 2004
**** http://factfinder.census.gov/faces/tableservices/jsf/pages/productview.xhtml?src=bkmk
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Administra Administra
tive Full- tive Budget
Time
(in billion,
Equivalents
March
(March
2013)****
2013)****
125,234
.55

take the sunset review process seriously because the debate is framed from the perspective that
agency termination is the default position. This structure also provides legislators a window to
exert coercive control over the bureaucracy during departments and agencies’ reauthorization.
Virginia, Texas, North Carolina, California, and West Virginia each participate in the
National Legislative Program Evaluation Society (NLPES). Texas (2012) and North Carolina
(2014) were the recipients of the NLPES Excellence Award, which annually recognizes one state
for excellence in program evaluation over the last four years (NCSL, 2014). A high-quality
program evaluation division provides the legislature with a valuable portal into administrative
activities and offers resources for legislators to probe hunches (Michael Keeney, personal
conversation).
Another important component of state selection was inclusion of states that have and
have not passed term limits for legislators. Term limits remove senior members of the legislature
and, therefore, often strip expertise out of state legislatures (Huber & Shipan, 2002; SarbaughThompson, 2012). Term limits also put a heightened emphasis on political careerism, which
correlates negatively with oversight activities (Woods & Baronowski, 2006). Virginia, Texas,
North Carolina and West Virginia have never passed term limits legislation; conversely,
California passed stringent term limits that cap legislative service to twelve years. Term limits
often translate into increased political careerism and additional cases of former legislators in the
administrative branch (e.g., appointees).
The states in this analysis also differ in their political composition. Democrats controlled
California’s executive and legislative branches. Texas and North Carolina were each under full
Republican control. Virginia and West Virginia were each under divided control, both having a
Democratic governor and Republican legislature. It is likely that the presence of divided
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government has an effect on the emphasis a legislature places on bureaucratic control (Rosenthal,
1981; Hamm & Robertson, 1981). California (during the Schwarzenegger Administration) and
North Carolina (throughout most of the 21st century) have also recently had divided political
control. Conversely, Texas has not had a Democratic Governor since Ann Richards in the 1990s
or a Democratic legislature since 2003.
Interviewee Selection
Two of the states in this analysis, California and Texas, included site visits with in-person
interviews. Site visits in these two states were supplemented by targeted calls in Virginia (which
occurred before the two case site visits), as well as North Carolina and West Virginia (which
were completed after the case site visits). In California and Texas I planned to solicit the
participation of four members of three groups: party and committee leadership; members of the
general legislature; and committee staff, which included legislative support agencies (e.g.,
program evaluation divisions) and other legislative stakeholders.7 Participants were originally
drawn from the environmental protection and natural resources committees, as well as explicitly
oversight committees, and the members of each party’s leadership.8

Originally, I expected members of each party’s leadership, relevant House and Senate
committee chairs, senior members, and legislators from safe districts to be most relevant to
oversight participation. These qualities provide legislators with enough power to command
respect; enough experience to understand processes and build contacts; and insulation from
electoral pressures or political ambition. Though harder to identify, I also expected that
legislators with professional expertise (e.g., scientists, lawyers), experience working in executive
branch agencies, or members who have been appointed to a policy-making commissions and
boards will possess a functional knowledge of agency activities. However, in practice it was not
useful to target legislators with these qualities because they were hard to identify. Further,
legislators in this analysis whom exhibited interest in oversight came from a wide-range of
backgrounds and districts (see the findings section).
7

8

These committees were selected because of my personal familiarity in environmental issues.
However, I did not comprehend the magnitude of how difficult it would be to get interviews
scheduled with legislators themselves and I almost immediately abandoned my focus on
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As discussed in the literature review, these members and staffers are likely to embody
attributes associated with a high-level of agency contact and possess resources that could be
dedicated to oversight. The scholarship (Fenno, 1973; Rosenthal, 1974; Hamm & Robertson,
1981; Rosenthal, 1981; Rosenbloom, 2002; Parker & Dull, 2012) argues that committees and
commissions are the best settings for locating relevant staff to interview. It is expected that
legislative staffs will be less likely to have the expertise or time to devote to understanding
bureaucratic activities, since they are primarily concerned with legislative and casework
functions, though these activities have been linked to the oversight process (Elling, 1979).
In the email interview request, I presented the project and myself in a straightforward yet
brief manner. I hoped that this would provide basic understanding of what interviewees were
agreeing to, yet protect against having the interviewee prepare content or answers (the letter can
be found in Appendix X). If a scheduler asked for clarification for the type of questions that
would be contained in the interview I would provide several details. One interviewee was
provided the following, by email:
My interview style is open-ended and I try to let the conversation flow. However,
some questions in my "Interview Cues" include:


How do you obtain information about department/agency performance?

environmental committees. In California – since it was the only state with a legislature in session
– I included extra members from the legislators to balance the limited amount of legislator
interviews in other states. Similarly, in Virginia, I capitalized on my personal familiarity with
members of the legislature in the Commonwealth and these interviewees disproportionately
represent the legislative perspective in Virginia. In Texas, committee and commission staff
comprise a larger portion of interviews since the legislature was adjourned and, therefore,
geographically dispersed.
In Texas, I initially believed that geography would dictate participation of legislators because of
the state’s size and its infrequent meetings. However, I was largely ignored by all of the
members of the legislature, even members from Austin and members that would be at the Capitol
for an interim committee meeting. My only interview with a legislator from Texas came from a
call upon returning to Blacksburg. It was also evident that this legislator was highly interested in
the practice of oversight and offered unsolicited “commentaries” about several subjects.
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Do you have direct contact (and if so, how frequently) with
administrators/appointees in California departments and agencies?
Do you remember instances where administrators/appointees brought
ideas or obstacles to you about proposed legislation or budgets? (Author’s
personal correspondence, 2014).

I believe this provided the scheduler, and perhaps the legislator themselves, with a basic
overview of the project and demonstrated its professional nature.
In California I began soliciting interviews by including only members of the leadership,
relevant committee chairs, and members of several investigative- or oversight-related
commissions (Little Hoover Commission, Law Revision Commission). I supplemented these
targets with ten randomly selected members of the general legislature. From my initial interview
email request I received one response, a decline. Such a low rate of response caused me to adapt
my strategy for identifying informants. First, I included more people in the sample. This resulted
in five scheduled interviews from a total of 65 solicited legislator interviews. Interviews were
outright declined by just seven interview targets, so the majority consisted of non-responses.
Second, I began to use phone calls to the legislator’s scheduler, which were supplemented by an
email follow-up. Most of legislators in the sample received two emails9 and two phone
solicitations.10

9

Emails were used as an immediate reminder and a later follow-up as the case site visit
approached. By immediate, I mean that I literally had a form letter in an email text box where I
would add the scheduler’s email, name and then press send. I felt that a quick turnaround on the
email (a) showed my competence and desire, (b) allowed me to stay fresh in their minds, and (c)
helped me stay organized.
10
In addition to these two clear sampling changes I also made several other, smaller changes: I
realized that no one was going to schedule an interview with an academic until they had a clearer
picture of their schedule. Even in states that were in the interim, committee hearings and other
obligations aren’t clear until the last minute. I had to get comfortable with the fact that I was
often not going to schedule interviews until the last possible time. I also shortened the length of
time that I asked for interviews. In one interview I accepted just fifteen minutes since it was with
a committee chairman. Further, in offices that declined a legislator interview, I would ask if a
member of the staff – either the chief of staff or legislative director – would be available.
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In one case I assuaged the concerns of a member who “wanted to make sure that you
we’re [sic] aware that this is only her second year in office and that her experience is limited”
(Author’s personal correspondence, 2015). I took this as an opportunity to argue my case and
assured the scheduler that in a term-limit state that restricts service to three terms (six total years)
in each chamber, any level of experience was a valuable voice to be included in the research.
Interestingly, this member turned out to be the only interviewee who had no understanding of
oversight and its processes. I believe their hesitancy to participate validates my concern
(discussed further below) that individuals who declined to be interviewed feared discussing a
topic about which they had little knowledge.
In qualitative studies it is difficult to assess non-response rates and their ramifications.
Bleich & Pekkanen (2013) argue “Currently, we have no way to assess response rates or possible
nonresponse bias in interviews” (87). While I believe that my response rate is lower than typical
interview solicitations - the oft-referenced in this dissertation Sarbaugh-Thompson et al (2006)
received 86% participation in their interviews – I believe that it is consistent with a typical
legislative environment, especially when considering my tight, five-day timeframe in each state.
Studies have demonstrated ways to bolster response rates in hard to reach areas or groups
(Weiss, 1995); however, in the case of legislative scheduling, and the basic function of a
legislative scheduler is to act as a gatekeeper and it is unlikely that persuasive techniques would
yield results. Last, I do not attempt to argue that these findings demonstrate a high-level of

Because of the low initial response rate, it was useful to try to secure an interview with any
office that was responsive. I also broadened the potential interviewee pool to legislative liaisons
in environmental departments and agencies. An interview with an executive Department’s
legislative liaison is included in the dataset for California. Lastly, I continued to pursue
interviews throughout my week in each state, which largely consisted of back-and-forth email
exchanges with staff. I was willing to accept an interview at the last second and in California and
Texas agreed to interviews that would occur in less than 24 hours.
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reliability or generalizability in the classic sense (King, Keohane & Verba, 1994; Miles,
Huberman & Saldana, 2013). Instead I ground this research in the development of conceptual
understandings that employs purposive and open-ended sampling that diminish the need for a
high-response rate.
However, that is not to say that the purposive and non-responsive sample doesn’t pose
limitations to the utility of the results. For instance, the low response rate alludes to the broader
question of why would an interviewee participate in the project? I believe that most participants
considered this a form of academic altruism. I also assume, but could not know, that most
participants had some interest and/or skill in conducting oversight, or at least something to say
about the topic (similar to Fenno, 1978). In hindsight, six of the ten legislator interviews were
very knowledgeable about the oversight process.11 These legislators had thought critically about
their role in conducting oversight, and understood the layered dimensions of oversight in
practice. It is reasonable to conclude that the self-selective nature of agreed interviews means
that these interviews likely contain legislative oversight advocates. I believe the large number of
nonresponses was due to the intensity of the legislative session’s closing weeks (California) and
long legislative interim period (Texas), not a specific perspective that was being silenced that
would pose a threat to the quality of the data.12 Overall, I argue that there is limited reason to
think that low non-response rate

11

CA07, CA08, CA10, CA11, TX11, and VA01 all demonstrated a high level of confidence
discussing the nature of oversight and their role in the oversight process. For instance, each of
these legislators provided a thorough definition of oversight and were each able to quickly
reference concrete examples within their answers to most questions. The other four interviews –
CA13, VA02, VA03, and VA04 – were either (a) candid about the limited role that they played
in the legislature’s performance of oversight or (b) exhibited little understanding of the oversight
process in the interview.
12
My journal for July 30th (eight days before leaving for California) reads: “Three of the offices
in Cali noted that they are uber busy in August, makes it seem like its gonna be hard to get
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As stated above, the interviews in West Virginia, North Carolina and Virginia differed
substantially from the in-person interviews of California and Texas. Of specific importance here
is the limited amount of perspectives these case studies incorporate, if they can even be called
cases at all. Further, these phone interviews were purposive in nature and relied on my personal
network (Virginia), a friend’s personal network (West Virginia) and snowballing (North
Carolina). In many ways, these three states offered a pre-site visit opportunity to explore how
legislators conceptualize and practice legislative oversight (Virginia) and an opportunity to probe
a specific area of interest (West Virginia and North Carolina). These three states should be
viewed as less-comprehensive and have more targeted usage in the presentation of results in
chapters 4 and 5 (see Table 3 for a summary of the interviewees in each state).
Table 3 Interview Totals by Position and State
California

Texas

Virginia

North
Carolina

West
Virginia

Total

Legislators

5

1

4

0

0

10

Legislative
Research
Organizations*

1

4, Panel

0

2

2

9, Panel

Category

interviews. This mainly stems from the fact that my week in California was the last week of
committee activity before the election recess. Several schedulers and staff have commented, ‘Do
you realize that’s our busiest week of the session?’” Once in California I also realized that
throughout my week in the field the legislature was revising the language for a politically
contentious water bond ballot initiative (2014’s Proposition 1) that caused many legislative
members and staff to have constantly fluctuating schedules during the week. I mention these
anecdotes namely to demonstrate that while there are response bias concerns due to the selfselective nature of the respondents, there were genuine barriers to participation that fall outside
of factors related to selection bias.
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Policy
Committee
Staff

5

3**

0

0

0

8

Legislative
Staff

3

2

0

0

0

5

Dept/Agency
Legislative
Liaisons

1

0

0

0

0

1

Total

15

10, Panel

4

2

2

33, Panel

* Legislative Research Organizations includes commissions, analyst’s offices, program
evaluation divisions, and other legislative agencies.
**Differentiation between committee and legislative staff is indistinct for the state of Texas.
For this table, I list interviewees in the category that brought them to my attention.
Case Site Visits
I used the work of Richard Fenno (1973, 1978, 2014) as a basis for conducting the
interviews and untangling their results.13 I interpret the interviews by presenting thick
descriptions, gaining direct knowledge from field immersion, and looking for corroboration
across state contexts. In many ways a qualitative analysis of this manner is a generative account

Three resources were particularly helpful in emulating Fenno’s method. First, Fenno provides
an in-depth analysis of his research design and experience in the Appendix for his book Home
Style (1978). Fenno’s candor and conversational writing style in describing his research design is
what I attempt to deliver in this chapter. Second, Fenno’s interview transcripts from several of
his studies on U.S. Congress have been released as part of the National Archives database, these
resources can be accessed online. The transcripts provide a portal into Fenno’s fusion of semistructured interviews and conversational style, which are intended to build rapport and encourage
stories. I used Fenno’s transcripts for these interviews as a basis for my own transcripts and
interview cues. Third, I read many other academic works that use open-ended interviews,
including Rosenthal (1981, 1986 and 2004), Yanow (1996, 2007), and Goodsell (2010).
13
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that identifies relationships and behaviors, tests preconceptions and prior understandings, and
offers new directions for future research.
This research design seeks to accommodate the constitutive and continually evolving
nature of inquiry. Yanow & Schwartz-Shea (2012) elaborate the process of sense-making as a
holistic endeavor:

It was Gadamer who observed that as a description of sense-making, the hermeneutic
circle characterizes learning processes in general. By this logic, a researcher begins a
project, whether in the field or in a text, with some degree of prior knowledge – that is
where the metaphoric light is shining; and his sense-making develops both as he
confronts particular elements and as he gains a sense of the wider context. The circlespiral describes the intimate relationship between the part and whole: how the meaning of
a phrase or act depends on its relationship to the whole, but, as well, that the meaning of
the whole cannot be grasped independent of its constituent parts (31).

Following this structure, this research circumvents positivist tendencies to base understanding on
conjecture, allowing immersion to illuminate the meanings and processes revealed in the field or
dataset. The approach of this project allows the researcher to remain reflexive of their place in
the investigation and their methodological decisions that form the course of inquiry.
In-person Interviews
In this dissertation, I concentrate on the legislative perspective since it is where the
informal processes and first-person accounts of legislative oversight will be found. Although
isolating the legislative perspective does conceal administrators’ voices in this research, I am
interested in how legislators and their staff perceive and comprehend administrative action
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(opposed to how clearly they understand administrators). Further, I believe that the inclusion of
administrators, and other stakeholders (interest groups), perspectives would unnecessarily
complicate this research, especially the volume of time it would require to add extra interviews.
Interviews used open-ended questions to allow interviewees the opportunity to elaborate
and develop their own meanings. This sets an “intention to understand acts and actors as much as
possible from within their own frame of reference, their own sense-making of the situation”
(Yanow, 2007, 409). Interviews are unstructured and attempt to build rapport and develop
understanding of perspective and contexts. Yanow (2007) asserts:

Interpretive interviewing bears a family resemblance to common conversation,
although the interviewer typically takes a more active role in directing the
trajectory of the conversation than, say, a friend or family member might … the
interpretive interviewer is interested in understanding how those he is talking to
make sense of their lived experiences. This enacts a phenomenological position.
Unlike the survey researcher, whose training stipulates that she not depart from
the text of the written questions—neither in tone of voice nor delivery nor in
wording or question order—the interpretive researcher typically seeks to draw the
speaker out, much as one would a conversational partner, in order to gain further
understanding of the terms being used or the perspective being articulated (410).
Sarbaugh-Thompson et al. (2012) explain that, “Open-ended questions allow legislators to
respond in their own words, volunteer insights, and convey the strength of their opinions and
feelings. Finally, face-to-face interviews allow researchers to probe for more information and
clarify ambiguous responses” (61).
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I will follow Fenno’s note taking method, rather than transcribing or recording
interviews, which I believe restricts interviewees’ comfort and prohibit my ability to establish
rapport with elected leaders:

[N]otes were not taken but were transcribed immediately after the interview.
Unattributed quotations in the text, therefore, are as nearly verbatim as the
author's power of immediate recall could make them. These techniques were used
in the belief that they encouraged what the author believes to be the quintessential
condition of successful interviewing of political elites--rapport between
interviewer and respondent (Fenno, 2014).

The specific questions will probe the tools and actions legislators take to control the bureaucracy.
Questions use plain language and are designed to encourage stories and experiences. I used the
interview questions of Richard Fenno’s analysis of U.S. Congressional committees (1973) as a
basis for brainstorming. The complete interview “transcripts” of these interviews can be found
online on the National Archives website.
My time in the field typically started in the airport. Once I checked in for my flight I
would begin my field experience by completing mini-biographies on the interviewees scheduled
for the week. To create these mini-biographies I drew from committee, legislative, or
organizational websites; LinkedIn; and in several cases biographies supplied by the interviewee
themselves.14 This established a brief synopsis of each interviewees experience and role. On the

14

The two most distinctive interviews in the field came from biography suppliers, which I doubt
was coincidence. Confidence, even pride, in the work that you do may have been one of the
reasons for participating in a research study of this nature. The two interviewees that supplied
biographies were also two of the highest-ranking participants.
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morning of the interview I would review these mini-biographies to familiarize myself with each
interviewee, as well as to create fine-tuned questions for specific interviews. Fine-tuning was
especially relevant as the week progressed as a means of confirming or disputing ideas that came
out of earlier interviews. For example, the relevance of term-limits on the institutional
knowledge in the California legislature became a central theme while in Sacramento. I was able
to examine the introduction of term-limits with several staffers who had worked in the legislature
prior to term-limits.
Most interviewees were asked to set aside thirty minutes to an hour for the interview;
however, (as discussed above) I was willing to accept any amount of time that they were willing
to provide. Most interviews in California took about 40 minutes; in Texas interviews often
exceeded 60 minutes, though I would be respectful of circumstances that arose. For example,
several staff interviews asked if they could continue to monitor their emails and/or asked to keep
a committee hearing/floor feed on their office’s television. Interviews with the five legislators in
California were often shorter than 30 minutes. In one interview an Assembly Member even left
to meet with another legislator and later had to take a call. Although scheduled to allow for thirty
minutes, this meeting ended up around ten.
In general, interviews with staff went longer than legislator interviews because they had a
greater amount of time to offer. Staff were energetic talking about the work they did and I
believe that they enjoyed participating and describing their work. One committee staffer even
remarked that they had really enjoyed thinking critically about their role in the network of
oversight and enjoyed the opportunity to reflect on a specific aspect of the legislative process.
One exception to the one-on-one interviews was a panel put together by the Texas
Legislative Budget Board. I made contact with a member of the LBB’s communications team
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who asked me to set aside a day for interviews at their organization.15 I didn’t really know what
to expect but set aside my entire Friday for LBB interviews.16 The LBB “day” ended up
including an interview with my point of contact, a member of the LBB’s executive leadership,
and a six-person panel with representatives from across the organization. I am truly indebted to
the kindness of the staffer that organized and guided me through the LBB.
To start each interview I made sure that the participant was familiar with my IRB
disclosure and asked if it was ok that I jotted down keywords from the interview to help me
remember the topics that were discussed. I would then use my interview script as a useful, but
mostly unnecessary, guide for how to begin – always with the question: What does legislative
oversight mean to you? My written interview script also served as a distraction if things weren’t
flowing or veered off track. For example, if an interviewee was rambling about an area that
wasn’t relevant to oversight activities I used verbal cues to steer the interview back toward my
questions.
In sum, the interviews were cordial and relaxed. Interviewees were allowed to take their
time to formulate answers and usually took a couple minutes in response to each question. My
most frequent questions were follow-ups and probes: “Could you give an example of when that
has happened?” “Could you illustrate how that works?” (or some similar derivative). Each
interview’s content and flow was distinct. Some interviewees, especially legislators, bordered on
complete unawareness of the project before we spoke, others had compiled printouts and brought
materials to illustrate their points (i.e., one interviewee walked me through the oversight

It’s impossible to over-emphasize the benefit of having an internal advocate to facilitate
scheduling.
16
Countless interviews in Texas mentioned the LBB and I was grateful that I accepted the risk of
setting aside a whole day to conduct interviews at their headquarters.
15
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stipulations, mostly statutory riders, in the state’s current budget). In some cases people closed
their doors, in other cases we were in busy areas were multiple people could have overheard our
discussion. I allowed the interviewee to dictate the privacy that we had. On one occasion privacy
was a problem and the interviewee dropped her voice to mention something that they considered
“racy.”
Once the interview was finished, often before even leaving the immediate area, I would
make additional notes around my keywords to “fill out” the interview. Several times I had backto-back meetings, which made immediate notes impossible. In these instances I would fill out my
notes as soon as I was finished with the next interview. After completing the final interview of
the day I would head back to my room to complete the days “transcripts.” Typically
“transcriptions” would take till about eight o’clock, some transcriptions from each state were
completed in the first few days after I returned to Blacksburg, but I wrote extensive reminder
notes about these interviews.
Most evenings (after eight) I set aside to pursue personal interests as a way stay fresh;
however, consideration of the day’s events was always on my mind. I often journaled by hand or
on the computer to digest my thoughts, consider ways to explain what I witnessed, or to
contemplate new directions for the next day’s interviews. A great example of this was the
recognition of a good question. In one of my California interviews, I found that I had piqued the
interest of an Assembly-member by asking, in a snap reaction, “Do you ever look into the
implementation of your own bills?” This question became a go-to indicator of whether a
legislator thought critically about their relationship with executive departments and agencies.
During site visits I made sure to participate in a broad set of activities. In both states I
always had lunch at the Capitol’s grill/cafeteria. This allowed me to feel the vibrancy of the
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building, and in California allowed me to listen to committee/floor proceedings that were on the
grill’s television feed. Being aware of the floor and committee proceedings was important to
several of the subsequent interviews. For instance, in California I watched a committee hearing
where the Senate pro-Tempore questioned a recent gubernatorial appointee. He asked:


Quid-pro-quos – “If we don’t see progress on this…” and “What kind of progress
will you be able to show in year one.”



Support Questions – “Do you have the appropriate level of resources that you
need to complete these programs?”



State Comparisons – Questions asked appointees to provide analysis of the
policies and “best-practices” in other states.

This style of questioning really showed the high level of competence in California’s legislative
leadership. Further, it was a demanding line of inquiry to put a political appointee through that
required in-depth understanding of the Department, its operations, its policies, and its budget. I
was able to corroborate this later in the week when a Senate leadership staffer discussed how “in
the Senate we have more power [on oversight than the Assembly] due to the appointee process”
(CA14).
In one of the first interviews in California the interviewee recommended that I schedule
an interview with the California Auditor’s office because they played an important role in the
state’s oversight process. Although I was unable to schedule an interview with the Auditor or a
member of her staff, I attended a committee hearing where they presented results of several
reviews and evaluated potential audits for the upcoming legislative interim.
In each state, I made sure to follow the news of the building. I read the local papers
during breakfast at my hotel, especially the Capitol beat pages. I monitored blogs about the
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Capitol’s legislative activities in the buildup to each visit and throughout my time on the ground.
This practice proved especially helpful in California. I discovered that the legislative session
would recess on Thursday, which was vital to organizing meetings with legislators. I also was
able to demonstrate my understanding of the legislative process by already being up-to-speed on
the legislative session’s hot-topics.
I was always open-minded to any recommendations that interviewees offered. For
example, one interviewee in Austin turned me on to a speakeasy in the basement of a building
next to the Capitol.17 After completing my interviews for the day I went in, ordered a drink and
listened. The Ebola scare in Dallas, TX had broken that day and I overheard a couple of
committee staffers discussing the disturbing circumstances of the hospital’s failures, which had
not been publically reported at that time. They also discussed the “closed door” hearing for the
House HHS committee and how concerned they were about the backlash when “the public
learned all of the details of the report” (which had only been released to legislators and related
committee staff). At the speakeasy I ran into another interviewee from earlier in the day that was
impressed that I had found the place and taken the initiative to come. She introduced me to a
group of her friends and I stayed a bit longer. I hope that these stories illustrate my immersion
into the policy sphere of each Capitol.18

17

When I say speakeasy I genuinely mean a legitimate speakeasy. It took a couple of minutes for
my eyes to adjust to the darkness of the room. Apparently when the legislature is in session the
speakeasy is quite a spectacle. Legislators use the speakeasy as a place to wait for floor
proceedings to end before rushing, in mass, back to the Capitol for votes.
Although I’m not doing the full participant-observation of Fenno I did want to embrace the full
experience as he did. Fenno (1978) writes: “Less political activities, too, proved helpful –
bouncing around with the congressman on a storefront water bed, winning $19.00 from the
congressman at bridge, fixing the congressman’s flat tire on a mountain road, thumbing a ride
when the congressman and I ran out of gas at midnight. Members can identify with you easier if
18
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Although some would question the utility of engaging the local community’s culture
(e.g., food, beers, music and sports) I felt that embracing local flavor was also a powerful
validator for me as an interviewer. For example, I discussed how much I enjoyed a popular
restaurant to break the ice with the interviewee that suggested going to the speakeasy. To several
other interviewees I mentioned that I was going to the Texas Longhorns football game that
weekend, which always led to a fun aside, bolstered rapport, and helped make conversations
flow. To this end, I believe that my engagement with the broader community enhanced my
relationship with interviewees (and certainly enhanced the enjoyment of my trips).
Phone Interviews
Most of the phone interviews were completed as part of the Virginia case study, which
preceded the two case site visits. These interviews were largely used to explore potential areas of
inquiry for the case-site interviews; however, several captivating stories and ideas that came
from these early interviews are included in the findings section. Initially I was concerned about
the quality of interviews on the phone, but I was surprised by their substantive value. This result
was likely a product of my existing relationships with the legislators from Virginia, which made
the need for establishing rapport unnecessary. Additionally, I found the phone was a centering
device and caused the interview to be tightly focused with less “fluff” than the in-person
interviews.
Several things were worth noting about the pre-case site phone interviews. First, I
scheduled only interviewees that I knew from my 2013 campaign for the House of Delegates,
which meant that all of the members were from the Democratic Party. Second, they comprised a

you engage in some activity – any activity – with them than they can through just answering
your questions” (267-268).
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broad set of experience and geography. Two were in their second terms; the other two were
Senate committee chairman. Third, my interview style wasn’t quite developed and my
understanding of how to steer conversations was emerging. The opportunity to interview
“friends” actually helped me gain confidence and experience in a constructive environment.
Follow-up phone interviews were used to delve further into legislative support agencies.
Three of the interviews were with current or former leaders of program evaluation divisions or
independent oversight committees. These interviews were truly generative and allowed me in
each case to directly ask interviewees about how their experiences matched my findings in the
case site states. Further, two of the interviewees had worked in multiple states (one even held a
PhD with his dissertation written on how program evaluation divisions’ recommendations are
incorporated into statute), which allowed them to draw from multiple contexts in their examples
and understandings.
To prep for phone interviews I reviewed each legislator or staffer’s biography on the web
and looked at their committee assignment and areas of policy expertise. Questions were even
more open-ended than in-person interviews: “What am I missing about oversight?” How do you
approach oversight responsibilities?” “How would you assess your fellow legislators’ oversight
performance?” By asking questions that pushed the envelope a bit I was able to develop areas for
future inquiry. For example, I had not considered the role that commissions and boards might
play in the oversight process, especially during the interims. The Virginia legislators provided a
fascinating portal into the particulars of their experience in candid friend-like conservations that
were only possible because of our prior relationship.
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Self-Evaluation/Takeaways
In each interview I focused on being inquisitive and interested about the interviewee’s
experience. Practices like reading Capitol blogs and eating at the Capitol cafeterias paid
undeniable dividends in understanding. Another success was my willingness to inquire about the
concepts that I didn’t recognize. I never waited to figure out an acronym or term that I was
unfamiliar with and would confront things that I didn’t know immediately. For example, I asked
a committee staffer in Texas to explain what she meant by a block bill.19 Her description led to a
discussion on the bipartisan nature of the chamber, as well as a tangent on how her boss was a
committee chairman even though she was from the minority party.20 Demonstrating curiosity in
the intricacies of their work and staying interested in their responses was integral to the quality of
interviews. Legislators and staff were excited to convey their work and illustrate the dimensions
of their experience. I would describe all interviewees’ descriptions as being frank and thoughtful.
As I reflect back on the scheduling of the interviews I agree with Fenno’s assessment
that:
My procedure was slowly to build up the size of the group being observed and
constantly to monitor its composition to see what commonly recognized types of
members or districts I might be neglecting. Then I would move to remedy any
imagined deficiencies (253).
19

The Texas Constitution requires a two-thirds majority to move a bill to the top of the
legislative docket, which would make the bill open to a floor vote. As a token of bipartisan
goodwill the Senate uses a block bill (which is essentially a placeholder) to make all bills require
the 2/3rds majority for a floor vote. This opportunity enabled the interviewee to reflect on the
legislative/executive mixture that exists in Texas. The Texas Lieutenant Governor is often
considered more powerful than the Governor since they act as the majority leader in the Senate
in addition to their executive responsibilities. The Lieutenant Governor’s race essentially acts as
a statewide election for the Senate Majority leader. States are just brimming with unique and
interesting features like these and a comparative analysis of informal processes like these would
be a fascinating area of future inquiry.
20
I actually came across committee chairmen in both California and Texas that came from the
minority party.
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Although I never explicitly employed Fenno’s sampling method (neither Fenno nor I would call
this a typical sample), I understand his desire to fine-tune the sample. If I got agreements from a
couple of legislative directors I would emphasize calling committee staff. If I got an agreement
from a couple of junior House members, I would try to convince committee chairmen from the
Senate. This was specifically important because of the low response rate of the project.
Metaphorically, I had to cast my nets wide and consistently monitor each category’s volume.
One area where this failed was in getting bipartisan participation. Only one Republican legislator
participated in the study. There are likely to be meaningful difference in the ways that
Republicans and Democrats view oversight. Future
This research design choose to focus its scope on depth over breadth. A competing
research design could have included a survey, completed shorter and more frequent interviews,
or simply looked at figures that could be statistically analyzed (a la Aberbach, 1990). Similarly it
could have probed exclusively into one category of interviewees (e.g., legislators, committee
staff). The choice to conduct broadly focused interviews was an acclimated and purposive
decision. I believe that by conducting in-depth, intensive interviews with a wide net of roles was
able clarify the landscape from several vantages.21 Future research can explore the ideas and
models advanced in this study; I wanted to approach a neglected area of the state legislative
research, cast a wide net, and provide direction for future researchers.

21

Sometimes these perspectives were in direct crosshairs. For example, in California I
interviewed the Committee Chief Consultant and the Chief of Staff to the same member, though
they worked in different offices (and were unaware that I interviewed the other).
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Analysis and Writing
Whether straightforward or tangential, the process followed in this dissertation highlights
my interpretation of participants’ experiences (Yanow & Shwartz-Shea, 2015). This is an
important element of the dissertation’s contribution. Considerable effort is taken to reconcile the
experiences herein with the broader literature on these areas, similar to the grounded theory’s
consideration of the fit and relevance of concepts in the field (Strauss & Corbin, 1997). I entered
the field having broadly read (not to mention already written a literature review on) the
scholarship on state government and legislative oversight. These perspectives inform the
interviews, the interpretations, and the insights that are included in the following chapters.
Grounded theory, coming out of the lineage of Strauss & Corbin (1997), is interested in
comparative analysis and development of theoretical concepts by testing the fit and relevance of
existing concepts. In this dissertation, I use interviews to investigate previous theories and
generate new directions for future research into state legislatures, variability in state’s legislative
professionalism, and the processes associated with oversight in states.
This dissertation is an iterative process that flows out of exposure to participants in each
state’s legislative oversight processes. This is a piecemeal viewpoint that is incomplete and
subjective. However, immersion in the field, coupled with my training as a scholar of public
policy, provide a distinctive pairing to developing more knowledge about the areas of (a) state
legislative institutions and (b) the practice of legislative oversight. I ground my analysis and
writing in each of these perspectives.
First, immersion in the field provided the basis and direction for establishing findings and
gleaning conclusions. An example can help to illustrate this point. In the California interviews,
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the relevance of term limits vis-à-vis the legislative oversight process is indisputable. One staff
interview started:

Me: My dissertation considers how the legislature conducts oversight of state
departments and agencies.
Interviewee: I assume you’re gonna be talking about term limits. Term limits
destroyed oversight. It’s totally ridiculous.
Each interview in California mentioned the influence of term-limits – or a product of the term
limit system (one interview centered on the difficulty of having legislators who were in their
first-term serve as committee chairmen, which has become an unavoidable practice in
California).22 Interview incorporated multiple perspectives which bolstered the strength of
conclusions and provide direction for future research. Further, the literature review provides
opportunities for confirmation of existing public policy concepts (the large literature on term
limits’ effect on institutional knowledge is directly addressed by the findings section).
In addition to things that pervade, or at least occur in multiple interviews, interesting
tangents were also followed. For these tangents I attempted to corroborate with other
interviewees whether their experiences endorse the tangent. I intentionally use the words tangent
and endorse – which I hope give the conclusions in this dissertation an exploratory vibe – rather
than more concrete terms like hypothesis and confirmation. A couple of examples can help to
ground what I mean by tangents.
One interviewee in the Virginia pre-case site visits mused about the impact of appointed
boards and commissions on the oversight process. He had recently dealt with members of a

22

First term committee chairmen would be another excellent area of future inquiry.
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board in developing legislation and felt that they had expertise and, therefore, oversight
capabilities. Even though I knew that state boards and commissions were executive agents and
charged with informing the governor, as well as executing various executive programs, I felt that
this was interesting area of inquiry for two reasons. First, state boards and commissions have a
motivation to improve performance in their industry/policy area because they are typically
comprised of relevant stakeholders from that policy subfield (i.e., private-sector, non-profit
organizations). Second, their expertise offers a node to provide feedback and reviews of how
statutory implementation has functioned in practice. In short, though they’re executive agents,
they have the potential to be useful to legislators. In the field, however, the legislator’s hunch
failed to gain traction and I was unable to find any support for this tangent. First, state boards and
commissions have no uniformity and mean very different things in California, Texas and North
Carolina. Second, as I reflect back on the original conversation I believe that the legislator was
frustrated by his inability to provide me with usable insight into the oversight process. He was
fishing. He didn’t catch anything. That doesn’t mean it wasn’t worth exploring, but other
interviewees didn’t endorse his idea and so it was shelved.
In contrast, one interviewee in Texas mentioned that the post-reconstruction South’s
emphasis on limiting executive power was one of the motivators of strong legislative oversight
systems in Southern states. I could see on the interviewee’s facial expression that he felt he had
really tapped into something. I have asked two other interviewees about this potential
explanation and they agree that the South’s conservative ideological stance and wariness in the
concentration of executive power play a role in their emphasis on legislative oversight. This is a
potential area for further investigation and confirmation.
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Conclusion
The research design presented here is developed to explain the techniques used to gather
data in the field, describe the field experience, and to discuss the limitations of the research based
on these decisions. The methods, which are structured around the grounded theory practices of
examining fit and relevance of existing concepts in the state legislative oversight scholarship,
employ in-person and phone interviews to develop understandings of legislative actors’
experience. The five states – Virginia, California, Texas, North Carolina, and West Virginia –
and thirty-three interviewees and one panel – drawn from throughout the legislative perspective
including legislators, legislative staff, committee staff, legislative research organizations, and one
legislative liaison – establish a reasonable first dive into understanding how state legislative
oversight processes occur across perspectives and states.
Interviews used open-ended questions to garner insights about experience. Open-ended
questions are specifically useful for this type of research since they offer the ability to probe the
dimensions of topics and allowed examination of ideas that confirmed or challenged existing
understandings of concepts in the literature. Further, the informal nature of the interviews
provided an environment conducive to gaining insights that might not come out of a formal
questionnaire or structured interview. Interviewing and grounded theory are each positioned to
help answer the research questions of this design since they require developing intimate
understanding of experience, especially the how and why of the ways that processes and
relationships operate. These methods decisions place limitations on the validity and
generalizability of the results contained herein. However, that being said, the open-ended
interviews and open-minded approach offer tremendous potential to comprehend the legislative
oversight process and reconcile observations with the scholarly literature in this area.
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Chapter 4: Empirical Findings
This chapter condenses and sorts the empirical findings of the field and phone interviews.
The quotes are organized into sections that incorporate common, broad topics from the literature
review and research design. Within these sections are discussions about how the different
perspectives contain similarities, conflicts, and new directions. When the interviews touch on
subjects and concepts that are relevant to the literature on legislative oversight, legislative
institutions, and legislative behavior I attempt to reconcile their perspective against the existing
literature. In the broadest topic areas – for instance, what is oversight? – I assemble a collection
of quotes that borders on excessive. This is meant to establish a pattern that can support or
challenge the current scholarship. In more targeted areas, fewer interviews engaged the subject
matter but the context of the quotes is relevant to the literature. In all areas, the findings here
require further consideration before they are adopted into the legislative oversight cannon. This
is an exercise in sense-making.
Overall, the legislative stakeholders interviewed here corroborate the expectations of the
literature, especially in areas like the importance of term-limits and the power of committees.
However, the aggregate interviews also present two challenges. First, the interviewees reveal a
nuance to how concepts interrelate that extends beyond current models of understanding state,
and even federal, legislative behavior. Second, in direct conflict with the expectations of this
proposal, and the literature, interviewees largely argue that measures of professionalism aren’t as
important to producing legislative oversight as scholars stipulate.
Defining Legislative Oversight
Interviewees gave broad definitions of oversight. Some responses bordered on academic
in their inclusiveness. Many exhibited skill in identifying and exploring the facets of legislative
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oversight and its processes. To the question “what does legislative oversight mean to you?”
interviewees responded:

I view it as the legislature overseeing rules, statute, and money. And making sure that
those things are used in an appropriate manner. (Legislative Support Staff, WV02)

When a law in our field is enacted we follow it; check its milestones; if a department or
agency releases a report, we read it; we make sure that it is implemented effectively and
to the letter of the law; we also look for places where there is a need for technical cleanup
and check to see if there are stakeholders with issues that might require subsequent
legislation…There also might be bureaucratic issues that necessitate an oversight hearing,
either in the session or the interim period. This would give [legislators] an opportunity to
kind of grill the agency and ask stakeholders how it’s going in a public forum.
(Committee Staff, CA09)

It’s one thing to promote oversight, get all the information, but to really do a good job
you need clear understanding of what you want to accomplish…It comes back to having
a clear set of expectations, and clarity on why. (Legislative Support Agency Leadership,
TX08)

A lot of people don’t really understand the nuance and sometimes adversarial role that is
required for oversight…Departments and agencies are there for a reason [referring to the
need to provide government services] and require consistency to provide their services.
It’s not bad to provide an adversarial role. (Legislator, TX10)
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Having a responsibility to monitor and ensure that departments and agencies act in a way
that is consistent with legislation and state law…oversight is involved in about 80% of
the things that I do. Even unrelated things, like ensuring the quality of information that
they get from departments and agencies has an oversight aspect to them. (Support
Agency Director, TX09)

It’s the exercise of reviewing operations of other government entities, state and local, for
adherence and compliance with state mandates and legislative requirements. Identifying
places to where we could change. (Legislator, CA10)

The large majority of legislative oversight is the formal evaluation of state agencies that
we conduct because of statutory requirement. (Legislative Support Agency Leadership,
WV01)

As the last quote demonstrates oversight in many states and individual stakeholder roles can be
procedural and highly-structured. Some of the others show that state legislative oversight is
multi-faceted, adversarial, requiring institutional knowledge and informal mechanisms.
In other cases, interviewees explained how oversight ran alongside the normal course of
legislative business that is emergent and disparate:
Sometimes we get information that we don’t know if executives know about or not. For
example, a staffer was touring the state’s death row chamber facility in San Quentin and a
mid- or low-level employee asked if they wanted to see the new chamber. The support
agency’s staffer said yes, knowing that the budget item for the new chamber had yet to be
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approved yet by the legislature. Just walking around, that’s oversight.23 (Legislative
Support Organization Staff, CA01)

We often require the departments and agencies to file issue papers, which definitely leads
to oversight. For example we found out that since we used a yearly formula for
calculating financial dispersals to our community colleges, that some schools were
unbalancing their schedules toward those semesters. We recalculated the formula to
measure each semester and it helped balance the allocation of resources. (Committee
Staff, TX03)

[Oversight’s] usually the work conducted by the standing committees. Reviews of
legislation and departments and agencies activities…Frankly, it’s the work that I’m doing
right now. This interim committee session I have been on the Economic Incentives
Committee. We’re conducting a comprehensive evaluation of the work the state does to
encourage economic growth. We’ve had 5-6 meetings this year [even though the
legislature has not been in session]. We are considering what works, what doesn’t,
projects that we can eliminate or combine. (Legislator, TX10).

23

Uncannily similar to Peters and Austin’s (1985) managing by walking around (MBWA).
Could there be such thing as oversight by walking around? The rationale for MBWA is that
managers are becoming detached from processes and individuals they supervise, a problem that
has likely been exacerbated since the original writing in 1985. The original MBWA focuses on
attributes like an emphasis on listening and maintaining consistent contact with subordinates and
customers. In the context of oversight, interviewees discussed the importance of conducting
committee hearings in districts, legislators and staff participating in site visits, and interacting
with administrators. Each of these
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Except for the several actors in each state who primarily handle oversight, interviewee’s
responses demonstrate how broader legislative actors fuse oversight into their existing legislative
responsibilities, that in many cases range beyond the legislative session.
In contrast to the scholarly literature’s emphasis on the formal oversight processes,
interviewees highlighted political skill and open-ended definitions for the activities that
constituted oversight:
There’s no set way to do any of this [oversight]. Good politicians know how to use your
hearings. Using threats like “I’m not going to approve your budget till you give X.” It
comes down to the raw talent of the politician…[the best oversight is done by someone
that is] always looking for the opportunity and seizes it. [Former Assemblywoman and
current U.S. Representative] Maxine Waters was particularly adept at this. In the area of
worker injuries she would flat out say “I’m not going to approve your budget until you
get this done.” (Legislative Staff, CA14)

We won’t schedule an appointees hearing for six months so that we can evaluate the way
that they perform on the job. See in California appointees can be on the job for up to a
year without confirmation by the Senate, but if it goes past a year they are out. It’s a
leverage point. If you’re wise, you’re looking for ways to influence departments and
agencies with these types of strategies. You can often influence things without legislation
or oversight. (Leadership Staff, CA14)
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Oversight has many forms…even things like critical hearing, listening, and getting to
know the issues are important oversight features. (Legislative Support Organization Staff,
CA01)

The meaning of legislative oversight varies. There is no one answer. (Committee Staff,
CA12)

These responses show how much legislative oversight requires skill, political capital, and an
understanding of how institutional processes unfold.
Many interviews lamented the limited role of legislative oversight in the modern
legislature, especially interviewees with long tenures. This endorses the scholarly literature’s
belief that state legislatures appear to be de-emphasizing legislative oversight. Two interviewees
were particularly critical of the quality of legislative oversight in Texas:
Oversight of agencies is lacking…oversight of overseers is lacking…we’d have to
comment on all of our faults. (Legislative Staff, TX05)

We create 1200 reports each year. We have so many reports, we can’t find the one that
we need. (Committee Staff, TX06)

[Providing an example of the current TxDOT policy to grind deteriorating roads into
gravel.] All we do is write letters back and forth…We write a letter asking them to stop,
they write a letter saying this is what they have to do. (Committee Staff, TX06)
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We’re doing well for no oversight, no checking into our laws. However, many agencies
realize that they can wait out unfavorable politicians. [Dropping into the second person:]
“If we wait long enough, that chump who’s a pain in our ass will be gone.” (Committee
Staff, TX06)

We are advancing, but I don’t think that we do oversight at all…people give us a lot of
money and we should be accountable with it. We don’t have the staff at agencies who can
go toe to toe with Dell [to evaluate the benefits, costs and implications of potential
public-private partnership contracts]…It’s hard to do oversight on contracts, Pearson
[who has K-12 testing contracts with the state] tells the state what they’re doing.
(Committee Staff, TX06)

These comments demonstrate how difficult it is for states to dedicate enough time, resources and
expertise into oversight tasks. This is particularly difficult for second-level responsibilities like
contract management. On the other hand, TX06 highlights that the type and volume of reports
they currently produce is at such a high frequency that reports can’t be integrated into the work
of legislators and staff.
Similar to the work of Sarbaugh-Thompson et al. (2010), which discovered apathy and
even misunderstanding about who conducts legislative oversight in states, two legislators (one
from California and one from Virginia) misunderstood their role in the oversight process
altogether:
Agencies are in the executive branch so it doesn’t really get done here [in the legislature].
(Legislator, CA05)
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The real oversight is being done by the Governor. He’s got the bully-pulpit, he’s in
Richmond all the time. In Virginia it’s a very powerful Governor. Granted they’re term
limited but Governors in Virginia have a lot of power in office. (Legislator, VA01)

However, this was a limited perspective that was rarely encountered in the interviews contained
in this research.
As stakeholders discussed the broader implications of oversight the importance of
committees and latent processes became apparent. As expected, committees play an integral role
in the way that each state practices oversight, but even the highly formalized committee hearings
were often nuanced in their meaning and use:

Committee information hearings are sometimes theater and deliberately obstinate
information. Once there was a member who was upset about the Bay Bridge on a really
high-salience issue. They were using all these crazy facial expressions. It looked like he
had been practicing them in the mirror. Similarly, a freshman member took the Secretary
of State to task for cost overruns. Though she totally deserved it, it was a faux pas.
(Legislative Staff, CA06)

Latent processes play an essential role in how oversight is conducted:

Just as reporters build their sources, so do analysts. (Legislative Support Organization
Staff, CA01)
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Oversight for us is multi-faceted – informal and formal – and ongoing. It’s really not
about the formal stuff. (Committee Staff, CA02)

There are also opportunities to conduct “quasi-oversight.” I did a hearing on how a
Department that was processing applications in a statute, really to see if we could update
it. But it turned into oversight because we exposed some things that they needed to
change. (Legislator, CA10)

Often the threat of legislation to departments and agencies is more effective than the
legislation itself…That’s why I give lean time to get in line. (Legislator, CA11)

Overall, legislators and staff provided dynamic definitions and descriptions of their legislative
oversight responsibilities. As the extensiveness of these quotes demonstrate, this is a dynamic
process similar to what prior scholars have called latent oversight. Actions like building sources,
conducting quasi-oversight, engaging in multi-faceted processes, making qualified threats,
critical hearing, and learning are all powerful aspects of how actors employ legislative oversight.
These latent aspects don’t simply compliment the formal processes but motivate action and even
precede or circumvent formal oversight processes altogether.
Legislative Interim Periods
The central question motivating this research asks: How do state legislatures cope with
variable levels of professionalism to produce legislative oversight? This question explores how
interim periods constrain a state’s capacity to conduct meaningful legislative oversight.
Assumptions in the original research proposal considered the interim period as a limitation that
legislators, staff and stakeholders must overcome. The expectation held that interim meetings
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and other legislative gatherings might give stakeholders some time to organize and perform
legislative oversight functions, but the absence of formal legislative oversight processes (e.g.,
committee hearings, full time staff) would limit actor capability to produce legislative oversight.
In the field, interviews with legislative stakeholders (almost) completely refuted this
expectation, especially in legislative support organizations:

If something [related to oversight] were to slip through the cracks it would be during the
session…If I were agency director and I wanted to get away with something, the
legislative session would be the time. Interims afford us an opportunity to see how things
are working. (Legislative Support Organization Staff, TX09)

I have a colleague who had 30 Fiscal Notes due on the same day. It’s very difficult to
pursue other tasks when we’re are so focused in the 140 session days. (Legislative
Support Organization Staff, TXpanel)

Heaviest work gets done when they’re out of session. Members aren’t around to muck
with us. It’s a very different role…advocacy for a bill. (Legislative Support Agency Staff,
TX02)

Our interim is our busiest time [for oversight]. The interim window is built into our work.
Five to six staff typically work for seven to eight months on a project. (Legislative
Support Agency Leadership, TX01)
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Interaction is at a minimum during the session, though the finance committee could cause
us to get involved during the session. We have more interaction during the interim, where
we have more often and specific communication. We don’t have a lot of communication
with staff during the session, but we have monthly interims with lots of communication.
(Legislative Support Organization Staff, WV01)

Interims give state legislatures, especially staff, the opportunity to probe into data and learn
about processes and operations:
We took the entire Senate to Long Beach to look at their linked learning “Pathways”
program, which has a fraction of the drop rate compared statewide. (Legislative Staff,
CA14)

I just start looking at issues…lots of exploration…I like to think of it as my academic
session. [During the legislative session] I have a stack that grows to almost two feet on
the side of my desk. During interim times I read one or two each day before I start my
normal work. (Committee Staff, CA02)

Fall is when you read deeply about issues. (Legislative Staff, CA05)

In the even years [years without a session] we talk to agencies…We work in a world of
one pagers. For example, before becoming the Committee Director I was a specialist for
education. In support of this work I’ve personally toured thirty-four universities in the
Texas University system. In interim periods we can really focus on providing “boots on
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the ground.” I’ve toured the prisons…seen the prisoners, walked through the jails.
(Committee Staff, TX03)

During the interim I have a lot more time for calls to departments and agencies to request
information. In the interim when an action occurs, then we have a reaction. However, we
struggle to be proactive. (Legislative Staff, TX05)

We receive our charges from the Lieutenant Governor. This session we have looked into
transparency on state websites and looked at what other states do. (Committee Staff,
TX04)

Legislative interims are an opportunity to breathe, research, and dive into the complexity of
legislative issues. Without a break in the legislative session, legislative, committee and support
agency staff would be unable to concentrate on oversight and its intricacies.
However, that’s not to say that the interim period doesn’t also represent an obstacle to
overcome:

TDI [Texas Department of Insurance] frequently tries to make rules without oversight.
DPS [Department of Public Safety] made a rule that would no longer allow someone to
file for a [immigration] visa without a license. It took until the next session to pass
[because of the minority party’s resistance]. Session is when it [oversight] gets done.
(Legislative Staff, TX07)
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The state mandated that all University students were required to get meningitis shots.
When the policy was enacted the state’s medical facilities didn’t have enough supply of
the drug. The legislature had to do something statutory to fix the problem in 2011, which
was an issue because they weren’t in session, but in 2013 they allowed an exemption
where the agency can make an adjustment through rule. Since we do a budget every two
years sometimes substantial things aren’t budgeted for, which would cause a special
session…It can cause long waits. (Committee Staff, TX04)

While most legislative actors believed that interims were important to oversight processes and its
quality, these excerpts confirm the counterfactual: though a long interim doesn’t restrict
oversight processes, a short session makes the legislative session exciting and drastic.
Similarly, several other interviews confirmed the district focus of many offices and
legislative staffers during the interim periods:
During the two times that the legislature goes on break they are either playing catch up or
they may do oversight hearing in a district because the legislators are expected to be in
their districts during that time. (Committee Staff, CA09)

Interim responsibilities vary between offices. For us it’s a 90% district focus. The
legislator spends as much time as possible in the community. He also has responsibilities
as a communications consultant. (Legislative Staff, TX07)

And leave it to Texas to illustrate the public attitude toward long legislative sessions:
You might think that 140 days every two years is infrequent, but the joke down
here is that people wish it was 2 days every 140 years. There are positives and
negatives to that. (Legislative Support Agency Staff, TX08)
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Most states have Constitutional requirements, a chamber rule and/or statutory limitations on the
length of their legislative session. The approaches of elected leaders, public opinion toward
oversight, professionalism in staff, the type of oversight being conducted, as well as norms each
interact with how legislative session length influences processes. In a state like Texas, the short
session length gels with public attitudes about limited government and the Texas’ high-level of
legislative professionalism – the legislature has more permanent staff than California’s. These
factors provide Texas’ legislature with the means for effective oversight.
The formal rules and the inputs in many ways are arbitrary, it is in their interaction that
meaning develops. For instance, I asked a Support Agency Director would oversight be different
if they were less independent organization or a term-limit state. They replied “If that was the way
that we were, we would have grown up and developed differently.” Further, basic levels of
professionalism must be met to give legislators the ability to conduct oversight. For instance, one
Virginia legislator commented:
Look, I’ve got just one staffer. How can I compete with other levels of
government? I mean Arlington County supervisors get a staff of seven. The
Richmond City Mayor has probably thirty. The amount of staff stops me from
performing oversight. I’m a lawyer, I don’t have time for it. Maybe some of the
older members do, and a lot of this is because they have contacts, but it’s hard for
me. (Legislator, VA02)

The need to adequate levels of staff and time for legislative activities presented a major hurtle to
his capacity to perform oversight.
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Important Relationships in Legislative Oversight
There are many layers to how legislative stakeholders act as political animals. Many
interviewees were particularly attuned to the importance of cultivating relationships and how
relationships helped them achieve their self-interested goals. Interpersonal skills and tact are very
important to achieving legislative goals. One example of this was the differences between
Governors and how their stylistic preferences altered legislative relations:
During the Schwarzenegger Administration we were told deny all requests as a
committee hearing witness, especially on requests that would seek our opinion,
though some requests for technical questions were allowed. In the Brown
Administration, we always respond with a yes. It’s style, not politics. (Executive
Agency Legislative Liaison, CA04)

The Brown Administration hires their people out of the legislative offices. It’s
intentional and really helpful…It’s not hard to believe that Brown is the first
Governor to serve three terms…When Schwarzenegger came to the Capitol to
meet with Republicans, the caucus wore nametags [as a thumb toward the
Governor’s coolness to them, playing on the fact that he wouldn’t know the
members of his own party]…Brown comes to the capitol at least each year to
meet with the opposition party’s caucus. Schwarzenegger never once met with
them in his eight years. (Legislator, CA11)

There was a drastic change in the legislature’s composition when Ann Richards
lost, which signaled the loss of the political center. It was the beginning of a
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Washington type legislative environment that was more combative. No more
drinks together. Now the Republican members are white males and the Democrats
are all minorities. It’s not serving the greater good. (Committee Staff, TX06)

Jeb controlled fundraising in the state. He could punish members with the purse.
(Legislative support Agency Leadership, NC02)

Quite a few of the interviewees mentioned the relevance of partisanship on their capacity to
conduct oversight:
Sometimes it’s easier doing oversight when you’re from a different party.
(Committee Staff, CA12)

Oversight is much easier in the minority…Self-preservation is always the goal,
regardless of party, you can’t attack the Governor without getting your bill
slowed…they’re good at slowing them down, even to death. (Legislative Staff,
TX05)

When the Governor comes from the same party the process is more delicate. It’s
easier to do oversight with the opposition. However, it isn’t really that big of a
difference. Brown does have lots of legislative staff in senior positions, I had
previously worked with his Personnel Director. (Legislative Staff, CA14)
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The expertise in the House for finance is in the Committee staff, so the members
rely heavily on us to help them. We are bipartisan and [the committee members
from different parties] work well together…The Tea Party presents a new
dynamic to this. (Committee Staff, TX03)

Party can also have profound impact on the amount of institutional resources that are available.
One committee staffer discussed their relationship with the Vice Chair:

Because the Assembly is controlled by Democrats, which has effectively made
Republican votes irrelevant on majority- and super-majority (2/3) vote bills, the
Vice Chair doesn’t have any significant authority. However, the Vice Chair is the
acting chair when the Chair has to leave the room (to attend another hearing,
present a bill, or for any reason the chair is not present in the hearing); therefore,
the VC has an important leadership role in those times. That said, votes are held
open on bills until the chair (and any other absent members) are back in the
hearing and able to cast a vote. Because the VC is a Republican, he does not
interact with the committee staff at all. The Republican Caucus has its own
staff/consultants, which prepare analyses [which are not made public] for
Republican committee members. (Committee Staff, CA09)

In California, committee staff have no obligation to minority members. This is a significant loss
in access to expertise and experience that is embedded in staff, especially in a term-limited state.
Informal relationships often allow legislative actors to explore the ramifications of
administrative implementation and solicit executive actors support, or lack of support, to
legislation. In short, it’s a way to build consensus and the quality of legislation:
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When we start losing institutional knowledge, going in green, you lose a lot.
Effectiveness goes down, it might take longer when someone hasn’t been there. It’s so
important to know something before you get started doing an evaluation.
I’ve been here for 21 years. I know an agency. I know their weaknesses. I know what to
ask. (Legislative support Agency Leadership, WV01)

Contact with departments and agencies is pretty consistent [throughout the process of a
bill’s passage]. These meetings establish the governor’s opinion on the bill, provide a
time to collaborate on the language, find out cost reports and where costs are, as well as
how they would implement the legislation. Legislative liaisons would sometimes come
and talk to them. The relationship can be both positive and negative. One thing that sucks
about departments and agencies, and it’s kind of irretraceable, is that they often can’t
even find a staffer that can do the reports that you’re asking about…In other times they’re
pretty good…[at providing] quick informal feedback. (Legislative Staff, CA06)

I like to work with state agencies from the beginning…there’s a lot we do with state
agencies in developing our legislative package. (Legislative Staff, CA15)

You want [legislation] to be workable. We communicate with staff that would implement
our recommendation and ask them for things that should be taken under
consideration…[asking] how this work would for you? Get their buy-in by including
them in the process. (Support Agency Staff, TX02)
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It is really important to have discussion with other people. I know what might pass before
the member. It’s also impossible to rely on professional courtesy…you’ve got to spend a
lot of time getting relationships together. You can’t just call one day and say “hey, your
bill is going to screw with us.” (Committee Director, TX06)

It always depends on the agency. District offices do more interaction because of
casework…Most are good, but not all. When crafting legislation, talking to
[administrators] is important. They know the ins and outs. It’s impossible [for us] to be
masters of some issues. When you need information, you really just have to ask…If an
agency doesn’t like the bill, it can hurt its progress. (Legislative Staff, TX07)
However, relationships aren’t always about creating political capital or widening the scope of
connections that an office or an individual has. Sometimes it’s actually about insulation from
influence:
Our main focus is helping members make decisions…We don’t get particularly
close to any one member our work is all we’ve got…In short we keep the
legislators at arm’s length, but our interactions are frequent. (TXpanel)

Conversely, many oversight actors attempt to immerse themselves in stakeholder networks:

Administrators know that for a committee chair they really need to pay attention. I
have regular meetings with Janet Napolitano who is the leader of the California
University system…We just had an oversight hearing on the problem of transfer
student in California higher education. Demand to transfer is high, but the
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Universities aren’t really accommodating student’s needs. We used hearings as a
way to shed light on the issue, we even held one of the hearings on a college
campus. (Legislator, CA11)

In this instance having a hearing on the campus was a way to shed light on a specific issue. It
also allowed the affected population – in this case an audience of students – the ability to attend
the committee hearing. This likely changed the dynamic of the hearing and probably led to
drastic differences in the committee’s lens for understanding of the issue. This shows the
informal ways that legislative actors can use institutional procedures and operating processes in
oversight.
Experienced staff exhibit dexterity in their knowledge of interpersonal networks and how
they can translate into the oversight process:
I’ve been here for ten years, I learned the relationships, I know the people in each
department, and I understand how things work. (Legislative support Agency Staff,
CA01)

The benefits of my seventeen years of service and fourteen years as a committee
staffer are relationships. I’ll talk to three staffers in departments and agencies
today. (Committee Staff, CA02)

Our current Director looks at legislative relationships as something he likes to do.
We’ve seen a palpable difference in how we’re treated by the legislature
compared to my experience with other directors. For example, the first Director I
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worked under was a biologist who had ascended to the top of the Department. He
liked to stay away… and was internally focused. His stance negatively affected
the Agency’s relationships. (Executive Agency Legislative Liaison, CA04)
Within the leadership staff in both houses, we all know each other well. My main
point of contact for the budget in the Assembly is somebody I hired. (Legislative
Staff, CA14)

I’m becoming what might be termed a “district specialist,” since I worked for the
previous Senator from the same district. This really facilitates a lot of
relationships within the district, especially in business development, labor, and
industry. The first Senator taught me the process…how to network. You can read
about it in books but it’s a practice…You can’t do your job effectively without
those contacts. To get your bill through you need them, especially in the
implementation phase. I have worked with a broad set of individuals in BoE, Air
Commission, DMV, HHS.24 (Legislative Staff, CA15)

It is very important to develop good relationships up front. When things go badly
it typically comes from trust issues. I can tell things have soured when I start
getting canned responses. Having people skills is vital to the work we do. That’s
why we focus on quality over quantity in the amount of projects we work on. We
want to make sure we create a scenario where we are open and honest. I even give

24

He mentioned several additional acronyms that I did not catch or know.
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my cell phone to the liaisons I work with. (Independent Support Agency Staff,
TX02)

[Actually pulled out his cell phone] I have half the member’s cell phone numbers.
I’ve been able to build some long term relations since I’ve been with the
organization for 8 years. I am the longest serving [sic] Committee staffer ever.
[He later clarified this had been a joke to illustrate the serious employee drain
they have because of the attractive expertise that committee staff gained.]
(Committee Staff, TX03)

[Our points of contact in departments and agencies] differ based on our needs. If
it’s pressing we might call an executive director…in these cases we’re focused on
moving their ass along…The level of engagement reflects the level of
engagement it requires…Most of the department and agency legislative liaisons
are former staffers…[but] if we have to go over their heads we do. It’s a function
of necessity. (Legislative Staff, TX05)

Cultivating strong political relationships, which is typically linked to seniority, is an opportunity
to appropriate power and develop expertise. These interviews demonstrate the profound impact
of cultivating relationships and developing interpersonal networks.
At the federal level committee chairperson assignments are dictated by partisan factors
and divvied up through leadership. However, California and Texas each state had committee and
subcommittee chairs that came from minority parties. One California minority party chairman of
the Local Government Committee illustrated:
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I go to my meetings being among friends and colleagues…You’re a minority only
if you make yourself into a minority. The Speaker is the most powerful person in
California, even more than the Governor, cause they decide where you park,
committees, commissions…It’s an honor to be the Chair of a committee in the
minority. I come from local government service and my decision making is
informed by my experience in local government…The committee is a natural fit
for me. They know that I’m not going to be a pain, because of the reputation that
I’ve accrued. (Legislator, CA08)

Two Texas interviewees presented conflicting views of why the minority party was given
chairmanships:

In the Senate seniority is more important than party [for things like deciding
who’s going to get committees]. Their knowledge base makes it useful for the
people with the most experience to be in charge. No one has ever questioned why
they determined Senate leaders in that way. (Committee Staff, TX06)

[How is your boss in a near super-minority but holds multiple committee
chairmanships?] It’s a small committee with a relatively limited authority. We
only had 40 bills this past session. The LG still controls where and when the bills
move. It helps occupy members, so that they will stay out of trouble…it keeps
them from meddling in other stuff. (Committee Staff, TX04)

This represents another instance where legislators employ institutional rules and processes to
achieve goals. In this way, the Lieutenant Governor is using committee assignments in a
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manipulative, almost backhanded way, to tie up minority members. Since this is an idea that
flowed out of one interview, it represents an area in need of further corroboration but it conveys
an interesting legislative tactic.
Relationships are a key area venue for lobbyists and industry to assert their expertise and
connections as a means to manifest power:
The rulemaking process is a place where industries have a lot of say. It’s pretty
apparent they have a voice at the table, more so than the people. This is largely a
leadership issue…industry influence is something that Governor Perry promotes.
For instance, there’s limited oversight conducted on the Texas Enterprise Fund,
which gives out hundreds of millions to companies that didn’t even send in
applications. A few somebodies were asleep on the job… There was an egregious
case with Vought Airlines. Lots of the commissioners oversee the industries that
they come from. Perry created a pro-industry culture, most of his appointees come
from industries. They’re the experts in their fields but there’s got to be oversight
by the legislature. (Legislative Staff, TX07)

Lobbyists are important to oversight too. They bring all kinds of things to our
attention…[one time a lobbyist said] hey, we just had a hospital shutdown. We
[the legislator’s staff] immediately responded to how we could make sure that the
hospital was allowed to keep running, since some random administrator had shut
them down. In another case a lobbyist alerted us to the fact that the [Texas
Department of Health and] Human Services had started to treat sunscreen and
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Chap Stick like it was medical waste. We had to tell them to stop. They’re
[lobbyists] our eyes and ears out there. (Legislative Staff, CA06)

The relational nature of the oversight network is a way for information to move through informal
and formal processes. Information traverses through stakeholders and power; however, as these
final few quotes demonstrate, relationships and latent processes offer a venue for graft where
interest groups can operate and exert power.
A Stakeholders Perspective of Relationships
Two interviews provided specific details about their relationships within their state’s
legislative oversight network. Deeper examination of these interviews can help to illustrate the
dynamic web of interactions and nodes that exist for a legislative staff member. Yet these
illustrations should not be considered exhaustive, the two interviews lasted thirty and sixty
minutes, and only indirectly discussed the topic of relationships. However, the pronounced role
of relationships in these interviews was inescapable and clearly portrays the importance of
networks and interpersonal relationships in the legislative oversight process. For each interview
I locate the staff member in the context of the relationships that they mentioned in the interview:
Legislative Staff, CA06.


Serves is a legislative assistant to an Assembly Member.



Their spouse works on the staff of the Assembly’s Appropriations Committee.



Has an enemy on committee staff of his area of expertise musing that “Committee staff
can really be gatekeepers. Committee consultants can be a ‘good guy.’ Or they might say
‘Fuck you. Fuck your bill. I’m going to kill your bill.’”



Has a history of working for other members. For these members he continued to monitor
the major pieces of legislation that they had passed “I worked for a termed out member
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who passed a huge bill in their final year. The regulations for it were being worked out
after the member had left… It turned out to be good since I could watch it.”


Developed connections to businesses with a presence in the district, which he would help
adjudicate conflicts they had with regulatory government organizations. He explained,
“[California] had budgeted for SAP to write checks instead of the Controller’s Office.
They ran a test and employees didn’t get paid, it cutoff dental benefits…The Controller’s
office asked for their money back and even sued the SAP. Well [the legislature] did a
report that showed the Controller’s Office didn’t cooperate because they didn’t like
contracting. They had undermined the whole thing.” When a business was negatively
impacted, the legislator’s staff was willing to expend extra effort to find out the complete
story.



Manages ongoing relationships with staff in the executive branch that have been fostered
over time “Sometimes I’ll go out to coffee with people [alluding to department and
agency staff]. I have friends from the legislature who have taken new positions in the
administration, I’ll talk to them and they can give be a quick answer on something.”



Understands the dynamics within the legislative institution. For instance, he knew how
forces within the party caucus functioned, “We’re in the building [Capitol] – therefore
policy related – but members are in both worlds at all times [referring to their reliance on
money and elections]. People that want to chair and get leadership positions need money.
Coming in, if you get a Chairmanship of the Select Committee on the Arts Spending or
something, you’re not going anywhere. You have to get immediate power [under term
limits]… Half of our caucus is rookies.”
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Legislative support Agency Leadership, TX09.


Serves as the Director of a legislative support agency.



Holds monthly meetings with the state’s three legislative support agencies to review their
work to find points of commonality and complimentary aspects.



Has daily contact with the “Four Directors,” which include the Speaker of the House of
Representatives, Lieutenant Governor [whom acts as the leader of the Senate in Texas],
the House Appropriations Committee Chairperson, and the Senate Committee on Finance
Chairperson, which are the primary principals for the organization (corroborated by
TX08).



Primarily focused on external relationships, “Once I get intercede it’s usually because
I’m dealing with a problem.”



Interacts with executive departments and agencies multiple times a day. Felt that they
were constantly perceived as a sentinel of the legislature remarking “We really try to
communicate to them that we are neither their advocate nor their adversary. We work
really hard to not create an expectation that we will help them.”



Often act as the de facto voice of the legislature, “We are a big state with a part time
legislature. Because of those factors we take [on responsibility for] the day-to-day
operations of departments and agencies. We have the independence to set our own
research agenda, which has been developed internally and through the culture of the
organization.”



Their organization is intentionally insulated from interest group influence (Legislative
Support Agency Leadership, TX08).
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Outside of answering solicitations for information and posting reports to their website,
her organization is intentionally insulated from the public (Legislative Support Agency
Leadership, TX08).



Many of their relationships are structured around “finding, and ensuring the quality of,
information” for the legislature.

These two interviews demonstrate the deep connections that staff develop over time with a broad
network of stakeholders. It is a path that is dependent on circumstances – professional and
personal; intentional and piecemeal – that create a web of informal experiences, friends, enemies
and competencies.
The Legislative Agenda: Legislation vs. Oversight
Three interviews in California directly engaged the fact that legislation received greater
attention than oversight. This finding is supported by the literature which posits that legislators
will focus their time on activities that support electoral gains. Interviewees described how the
legislative institution is structured to produce legislation:
Oversight is a function that often gets second attention…No headlines, though
sometimes it can when it is a mega-issue like the bay bridge. [Oversight is] not an
attractive alternative to the legislative process. Done right, oversight is hard work.
California is designed as a place to move legislation…committee staff see
[legislation] as primary unless the chair makes it a priority on the work plan. The
legislature approves 1000s of bills each year from the minutiae to the large.
(Legislator, CA10)
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Members are always concerned about their bill count, its commonly referred to as
their batting average…oversight really could offer so much more in terms of
policy, press, and benefits but bills are more concrete to them. Even if they are
puff pieces. (Committee Staff, CA12)

We don’t do as much oversight as we probably should. The workload is oriented
toward processing bills. There’s not much time to step back and look... [and]
oversight is a very different set of skills. Further, there aren’t always logical
policy committees to handle a complex, multi-faceted issues. [Introduced a
current information technology issue that the state has been dealing with that one
member had become an oversight entrepreneur on] The Assembly-member had
read the contract, he was a lawyer, he took on a lot of initiative. Without his
expertise and passion nothing would have happened. There are no reward
incentives for doing oversight. (Legislative Staff, CA14)
There’s an interesting thread here about how oversight entrepreneurs, similar to the accepted
term policy entrepreneurs, might exist in the legislative oversight realm. Consistent with the
extensive scholarship that engages the linkages between legislative behavior and electoral gains,
the second quote demonstrates the limited incentives provided for conducting oversight.
In most of the examples contained in these interviews oversight resulted from someone
who had gone above and beyond to channel their expertise, knowledge or connections to
leverage a result. As discussed in the literature review, legislators are motivated by electoral
gains. Oversight on many levels is a distraction from those aims. Public awareness of the issues
that oversight engages is very low or non-existent, especially in areas that are managerial in
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nature. Further, the combination of expertise and time, or at least having those resources at your
discretion (e.g., professionalized staff, long interim session), are required to becoming an
oversight entrepreneur. An interviewee in California illustrates these necessities:

Other than the budget committees, [the legislator’s] committee had the most
informational hearings this past session. We recently had one that lasted eight or nine
hours and at most times he was the only legislator conducting the questioning. A lot of it
is who he is as a person. When he first came into the legislature he wanted to conduct
oversight of the state’s ESL [English as a Second Language] program. He could have
asked the Education Committee to look into it, but instead he started a Select Committee
on English Learners that he was appointed Chair. He ended up conducting three sitebased oversight hearings on the topic. Bills came out of two of the hearings. One
recomputed the formula weights for additional funding for ESL in low-income areas. The
other shifted the program to discretionary funding – as opposed to categorical, which is
more limited in how it can be spent – since most of the money was needed for training of
ESL teachers…Developing those hearings and all of the background that went into them
requires everyone’s help. (Legislative Staff, CA15)

This one legislator exhibited leadership in the coordination of staff, expertise in the area of the
issue, understanding the ramifications of varying alternatives, knowledge of the legislative
institution, amassing the power to be appointed to committees and subcommittees, as well as
outright desire to focus on oversight. Each of these is required to be an oversight entrepreneur.
Background research into this legislator showed that he is both a former state and federal
legislative staffer. This experience likely led him to understand the complexities of oversight and
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the institutional knowledge of how to navigate legislative barriers and maximize help from
committee, legislative and support staff.
Identifying Oversight Priorities
Stakeholders identified topics for oversight from an array of sources and methods. Many
of the methods detailed in the literature review were confirmed in the field. Interviewees
discussed the influence of the press, constituents, their own expertise, and their own personal
experiences on oversight subject matter they explored. Interviewees also addressed the
importance of institutional factors and methods, especially related to how topics moved into the
legislative agenda, drawing attention to the importance of oversight entrepreneurs, party
leadership, and independent reviews.
For most interviewees the scope of stakeholder’s legislative oversight lens for identifying
topics ranged the full spectrum between individuals and constituents to statewide issues. One
committee staffer mused:

It could be reading an article, a constituent calling with a statutory change that may be
needed, or personal experience that interests them in an issue. For example, the legacy of
a Senator Hill came from a pipe explosion that occurred in his district, where the
company was criminally charged, but he embraced it as a statewide issue. He was able to
transition it into the committee and then oversight generally. This issue will be his legacy,
even though it was for only six years. On a separate issue, the WHO [World Health
Organization] called the water quality in [California’s] central valley poorer than many
third world countries. He asked her “is this true?” and then described it as “unacceptable
in the state of California.” This issue wasn’t in the Senator’s district but he took the issue
on because of his principle. (Committee Staff, CA02)
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Legislators look to their district, statewide news, and their own experience to draw out
interesting oversight topics:
I reach out to my district…lobbyists are helpful too and I have an open door
policy with anyone…but I like to reach out to the people that I can trust. I think of
them as my kitchen cabinet – school people, school superintendent, lawyer,
worker in the oil fields, farmer [couple other positions that I lost in the
transcription]. (Legislator, CA08)

Newspapers do the real oversight. (Legislator, VA02)

In January the leadership setup several themes that we would work toward all
year long. This year we really focused on mental health and career/technical
education. We took the entire Senate to Long Beach to look at their linked
learning “Pathways” program, which has a fraction of the drop rate compared
statewide. Some other ways that bring about oversight like the press operation in
the state and other triggers like the federal government disaccredited several
hospital wings, we looked into each instance since there was a loss of federal
funding. (Legislative Staff, CA14)

Members come back [from break periods] with a lot of ideas. During a recent
recess, my boss had toured a bunch of Swiss schools and was really impressed by
their technical school initiatives, it gave them an opportunity to assess
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California’s technical education [which was a leadership priority this past year].
(Legislative Staff, CA14)

However, the process can be piecemeal and emergent:

We have a healthy and strong relationship with members of the legislature. They bring us
all sorts of things: constituent concerns, they want a status update about a bill or an audit
we’re conducting, or they sometimes want us to find this out (like make a phone call on
their behalf cause they know we have a relationship with the right people or know where
to find information). We might have connections or access they may not have.
(Legislative support Agency Leadership, WV02)

Their schedule is worked out by the legislature for what organizations they will be
reviewing. Compared it to the college bowl system and black magic, saying that they put
in a lot of information and requests but who knows what is going to come out of it.
(Legislative Support Agency Staff, TX02)

I begin every session with a list of topics, possible dates, though things do come up that
take precedent. For example, after the Fukushima nuclear disaster we held an oversight
hearing to look into California’s two coastal nuclear power plants. (Committee Staff,
CA12

The legislative session and its processes also allow for oversight themes to materialize. For
instance, two interviewees discussed the role of constituent feedback and producing reports:
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If the district office received 100 calls it would flow to us…the member has her ear to the
ground … sees those things. The committee consultants also play a role in the statewide
focus. Joan likes to keep her statewide hat on as much as possible. (Legislative Staff,
CA05)

Asking [the LBB] to do a policy report can be a way for members to bring up an idea.
Reports can be a spotlight on an issue that wouldn’t get that otherwise. (TXpanel)

As expected, oversight topics come out of a wide-ranging set of motivations. Similar to the
elements that comprise oversight entrepreneurs, these motivations aren’t intentional and only
become manifest over time.
Oversight’s Link to Finances
Numerous interviewees discussed the power of finance committees and financial
incentives in oversight processes. This dissertation’s research design originally used the policy
committees as a way to identify oversight processes, yet the importance of finance committees
became apparent in the field. To facilitate this discovery, additional interviews with stakeholders
in the finance committees and budget processes were included in Texas and later phone
interviews. The tight linkage between public finance, efficiency, effectiveness and oversight was
discussed in many interviews:
The substantive committees don’t really matter that much to oversight, everything really
happens on the money committees. It’s about approps. Being a chairman doesn’t really
matter that much either, though my experience means that I know everybody. (Legislator,
VA01)
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Oversight’s overarching meaning is to insure that tax dollars are used in an
effective and efficient manner. Make sure that departments and agencies don’t
spend more money than has been appropriated and look at their progress toward
performance targets. The extent of how well goals are executed. There’s not just
one definition of oversight, it’s a moving target. Quality reviews. Strategic
planning, budgeting, and monitoring. Their 1990 performance review saved three
trillion dollars. Oversight asks: what are we getting for our tax dollars? We need
to respond to that question. (Legislative Support Agency Leadership, TX08)

Several other stakeholders contended finance was the nexus of getting departments and agencies
to comply:
The budget committees can ask, “how are you spending your money…why hasn’t it
delivered yet?”…the biggest stick that [the legislature has] is to withhold funding.
(Committee Staff, CA02)

Oversight happens during budget times. (Legislative Staff, CA06)

Instead of removing this authority with statute, the Appropriations Committee Chairman
included a rider that requires Texas universities to explain: (a) why they’re doing an
investigation and (b) if they continue the investigation, they have to submit an
explanation for why. (Committee Staff, TX03)
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The first two quotes show that the finance and appropriations committees have the power of
directly threatening monetary modifications to coerce compliance, the third quote illustrates that
finance and appropriations committees can use statutory language to coerce compliance with
policy shifts by tying changes to monetary outlays. Either way, the power of money as a
motivator for oversight action is substantial.
Term Limits and Oversight
As discussed in the literature review, a large scholarship confirms the pronounced effect
that term limits have on the aggregate legislature, especially on institutional knowledge and
expertise in elected leaders. The interviews contained in this research support and extend those
conclusions. In the state of California, term limits exerted radical changes on the legislative
oversight process, not to mention the broader legislative institution. First, term limits produced a
leadership vacuum that forced junior members into immediate leadership roles:

Coming in, if you get a Chairmanship of the Select Committee on Arts Spending or
something, you’re not going anywhere. You have to get immediate power. [What does it
mean to have junior members in the leadership?] That’s the way that it has to be. Half our
caucus are rookies. [He then pointed to a face directory on the wall pointing] Rookie,
rookie, rookie, rookie, rookie. (Legislative Staff, CA06)

I have no idea why I was selected [as a chairman] (laughing) …I was told that this was a
committee chairmanship that no one really wanted, I said “bring it on.” (Legislator,
CA07)
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People begin running for leadership once they get past the primary. The focus is totally
on the political, not institutional factors. Chairs used to have lots of autonomy, but the
new, more politically motivated, leadership don’t like people around that ‘know more
than I do.” (Legislative Support Agency Leadership, NC02)

Several interviewees discussed a three-year pattern that Assembly-members follow (Senators
typically have prior service in the Assembly and therefore have fewer instances of legislators
with limited experience):
First term, members are figuring things out; second term, they know what they’re doing;
third term, they begin looking for a job. (Executive Agency Legislative Liaison, CA04)

The first was for learning, the second doing, and the third was about their next thing.
Senate was better since members usually had six years already under their belt.
(Legislative Staff, CA14)

Like most of the termed out legislators he is now concentrating on finding a new job [and
is] running for Secretary of State. (Legislative Staff, CA15)

California tried [to create a Sunset-esque organization] but term-limits held up its
progress. In the California legislature: the first term members learn to find the bathroom,
the second term they are effective, the third term they are a lame duck. How do you get
involved in oversight when you have that pattern? (Legislative support Agency
Leadership, TX01)
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The final quote’s question has a profound ramifications to this research. In the state of California
it is unavoidable that gaining the expertise, power, resources, and time to conduct oversight is
severely limited, especially in the Assembly.
Term limits also realign the institutional dynamics of the legislature. This leads to a
diminished role for legislators and increased power for other actors, primarily interest groups but
also including committee and legislative staffs:

[Exhibiting a lamenting tone] The lost institutional knowledge was harmful to the
quality of the legislature. Term limits have actually hurt the executive and
legislative branches. If anything, it benefited advocacy groups, since they had an
opportunity to influence newer legislators. (Executive Agency Legislative
Liaison, CA04)

Institutional memory has left the building…it’s now all with the lobbyists and it
gives them a lot of power. (Legislative Staff, CA05)

It’s a problem, once they get the expertise, their out…Power goes to the third
house: lobbyists. Lobbyists have way more expertise than the elected officials
because they gain knowledge over time and many represent a broad set of clients.
A lot of the members go along with lobbyists because they don’t know not to trust
a lobbyist, or just don’t know better. [I asked if that put them at odds with
lobbyists?] It’s something they had to manage…institutional knowledge is
maintained by staff…staff hold a lot of sway. Committee chairs can turnover
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quickly, like every 2 years. If I could go back to 1990 I would have voted for term
limits due to the long-term Speaker, who ruled with an iron-fist, and the fact that I
like the regular people [becoming legislators] that come out of it. However, they
don’t know how the institution runs, how to manage the politics, or deal with the
other branches. (Committee Staff, CA09)

Term limits definitely enhanced the power of staff, that isn’t a good thing.
Particularly enhanced the power of the bureaucracy. (Legislative Staff, CA14)

My role has changed significantly in the last decade because of term limits. Prior
to term limits, oversight was organic, Senators had many years of service and
were motivated by a need for change…[post-term limits] our chairmen have only
six years of time on the committee, as he was leaving he understood where
oversight was needed, but the first couple of years is spent getting up to
speed…it’s very difficult to do oversight…They depend on us. (Committee Staff,
CA02)

Several interviewees also mentioned the negative externalities that term limits produced for local
government. One committee consultant remarked:

Oh my God! The quality of members has gone way down in the Assembly. Some
of the members are hungover sleeping on couches in their offices …We’ve seen a
leadership vacuum occur, especially at the local level, where we’ve really drained
out the people who you would consider to be leaders. (Committee Staff, CA12)
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Two members felt that the new rules adopted by the California legislature – instead of allowing
six/eight year caps in the Assembly/Senate legislators could serve their entire 12 year time in one
House – would have positive impact on the legislator and legislature:

[The new California term limits system allow him] to do [oversight] in a way that
hadn’t been done in the legislature for a long time, like holding an investigative
meeting before introducing a bill…I wanted to have a broader conversation and
understand what was at stake. (Legislator, CA07)

The changes in the term-limit system are going to make a real positive impact.
[Mentioned several times] the potential that my class has. The new term limits
system will specifically create more oversight…which had fallen to the
wayside…We [the new class] can build the authority to really do oversight
because it [oversight] really requires multiple touch points over the full
implementation of a bill. Longevity allows more exploration of the rationale.
(Legislator, CA07)

I’ve always been ok with [term limits]…I like the new term-limits system because
you can be more effective. (Legislator, CA08)

In the last quote, which was also the lone dissenter on the negative effects of term-limits, still
had their reservations about the system and referenced the potential benefits of the recent
reforms.
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Political Turnover and Oversight
Political turnover, changes in party control of a legislative chamber, led to drastic shifts
in oversight and the legislative priorities of oversight. In Florida, where one interviewee had
worked previously, term-limits changed the way the legislative institution’s leadership viewed
independent review. In one extreme case an interviewee described blatant politicization of the
oversight process:

After term limits I became the purveyor of unfortunate facts. OPPAGA [Office of
Program Policy Analysis and Government Accountability] also had a 25% budget
cut. Once the introduction of term limits happened I served at the pleasure of the
leadership. This had a significant impact. Stuff isn’t published, content is political
and negotiated, people began using my numbers in ulterior ways. People had to
understand that: I give an un-shaded opinion, so they must be careful what
questions you ask me. (Legislative support Agency Leadership, NC02)

Term limits made it harder on the legislative staff. Things became more top down.
It used to be equal between the houses, after term-limits it was more Senate.
Many of the House staff moved to the Senate after term-limits. However, after a
revolution minded Speaker was elected things changed even more. The Senate’s
new preceding officer came in and fired over 600 years of experience in
committee staff in one day (maybe 25 people). The legislative institution no
longer cared about oversight. (Legislative support Agency Leadership, NC02)
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Though to a lesser extent, both interviews in West Virginia mentioned the drastic shifts that
political overturn had on the practice of oversight. One interviewee described the pronounced
(though much more restrained than in Florida), alteration to oversight:

There was a big change when the legislature transitioned to Republican leadership. Not
reinventing the wheel. More along the lines of having requests that are different in nature.
Different focus because of partisan interest, insights and perspectives. They brought
things to the fore that weren’t being thought about during the previous leadership,
thinking outside the box. There were negatives to the change, including how the large
turnover in the legislators took out a lot of the knowledge embedded in elected leaders.
We may find ourselves doing the same stuff since they’re learning and can’t direct us.
We find ourselves saying “we’ve done that already.” Longevity in the legislature is good
since they begin to see the issues evolving, they have a better idea of what to direct us to.
(Legislative Research Organization Staff, WV01)

These two cases demonstrate the pronounced effect that political turnover can have on the
legislative institution. Similarly, legislative oversight is profoundly altered by political shifts that
transition standard operating processes, policy goals, as well as general views toward staff and
the importance of oversight altogether.
Administrative Implementation and Oversight
An interesting thread of inquiry in the realm of oversight were the questions asked to
staff and legislators about if, and how, they observed the administrative implementation of their
legislation. Scholars of public policy have emphasized the importance of implementation
(Sabatier & Mazmanian, 1980; Sabatier, 2007) and related metrics, for instance the level of
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policy detail contained in legislation (Huber & Shipan, 2002). In many ways a question about
how much stakeholders engage and observe implementation of legislation serves as a proxy of
how linked they are to policy outcomes and the executive branch. While most interviewees were
interested by the notion that they could be evaluating executive implementation of their bills, few
had actually performed oversight of how executive actors had implemented legislation that was
important to them:

I worked for a termed out member who passed a huge bill in their final year. The
regulations for it were being worked out after the member had left… It turned out
to be good since he could watch it [he worked for another member in the same
policy field]. But this sort of thing would be neglected typically. (Legislative
Staff, CA06)

It rare, to me, the staffer that makes sure their boss’ bill is implemented correctly.
(Committee Staff, TX06)

You don’t see the impact of what you do for a while out…Members don’t really
feel the [utility] rate impacts of their decisions. Under the new system, where a
member can serve 12 years, there should be more concern about the long-term
implications of their decisions. [Do you look at the impact of legislation on
utilities] No. We rely on departments and utilities themselves to get back to us.
We don’t have the time to look into that stuff. We bring together information
from a lot of sources and combine that into our committee analysis. (Committee
Staff, CA12)
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Even in a professionalized state like California the legislature was reliant on departments and
private-sector businesses to inform them of the implications of statutory implementation. This
finding is problematic because departments and businesses are likely to act in self-interested
ways and should be only expected to alert the legislature in cases where they are negatively
impacted.
One legislator, however, discussed the long-term oversight he conducted in an area of
interest to the committee he chaired:

Absolutely [and he perked up at this]. Early in my career we passed a bill increasing the
amount of legislative extension courses that community colleges offered. Though they
were more costly it helps to allow people to complete school quickly. The main cost of
school isn’t really tuition it’s about getting graduated quickly and avoiding living
expenses of six, seven years for an undergrad. As a follow up to the bill we looked into
how many classes they offered, which of the five campuses have classes, what classes
they’re offering, how much they are offering them for. (Legislator, CA11)

The impact of watching these metrics in the legislative implementation phase was important to
the legislator and their staff. By watching the bill through implementation they were able to
refine their legislative strategy and deepen the impact of their policy goals. That being said, state
legislators’ capacity to monitor and review the impact of their legislation in practice was limited
and only found in one case in this dataset.
Independent Organizations Role in Oversight
The Texas Legislative Budget Board (LBB) and Texas Sunset Commission (Sunset) are
two distinctive oversight organizations that deliver effective results in legislative oversight and
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broader institutional processes. Each of these organizations, and to a lesser degree the Legislative
Analyst’s Office in California,25 have garnered significant levels of independence through
statutory, normed, and functional means. Independence has afforded these organizations the
capacity to develop distinctive organizational cultures, receive a reasonable amount of autonomy
in their research agenda, receive (though sometimes qualified) autonomy in their results and
recommendations, secure adequate resources to conduct the highest quality research, and use that
independence to develop impartial relationships with stakeholders throughout the policy process.
This section conducts a case study of two legislative support agencies, the
aforementioned Texas LBB and Sunset, to ascertain how they established independence, the
ways that they utilize their influence and authority within the oversight process, and discuss of
the type of outcomes they produce, especially outcomes related to their independent nature.
Alongside these aims, several additional themes are explored.
Texas Legislative Budget Board.
The LBB garners respect for the work they do to support the Texas legislature. Most
stakeholders described the LBB in positive ways:

The California Legislative Analyst’s Office conducts many forms of oversight that have an
independent aspect to them; however, not many interviews from the California dataset engaged
this organization. Instead their presence helped formulate the later focus on independent
organizations in Texas and to a lesser extend North Carolina and West Virginia. One of the
quotes that aided this direction shift was an analyst’s historical observation of growth in their
oversight responsibilities: “Over time, through custom, we’ve been given independence.
Tradition establishes most things like custom and practice and during the reorganization [in
1991] when they revisited term-limits they took away our obligation to investigate the
implications of new legislation, which was passed to committee staff. This allowed LAO to focus
on independent analysis and empowered them to provide recommendations in a way that other
actors (e.g., committees) can’t [like being proactive in the types of things that they investigate]”
(Legislative Support Staff, CA01).
25
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The LBB is an exceptional agency and operate at a high-level. They have a great deal of
independence and they do a great job. (Legislator, TX10)

Other states wish that they had our fiscal features. Over time our oversight activities have
grown exponentially. [Texas] is a low tax, low services state. The Governor appoints
oversight commission chairs, has the power of a line item veto, but is comparatively very
weak compared to other states. (Legislative Support Agency Leadership, TX08)

The LBB is really in charge right now. (Committee Director, TX06)

The extended interim period also inflates the importance of the LBB who often act in the
legislatures stead when they aren’t in session (TX09). However, the LBB is not without its
detractors. A Legislative Staffer described the LBB as unchecked:

Right now everyone [departments and agencies] are doing their legislative approps
requests…LBB collects them and creates a product. They are difficult to work
with…departments and agencies would tell you that they are difficult to work with. They
are too autonomous for their own good. D/as get bullied with a rider about approps…they
aggressively take a stance on policy, something that has been institutionally forged over
time. They are void of direction and people telling them not to…typically fill areas where
there is a vacuum. (Legislative Staff, TX05)

The LBB plays a vital, yet inarguably powerful, role in how the budget and the broader
legislative intuition function in Texas.
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LBB staff describe their experience and culture as being distinctive to the legislative
institution:
There is an LBB type. We really enjoy what we are doing. It can be hard but staff
develop an internal fortitude. Working at the LBB was like a hand in a glove [for
me]. (TXpanel)
Others described work at the LBB with a barrage of positive organizational culture adjectives
including: reputation, meaningful, self-worth, very satisfying. One panelist summarized the
meaning embedded in their work:
It’s rare, in any field, to be able to see the outcome of your work, but here I can see the
legislation that I helped bring about…We have the opportunity of stopping really bad
things from happening. We have respect for the work that we do and get to work for a
non-partisan organization, though it is not easy to work at. (TXpanel)

We are a very flat organization. We are well paid…and for 12 months a year you work
your ass off. (Support Agency Staff, TX08)

As a general rule, if you handle three cycles you’re in for a while. This job gives you an
opportunity to be in a process that does a lot of meaningful work. We also have a robust
compensation package. (Support Agency Director, TX09)

Work at the LBB is defined by respect and productivity in their culture and external perception.
The LBB offers employees intrinsic and extrinsic benefits.
Statute defines the functions that the LBB concentrates on. These include adopting a
spending limit, preparing the appropriations bill draft, preparing budget estimates, preparing
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performance reports, conducting strategic plans, preparing fiscal notes and taking necessary
budget actions (Legislative Budget Board, 2016). Unlike many other states the LBB consolidates
control of all appropriations requests. First, all appropriations requests, regardless of their
substantive policy field, are processed through the LBB. Second, the LBB represents both
chambers, eliminating the need for reconciliation of House and Senate finance/appropriations
bills. One panelist described the importance of the centralized nature of the LBB:

[In Virginia] they have a decentralized process where each of the policy committees put
together a budget for their substantive areas, this leads to a lot of issues for assembling a
cohesive document. In Texas, we have a weak executive whose budget is completely
ignored. The Texas legislature has complete control over the budget process; in Virginia
the legislature uses the executives budget and wiggles its own language and projects into
the executives blueprint [Virginia’s executive is so strong that even in years with an
outgoing Governor it is still their budget that is used to begin the process, extending their
reach far beyond their term].

Consolidation of financial and appropriations functions increases the power and the
independence in the LBB.
One of the biggest purposes of the LBB is to provide information to the legislature. One
of the most important aspects of the LBB’s information seeking functions, especially in relation
to the oversight process, is confirming the accuracy of information that departments and agencies
provide:

Finding, and ensuring the quality of, information is a huge part of our work.
(Support Agency Staff, TX08)
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Ensuring the quality of information the legislature gets from departments and
agencies has an oversight aspect to it. (Support Agency Director, TX09)

We have to know as much as the departments and agencies…so that we can
decide when an agency is blowing smoke. The benefit that we bring to the room
[when we support the legislature] is that we can spot the gaps. (TXpanel)

Departments and agencies might inflate the costs of a change to the LBB.
(Legislator, TX10)

We work directly with the LBB who do the primary data collection…they do the
hard labor. (Committee Director, TX03)

We’re not the greatest thing since sliced bread, but we do some great work in
educating the legislature. (TXpanel)

Not only is the LBB charged with educating the legislature and ensuring the accuracy of
information from external resources, in many cases the LBB is given the power to act in the
legislature’s stead:

The LBB processes all budget requests and follow the interim charges that they
are given by the finance committees… During the interim when we’re dealing
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with agencies, we’re “the elephant in the room” and act as the de facto voice of
the legislature. (Support Agency Staff, TX08)

We are largely independent from the legislature. They have broad expectations…
[and they empower us with a] enormous amount of latitude with broad authority.
We work tirelessly to keep people informed about our work. (Support Agency
Director, TX09)

Similar to the interviewee that was concerned about vast and in many ways unchecked power
given the LBB (above), their staff acknowledge that they have been ceded immense influence.
Independence is the most important factor to the quality of work that the LBB is able to
provide the legislature. Independence comes from the LBB’s organizational culture, leadership,
statutory responsibilities, and Texas’s unique context:
The higher levels of our staff talk to the four directors daily – comprised of the
Speaker, LG, House Approps Chair, and Senate Finance Chair. More broadly, we
respond on a daily basis to inquiries from across the street. (Support Agency
Leadership, TX08)

We have the independence to set our own research agenda, which has been
developed internally and through the culture of the organization. (Support Agency
Staff, TX09)
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We do not interact with the public, except for helping them find the location of a
report online. We do not interact with, and we’re intentionally insulated from,
interest groups. (Support Agency Staff, TX08)

I just got off the phone with an executive department director…We really try to
communicate to them that we are neither their advocate nor their adversary. We
work really hard to not create an expectation that we will help them. It can be a
conflict if we find out that they aren’t using their money in wrong ways. We have
a cordial relationship with most since we stay out of the politics. (Support Agency
Director, TX09)

I think it’s because we live in a strong legislature state that has a fairly weak
executive. The professionalism of the staff is also a major element in the quality
of our oversight process, which is related to the part-time nature of the Texas
legislature since the legislature has designed several powerful quasi-independent
features [referring to Sunset and the LBB] to really handle the load when the
legislature is out of session. (TXpanel)
The LBB’s power in many ways is directly linked to the void that exists during Texas’ extended
interim session. Without an organization that is tightly linked to each chamber’s leadership and
empowered to take action, a state like Texas would be rendered ineffectual between legislative
sessions.
The LBB is even branching out to incorporate a policy recommendations division that
would help develop legislative recommendations:
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We have just started to provide policy recommendations which changes the type
of things we produce. We meet with members to find a sponsor for bills and at
times we advocate for our recommendations. We view our policy reports as a
place where a new member might find a useful bill since our recommendations
have been vetted and usually target a need area. We are a built in policy shop and
can even provide support and testimony as the bill moves forward, it’s odd that
more members don’t utilize this service. (TXpanel)

The LBB is also interested in promoting managerial outcomes and finding ways to make
substantive improvements. The LBB’s leadership frequently touted managerial recommendations
as their biggest accomplishments over the past year. They highlighted:

The Juvenile Justice Agency was having a lot of issues this year. They needed to make
some aggressive leadership changes. They also had some serious problems with
communication processes. We really spent a lot of time with them on improving their
scope of communication. They only ever talked to one member of the legislature, yet they
acted like they were talking to the whole thing. Another success dealt with the how the
state monitored sex offenders. (Support Agency Director, TX09)

Throughout multiple interviews it was readily apparent that managerial recommendations were a
major part of what the LBB’s leadership considered to be its principle accomplishments. I even
mentioned this to interviewee and they felt it was consistent with the work that they did. They
felt that a big part of their mission was about improving the quality of administration, oversight
of management processes, and supporting the legislature with the highest quality information
(TX09).
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As illustrated above the LBB is structured to serve financial and oversight purposes. Yet
these activities have been supplemented by norms and expanded formal responsibilities to
broaden their scope of activities and influence. One quote from the LBB panel interview really
summarizes the influence of the organization:
Independence has allowed us to develop a culture…though I know no Director has been
fired, the Director does have their feet to the fire and can be fired at any time. But they
have always been able to make autonomous decisions about staff [without any political
interference]. Being at arm’s length we get to influence without hitching our wagons to
an election and the volatility that the changing political winds would bring. (TXpanel)

LBB is tied to leadership, but from an apolitical perspective, that allows them to act as an
institutional actor with associated political power.
The Sunset Advisory Commission.
The Texas Sunset Advisory Commission (Sunset) is an organization mired in
juxtapositions. Much like the LBB, descriptions of Sunset allude to its independence, power, and
capacity to employ oversight was a way to strengthen the quality of government. Yet unlike the
LBB, through norms – for instance, the legislature’s ability to postpone a contentious review to
the next legislative cycle – and a tighter connection to their supervisory committee – opposed to
the LBB’s connection to the legislature’s leadership – Sunset’s level of independence is
relatively weaker. One SAC staffer commented:
[The sunset deadline] is a big stick…it forces [the legislature] to get something
done. However, it is thwarted by what I call the Christmas Tree Effect where over
time you can see that there is just too much on the tree. For example, the TexDOT
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case a couple of years ago just couldn’t get through. It was vetoed, but we did our
best, the management activities we advised were implemented immediately,
without the Governor’s signature. (TX02)
Three important points come out of this quote. First, Sunset’s power comes directly from their
capacity to sunset departments, agencies and commissions. This is explored further below.
Second, the Christmas tree metaphor shows how deeply politicized Sunset’s bills can become.
Sunset’s recommendations are straightforward and typically politically uncontentious; however,
similar to the federal legislative practice to add poison pills or riders to uncontentious legislation,
Sunset’s bills can be derailed or obstructed by unrelated add-ons.
Third, Sunset’s recommendations are still able to be implemented by the department or
agency it is reviewing without statutory action. A member of Sunset’s leadership contended:

We sometimes even recommend things that cost money. Though we try to avoid this and
focus on programmatic changes. (TX02).

[Sunsets are] a stick that they can threaten with…sunsets are what happen when you
make a member mad. (TX02)

Legislators use the threat of a sunset review as a motivational tool. Through recommendations
Sunset is able to produce improvements in the quality of government performance, even in the
face of legislative obstacles. Through both recommendations and coercive means, sunsets are a
vehicle for formal and latent oversight.
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The perception of Sunset is similar to that of a typical state auditor’s office. A Sunset
analyst described departments and agencies outlook of their organization:
They know that we are going to get in their business…but they get it. I recently
worked on a review for an organization that had never been looked at by the SAC.
After the process finished my main point contact told me: “If when the member
was yelling about us on the floor you’d told us that this was what I’d get out of it,
I would have signed on the dotted line. It was professional, they did a good job.”
However, departments and agencies often take issue with the tone of their reports.
Tone is a big issue for them. (TX02)
The Sunset’s process is motivated by the threat of department, agency or commission
elimination, but they make a concerted effort to build respect and trust in the organizations they
review.
Although Sunset gain a lot of power from independent aspects of their organization, they
must contend with external influence that creates rigor in their structure and timelines. In
comparison to the LBB, Sunset have more constraints and less autonomy to act:

Departments and agencies come into our crosshairs for 2-year cycles, every
twelve years, in theory. In reality this can differ widely since the legislature
dictates the exact schedule we follow. If a legislator wants to check into
something specific it can be moved up in the 12-year cycle. (Legislative Support
Agency Leadership, TX01)
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After we complete our recommendations, we let the Board add their own
recommendations, as well as integrate public comments that the Board accepts.
(Legislative Support Agency Leadership, TX01)

Sunset obligations can create intense pressure, however the legislature does have
an escape valve. For example the Railroad Commission had a lot of problems
when it went to conference and it was never fully deregulated. At that point they
just put it on the schedule for the next year. For about three agencies each year
they “give up.” Yet that’s not always the case. The commission that regulates
dentists and hygienists was under review recently. Some really poor lobbyists got
involved and really bungled the process. The legislature was unable to make
something happen and they began the one-year wind-down process for a sunseted organization. They still did not have a compromise at the end of the one year
and in September till emergency authority by the Governor was passed in the next
legislature (early March) there were no admissions into the Texas Dental board.
(Legislative Support Agency Leadership, TX01)

Sunset operates on a consistent timeline that requires legislative intervention to change. Sunset
also has long periods of time between reviews of an organization.26 Further, Sunset’s presiding

This similar to the practice in West Virginia of conducting audits on schedule: “The
departments and agencies that we interact with know in advance that they’ll be audited. First, we
write a letter that tells them pursuant to a particular law we will be investigating them this year.
Then we have an entrance conference where we do intros and basic info. Meant to establish basic
line of communication. These processes are very formal” (Legislative Support Agency
Leadership, WV01).
26
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commission – which is comprised of five Senators, five Representatives and two members of the
public – and the public have opportunities to inject their comments into the final review. Last,
and most forcefully, the legislative “escape valve” to move a contentious review to the next year
erodes the power of Sunset’s agency elimination threat.
These limitations to Sunset’s capacity are offset by Sunset’s power to eliminate or
consolidate organizations and programs. Sunset’s website explains “Sunset works by setting a
date on which an agency is abolished unless the legislature passes a bill to continue it.” The
credible threat of a department or agency elimination – since 1977 Sunset has abolished 37
agencies and programs – increases Sunset’s clout in oversight and the broader legislative
institution. Beyond the drastic option of department or agency elimination, Sunset also provides
recommendations that departments and agencies can implement without statutory passage. In this
way, Sunset has a history of using its expertise and voice to produce managerial
recommendations:

[Sunset] keeps organizations on their toes. We function as an independent
consultant and are able to conduct thorough, truly independent reviews. While we
take recommendations from legislators, we choose whether or not to pursue them.
We have developed a ton of regulatory expertise. We know it all. This allows us
to get into why something is happening and put it into statutory recommendations.
This can lead to financial savings, but at its core it’s usually about improving
effectiveness. For example, during a recent review we realized the foster care
agency was struggling with tenure and retention of executive level staff. Our staff
put in management practices that attempted to address this. It isn’t always about
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getting ROI. You can’t quantify getting great tenure…but the impact is
significant. (Legislative Support Agency Leadership, TX01)

We often combine all of the departments and agencies from a specific policy field
into the same year. For example, this year we are reviewing all of the HHS related
organizations. This practice allows us to look for overlapping authority and
duplication of services and data. (Legislative Support Agency Leadership, TX01)

Sunset does incredible work…they have a huge task to review small entrenched
and large entrenched agencies. They often come up with regulations that are hard
to implement [said this with a positive tone, like this was a service to the
legislature]. We take effort to assist them without getting involved. It makes
[Sunset] valuable that they make recommendations…they put pen to paper.
(Legislative Staff, TX05)

Adding stuff to bills [alluding to attachments and omnibus stuff] is mainly what
stops our recommendations from passage. If they don’t like it we don’t change
our recommendation. This past year we recommended the closure of 13 state
supported Living Centers. I knew there was very little chance that they would
close all thirteen facilities…[but] bringing the issue to the forefront helps
members understand there is a problem and moves the issue into the public eye.
(Legislative Support Agency Leadership, TX01)
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The “Christmas Tree Effect” and opportunities for legislators and the public inject their
comments erode the power of Sunset but they remain steadfast in setting the agenda with strong
recommendations that are defensible and reasoned, even when recommendations aren’t what the
legislature wants to hear.
Sunset maintains a clear connection to the legislature’s political leadership and provides
committee members opportunities for institutional advancement:
My first obligation is to the members of the Board…although it’s not codified in
statute I’m tacitly approved by the LG and Speaker. I coordinate tightly with their
offices, especially on issues that have a high profile and involve the
press…[Being on the commission] is a competitive assignment that often leads to
committee chairmanships and is an obvious way for members to develop a
specialization. (Legislative Support Agency Leadership, TX01)

Although a source of institutional power, partisanship does not appear to play a role in the
origins of Sunset’s control. Instead Constitutional factors - like their independent statutory
funding and their broader Constitutional legislative power – are the basis of their legitimacy. One
interviewee engaged the historical and Constitutional basis of Sunset:

We are the only state with an independent sunset commission, which allows us to look at
things a lot broader. Though there are other evaluation entities in other states, like PEER
in Mississippi OPPAGA in Florida, and NC as strong examples though not independent
as our organization. [I followed up by asking what he felt allowed them to have their
independence] Primarily, its historical context. Second, it was because of the presence of
a strong legislature with a weak governor. After the Civil War the southern states feared a
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strong executive. Third, he said that scandals and a ton of legislators running on a reform
platform had led to the founding of the SAC. [I asked if the SAC endured because of the
conservative partisan leaning of Texas] We were actually founded by a liberal-Democrat
who still serves in the federal legislature (Lloyd Doggett). The primary enemies of the
SAC are the members of the legislature that want to preserve the status quo, especially
those in the pocket of powerful interest groups and lobbyists. (Legislative Support
Agency Leadership, TX01)
Though he came to many of these point as we were speaking – for instance it was obvious that
he had realized that each of the states he had just listed off was geographically in the South – I
could tell the interviewee was formulating the fragmented historical and contextual factors that
had led to Sunset’s current role. Sunset’s road to independence was not a linear path, but in
hindsight it was possible to make sense of the factors that created, and continue to sustain,
Sunset’s capacities and performance.
Additional Themes Explored
Several themes emerged out of interviews that didn’t fit directly into the sections, yet still
merit reporting. These areas piqued my interest as distinctive or conflicting observations and
provide areas of future inquiry. However, in many cases it is likely that they are merely loose
ends.
Several interviews compared their experience to other states using knowledge from
professional networks or personal experience. One interviewee reflected on a discussion they had
with a counterpart in another state at the National Conference of State Legislatures (NCSL):
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I was talking to my friend that works in the leadership in Maryland at the NCSL
conference and she mused how she was thankful every day that she didn’t have three
things that were present in California: term-limits, ballot initiatives, and the 2/3 majority
required to pass a budget.27 (CA14).

First-person comparative reflection on differences between states would be an interesting area of
future analysis. Interviews of this type could come from two areas. First, a research design could
seek stakeholders that have worked in multiple states to discuss comparisons between their
experiences. Second, a research design could incorporate panel interviews with people that
inhabit similar positions in different states. For instance, during the aforementioned NCSL
conference, a panel could be assembled of appropriations committee chairmen from multiple
states. Similar panels could consist of other perspectives, including legislative liaisons,
committee directors, and legislative support agencies. This would be an opportunity for
introspection and comparisons of how concepts manifest across contexts.
In this dissertation, the panel at the Legislative Budget Board also discussed comparisons
to other states processes and rules. In this case, the panel was discussing how the centralized
nature of their budget process was distinctive from other states:

[Texas] cedes a lot of control to the localities and administrators to dictate the use
of funds themselves and don’t include a lot of language that lays out the specific

27

The two-thirds budget passage requirement has since been removed by Prop 25 (officially
titled: Changes Legislative Vote Requirement to Pass Budget and Budget-related Legislation
from Two-Thirds to a Simple Majority. Retains Two-Thirds Vote Requirement for Taxes.
Initiative Constitutional Amendment). Before its removal the two-thirds requirement the
legislature would routinely delay passage of its budget into the next fiscal year. For instance, in
2010 California’s legislature went without a budget for 100 days (Buchanan, 2010).
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projects that are funded with legislative outlays. In Texas, legislators actually go
before the Transportation Commission to get funding for projects in their districts.
This underlines the centralized nature of the financial process in Texas. (TXpanel)

As discussed above, the centralization of the LBB affords them the capacity to consolidate
duplicity that occurs in other states. Further, the LBB circumvents the need for conference
committees that hash out differences between legislative houses, because the LBB represents
both the Senate and House, and even acts as an arbiter between branches of government. For
instance, one interviewee describes:

We investigated the use of the rainy day fund for transportation spending. There is a
financial mechanism that caps the percentage of the rainy day that can be used at one
time. We provided the legislature with clarification of whether the Governor’s action was
legal, which it was not. Several members of the legislature were resistant of our position,
but we were ultimately defended by an opinion from the AG’s office. Our work is not
just the day-to-day minutia. (Legislative Support Agency Leadership, TX09)

Whether viewed as an organization that streamlines the legislative process or as an organization
that has unchecked power (TX05, TX06), or as a powerful advocate for the legislature during
interim periods, the LBB has the capacity to act with broad and decisive action.
One interviewee described the differences that historical shifts had on the legislative
institution. In this case, they discussed the impact of the building’s shifts in technology and
design:
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There’s a big difference between the old and newly renovated building. Members
used to share secretaries and all of their offices were in a centrally located space.
Now the structure of the building is more compartmentalized and as a result there
is little or no interaction between members during legislative sessions. The
geography of the building effects a lot. (Committee Director, TX06)
Building design isn’t directly related to legislative oversight, but as communication between
members erodes, not to mention broader stakeholder networks, the quality of relationships, latent
processes and unofficial processes subsequently diminishes. These qualities are all highly
important to the quality of legislative oversight, and therefore also weaken the quality of latent
oversight processes.
Of relevance to the literature on policy discretion in statutory language (Huber & Shipan,
2002) one Legislative Staffer mused:
We are not prescriptively thinking…we like to provide them flexibility and use an
open rule process to check on their implementation of legislative intent…we don’t
want to tie their hands and so we give them a lot of flexibility…We followed
them past the legislation. After working on an unsuccessful pipeline bill, we
talked about how it would function, what they expected out of public hearings,
what they would need if it passed. If we have a legislative goal, that they say
would be hard, we might still pass it…[but] we work with them to pass a bill that
is reasonable. For example, they had recently wanted to change the Texas
Register into a document that could be emailed, but the department lacked the IT
to handle doing something like that. It was good to know that [joke]. We really try
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to communicate with them about their needs, issues and problems that they see in
the future. (Legislative Staff, TX05)

This legislative staffer was interested in continuing to monitor bills after implementation, as well
as finding ways to include language that took department and agency perspectives into account.
This interviewee was cognizant of both legislative design and the need for oversight of
implementation.
One interesting thread about the larger legislative institution was a comment by an
interviewee about the appearance of an urban/rural divide in the legislature’s composition.
Instead of the more populized partisan Republican/Democratic divide, they felt that a geographic
divide was appearing in the way that the legislative institution was functionally structured. They
contended:

Things are aligned more on a rural vs. urban divide. Where you come from is the
more defining feature. Rural is losing a lot of power. (Legislative Staff, TX07)28

This is an excellent place for future research inquiry and state legislatures are likely to be the
harbinger of legislative institutional shifts of this nature.
Another interviewee talked about the ramifications of technology on the legislature. They
specifically considered alterations to the method and quickness that they could communicate
with legislators:

28

In support of this idea, during my personal legislative experience in the U.S. House of
Representatives the legislator that I worked for typically met with and crafted bills with other
rural members. This largely stemmed from the shared priorities that rural legislators had in
agriculture and telecommunications policy areas, which were both specialties of the legislator I
worked for.
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I once communicated with a legislator by email from the floor. The legislator was
able to incorporate the information I provided into their speech within minutes.
(TXpanel)

The virtual immediacy of communication that email and text provide has specific importance to
state legislators who are less professionalized. Modern communication has the ability to address
deficiencies in legislator’s expertise and issue awareness in less-professionalized legislatures.
Of importance to the broader literature of public administration, one interviewee
discussed the differences between private and public sector quality. They contended:

People in agencies do the best they can. We expect private-sector quality at a public
sector price. There’s a lack of talent, not earnestness…Maybe they don’t have the
ambition and talent you need or they’re in a job that they can’t leave…they are often
threatened by new ideas, vision and ambition. (Legislative Staff, TX05)

In many ways, this legislative staffer is challenging the public sector ethos. Scholars will be
unsurprised by this critique, since it is a phenomenon that has been thoroughly explored in public
administration, but the interviewee’s analysis is particularly damning in the realm of legislative
oversight. From the perspective of legislative staff, they must incorporate public sector ethos and
quality into the work they do.
Oversight can also put members of the legislature in an ethical conundrum. A legislative
support organization staffer described the odd set of incentives inherent to the unclaimed money
and assets division of the California Controllers Office:
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The system really created a twisted set of motives that was difficult to establish firm
oversight measures for. Basically, the Controller’s Office is charged with returning
money and goods to people, but it only is able to complete and process a minority of the
claims. Additionally, the state gets to keep the money for what doesn’t get claimed, and
this is actually the fifth largest revenue source for the state. They could increase the
effectiveness of their returns, by adding more staff and resources, but not only would this
be an expenditure, it would diminish the state’s revenue off the project. There are tons of
policies in place, but they are inadequate to deal with the vast conflicts that stem with the
return of money. Further, the Controller, even though they have a poor record returning
resources (compared to other states), likes to trumpet major returns in the press
(Legislative Support Organization Staff, CA01).
Increased regulations on the Controller’s Office’s activities would likely increase the amount of
returned assets, but it would cut into the state’s bottom line since it’s a major revenue source.
As Rosenthal (1981) contends “oversight frequently unsettles things and antagonizes people.”
Legislators are reluctant to create more efficiency in the program because it would be costly in
revenues and expenditures, especially when the media allows the Controller’s Office a venue to
trumpet their successes without drawing attention to their deficiencies. Oversight in this case is a
delicate process with a complex myriad of incentives and negative externalities.
Conclusions
Each section of this chapter provides a standalone account of how this research bears on a
specific concept. This style of organization presents selected quotes and ideas about how the
interviewees engaged this subject matter, yet limits interpretations from the researcher as a
means to elevate their first-person explanations. Several themes arise from these perspectives.
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First, oversight is difficult to define and often embody summaries of what the interviewee does
with their day-to-day operations or abstractions that discuss the need for clarity and intention
about what needs or should be accomplished with oversight. The wide disparity of definitions
isn’t simply a matter of syntax or perspective but demonstrates a clear chasm throughout the
oversight network. Oversight clearly means different things to different people throughout the
legislative institution. The current literature on oversight needs to acknowledge that conceptions
of oversight in the field are dynamic and often confusing.
The interviews also present clear confirmation and challenges to the existing literature’s
understanding of state legislative institutions and how they practice oversight. The dimensions of
these findings are interpreted in the next two chapters. Chapter five contains interpretation how
to digest these findings and presents (1) the ecological model of legislative oversight and (2) the
oversight entrepreneur as contributions to the scholarly literature on state legislative oversight.
Chapter six revisits the guiding research questions to consider how these findings contribute to
the scholarship in these areas and develops next directions that flow out of this research.
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Chapter 5: Findings Interpretations and Theory Advancement
Every state and every legislature differs from every other, at least
in some important respects. Indeed, the same legislature differs
from session to session, and sometimes even more frequently than
that.
-Alan Rosenthal

At the beginning of this project, I imagined the relationship between the legislature and
the administrative apparatus to be an extension of the principal-agent model. The legislature
would deliver signals to administrative departments and agencies that would be implemented and
supervised. In retrospect, immersion into the literature on executive-legislative relations, as well
as the literature on state legislative oversight, illustrated the limitations of the principal-agent
model as an explanatory construct for this research. Immersion in the field further diminished the
utility of the principal-agent model. Into that space, in this chapter I offer a competing
description of the legislature’s oversight process based on natural ecosystems. The prior
scholarship on ecological forms of governance draw attention to the interconnected, selforganizing, and continually evolving nature of political systems and subsystems. In the first
section of this chapter, I seek to make the case that an ecological perspective on the legislative
oversight process is a useful construct for explaining oversight’s processes in states. Specifically,
this uses contextual and circumstantial variability to explain how processes fluctuate across
different states due to Constitutional, historical, and institutional variations.
The ecological governance worldview provides a cogent description of how states
function and develop their individual characteristics. This amalgamation of theories produces an
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idea that closely resembles the messy and conflicting observations from the field. This
conclusion supports the existing scholarship on state oversight by producing explanations about
why some states conflict with face-valid hypotheses related to legislative professionalism and
turnover. In the third section of this chapter consider how broad acceptance of the ecological
worldview would impact the current literature on state oversight.
In the final section of this chapter I dive into the role of the individual in the oversight
network to make sense of the stakeholders’ experiences, motivations and activities contained in
this research. This section draws from the developed literature on policy entrepreneurs as an
explanation of a new concept flowing out of this research: the oversight entrepreneur.
The Ecological Perspective on Oversight
In many ways each of the case studies, even the interviews themselves, represent an
impromptu account of how oversight evolved in each state. Within each case it is impossible to
break apart what drives oversight without discussing a myriad of factors, which are often
unrelated. As I illustrated in the previous chapter, a powerful speaker can strip away hundreds of
years of experience in a single day diminishing institutional knowledge and professionalism
(NC02). Similarly, a ballot initiative – like California’s Proposition 25, which removed the twothirds majority required for the state’s budget – can realign legislative coalitions and diminish the
voice of opposition parties (CA14). A strong executive – like Jeb Bush in Florida – can use
centralized campaign finance as a way to force legislative cooperation, therefore eroding their
desire to stir things up with oversight (NC02). These examples demonstrate the complex
interplay of variables that each state’s oversight process involves.
The complexity of inputs, outputs, actors and relationships in state legislative oversight
systems creates contingencies and intervening factors that only manifest over time. Attempts to
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compare phenomena across the states observed in this dissertation was difficult because isolating
a single factor, or even similar set of factors, as causal would be unjustified. For instance,
consideration of how states coped with limitations to professionalism was inconsistent across
states. Texas overcomes its year-and-a-half interim period by ceding most of its legislative
oversight control to two highly-professionalized organizations – the Legislative Budget Board
and Sunset Advisory Commission. This fits the persona of Texas, as well as the historical arch of
oversight management within the state. The capacity for Montana, Nevada, and North Dakota,
which are the other three biennial session states (National Conference of State Legislatures,
2010), to overcome the limitations of the interim session is inadequate compared to Texas. The
volume of non-legislative session staff, depicted in Table 4, demonstrates the gross inequities in
professionalism across biennial states.
Across time, under differing state contexts and legislative conditions, variables like termlimits, Constitutional powers, and independent organizations act in inconsistent, even
Table 4 Permanent Staff in Selected Term Limit States
Permanent Staff29
127
293
32
2090

State
Montana
Nevada
North Dakota
Texas

contradictory ways. For instance, the ramifications of term-limits in California’s highlyprofessionalized legislature (e.g., session length, number of professionalized staff) are far
different compared to similar term-limits in the less professionalized, biennial sessions of

29

(National Conference of State Legislatures, 2009)
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Nevada. The ramifications of these differing factors mean that term-limits in the two states
product vastly different outcomes.
In lieu of a definitive single factor, or consistent interaction of variables, I put forth an
ecological model of state legislative oversight that draws on an open-ended, reflexive view of the
policy process. Harder, Robertson & Woodward (2004) apply the ecological approach in the
field of governance using the same three factors as researchers in the hard sciences:
interconnectivity, self-organization, and coevolution. To explain the oversight functions of a
state legislature, it is useful to imagine it as an ecological metaphor that includes these three
elements. Further, I support the ecological worldview with complimentary ideas drawn from the
work of Berk & Galvan (2009) on institutions. Their work syntheses ideas from Showronek
(1982), Weick (2001) and Powell & DiMaggio (1991) to exhibit how institutions produce
creative syncretism. For oversight, I focus on how rules (in this case legislative action and
actors) dictate the ecosystems baseline processes through intercurrence, sensemaking, and loose
coupling.
Ecological Worldview
Harder (Joseph), Robertson, & Woodward (2004) contend that in ecological governance
“the essence of the whole does not reside in its parts but in the nature of their interconnectedness.
As a result, any part can only be fully understood in terms of its relationships with the other parts
of the whole system” (83). For instance, the Texas Legislative Budget Board (LBB) can be
comprehended through its relationships and institutional dynamics. The LBB is directly tied to
the House Speaker, the Lieutenant Governor, the legislative members of its board, the Senate
Finance Committee and House Budget Committee. The LBB is also intentionally insulated from
interest groups and the Governor. Without the LBB’s direct connection to the legislature’s
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presiding officers few departments and agencies would take their inquiries seriously. The LBB’s
authority to produce the state’s budget, as well as their relationship with the members and staff
of the finance committees, reinforce their perception in departments and agencies. On the
contrary, the LBB’s insulation from interest groups and the Governor allows it the independence
to act without interference from the executive branch and/or industry actors. Each of these
factors play an important role in how the LBB performs legislative oversight.
The ecological model of governance is also useful to understanding how variability in the
individuals, formal organizations, and loosely coupled groups each participate in the legislative
oversight process. Harder et al. argue:
It is also necessary to recognize that any given entity – a molecule, a cell, an
organ, a person, a team, a department, an organization – is simultaneously both a
part and a whole. It is a system unto itself, comprising parts that are both distinct
and interconnected; yet it is also an interdependent part of an even larger system
(83).
This concept helps to delineate between the myriad of elected officials, staffs, committees,
independent organizations, press, and departments/agencies involved in the oversight process. To
extend the LBB example from above, LBB can be understood as an autonomous organization
with internal relationships, but can also be viewed as an independent entity within the broader
scope of the state’s oversight process that has external relationships with the legislature, the
legislature’s presiding officers, Senate and Assembly committees, and executive departments and
agencies. The LBB is an entire organization, its constituent parts (individuals), and the various
reiterations between.
Second, the ecological perspective to governance highlights the need for selforganization. Harder et al. (2004) describe:
The distinct and diverse parts of a living system engage in patterns of interaction
that serve to maintain the homeostasis of the system, a dynamic equilibrium in
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which there is constant change and adaption in the context of holding a steady
state… (84).
The self-organizing capacity of a state’s oversight process is often well established within a state.
When Sunset takes the lead on a yearly review, the LBB concedes its authority and relies on
Sunset’s product. When the LBB is given broad authority to conduct oversight and shepherd the
budget through the legislative cycle, the individual legislators and committees accept their role
and find ways to influence the system throughout the LBB’s processes.
The emergence and decline of various actors in the legislative oversight system are in
constant change. For instance, the North Carolina Program Evaluation Division (NCPED) was
founded in 2007 to conduct formal evaluations of state agencies. NCPED’s introduction into the
ecosystem of legislative oversight realigned the balance of power in the state. On a smaller scale,
the retirement of a knowledgeable committee director or a change in a committee’s jurisdiction
can have profound impact on a specific policy area’s oversight subsystem. Whether through
drastic shifts, like the introduction of a new organization, or through more nuanced occurrences,
a legislative oversight ecosystem is in constant transformation.
However, not all of the self-organizing qualities in the legislative oversight process
contribute to the “health” of the system. Many actors actually work toward avoiding reviews and
undermining the quality and quantity of oversight. To this point, Harder et al. (2004) contend:
Cancer cells are parts of a human being that act in ways that impede the effective
functioning of other parts of the system, thus dramatically reducing the overall health of
the whole person. Similarly, unhealthy competition, selfish agendas, and political
maneuvering can all serve to undermine the functioning of a social system (84-85).
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An extensive part of the legislative oversight ecosystem is primarily focused on disrupting
oversight features, but that still falls under the self-organizing nature of the ecological model. In
the findings section I describe the cost of term-limits on the legislative oversight system. Many
interviewees referenced the power of interest groups in the post-term-limits legislative
environment (CA04, CA05, CA06, CA09). To these interviewees, interest groups were viewed
as obstructive to the oversight process, yet they are still part of the self-organizing practice of
oversight in the state.
Third, the ecological model requires that systems coevolve with their external
environments. Harder et al. (2004) explain:

Systems evolve along with their environments in a mutually reinforcing pattern of
influence. The various parts of a living system engage in continuous inputtransformation-output cycles…Since the cumulative, interactive pattern of
adaptions shapes the evolutionary paths of these systems, it is clear that parts and
wholes essentially co-evolve in a continuous, reciprocal chain of influence (86).

Different stimuli and actions by actors in the system lead to outcomes that produce new patterns
of association. One interviewee was asked: what would be different if his organization were less
independent or if the state implemented term-limits? “If that was the way that we were, we
would have grown up and developed differently” (TX01).
The co-evolutionary aspect of the ecological worldview tightly maps onto how the
legislative oversight process functions. The constituent parts of the legislative oversight system
are co-dependent and influence each other’s roles, as well as the aggregate institution. These
include statutory shifts and negotiated powers. The co-evolutionary nature of oversight within
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each state could be a reason that cross-state comparisons of phenomena are often incongruent
with face-valid conclusions. Each state has its own motivations, implications, and effects that are
unique to the circumstances and context of that state. Term limits in California and Florida are
different because of nested, compound and relational factors (Steinberg, 2007) that alter the
manifestations in each phenomena in its specific context. The same is true for the presence of a
program evaluation division or other legislative support agency.
The implications of certain changes in a legislative “ecosystem” can even alter the
meaning of seemingly static factors within the state. For example, political interference in an
evaluation or a committee report can undermine the highest quality oversight and managerial
recommendations. This situation happened in Florida:

A revolution-minded Speaker was elected and things changed even more. The
Senate’s new preceding officer came in [at the same time] and fired over 600
years of experience in committee staff in one day (maybe 25 people)…The
legislative institution no longer cared about oversight. (NC02)
The ramifications of the term-limits shift weren’t contained to primary factors – like the loss of
expertise and institutional knowledge in legislators – but through time (to use Harder et al.’s
word: evolution) term-limits bled into unrelated areas like the independence of program
evaluation division reports.
In summary, each state is an ecosystem that evolved30 under its own circumstances and
only an indiscriminate pluralism (Fischer, 1970) of causal factors could explain why it became

I mean this in the original interpretation of Darwin’s theory, not the focus on the concept of
the survival of the fittest that is advanced by many popular applications of the theory. Here I am
30
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that way. By indiscriminate pluralism I mean to follow what Fischer calls “causal explanations
where the number of causal components is not defined, or their relative weight is not determined,
or commonly both.” I contend that oversight is an instance where you cannot consistently label
all of the necessary factors but there are many components that play a significant role in a
healthy oversight system that can be measured, assessed and compared.
Creative Syncretism
Connected to Harder et al.’s conception of the ecological perspective to governance, Berk
& Galvan (2009) develop an open-systems approach to institutions called creative syncretism.
This perspective grounds institutions in the way that people experience organizations, primarily
based in creative action and contestation. Berk & Galvan promote a new approach to the way we
investigate institutions contending:

Seen from the perspective of situated practice, rules are not so much ambiguous
(that is, constraints that permit more than one course of action), as they are partial
guides to action, because life—experience—always overflows their authority
(549).

Berk & Galvan fuse their work with the theories of Showronek (1982) and Weick (2001) to
create a theoretical approach to how institutions function in practice from the standpoint of the
individual. This approach is a useful extension of the ecological perspective because it explains
how rules, structures, and norms inform practice and stimulate routes of action. The relationship

interested in how adaptations manifest and once they occur how they spread over time through
broader ecosystem and its constituent parts.
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between rules and actions leave oversight actors the capacity to steer oversight processes and
outcomes in many ways.
First, Berk & Galvan convey institutions as situated in practice. Their approach is a
particularly useful perspective for this research because it conveys how institutions and
individuals shape each other. At the level of the individual, action flows through rules:

We reconceptualized rules as people experience them. Understanding the way we live
with and use rules will, we argue, help us understand the sources of both order and
indeterminacy (547).

The work in this dissertation is based in exploring the ways that informal action and formal rule
structures (e.g., state Constitutions, statute) develop patterns and norms of action. A solid
understanding of both latent and formal processes is required to understand how action
manifests. The present scholarship provides a solid backbone of understanding how formal rule
structures differ across states. In the previous chapter takes I take the research a step further by
building a case for how individuals employ those rules and processes to achieve their goals (see
further discussion of this in the Oversight Entrepreneur section below).
To this end, Berk & Galvan draw on Orren & Showronek (2004) who contend that the
interplay of rules, histories, and norms create the foundation of action:

Political orders always consist of multiple, incongruous institutions created at different
times in response to different problems. Moreover, because state institutions always
attempt to project authority, they inevitably abrade with one another or other institutions
in society. Orren and Skowronek call this phenomenon “intercurrence.” … The result is
layers of conflicting rules and norms, which result in disorderly conditions that provide
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opportunities for leaders or political entrepreneurs to “exploit contradictions” and
“imagine alternatives” (547).

While following the interconnectivity of the ecological worldview is useful, in truth many
oversight organizations and actors are loosely coupled to the oversight system, created in a
piecemeal fashion. Intercurrence and disorderly conditions rule the day; actions define how
formal rules become informal practices. Each state’s political order appears to have resulted in
entrepreneurial opportunities and windows of opportunity that are distinctive to their ecosystem.
Future legislative oversight research would benefit from additional understanding of how
intercurrence expresses itself in the practice of oversight.
Second, Berk & Galvan invoke Weick’s (2001) work on how organizations collectively
function:

Life in organizations, [Weick] writes, is less like the enactment of rules or
schemas, pre-given, than it is like a process of collective cartography, where the
terrain is never fully known, the destination changes, and the terrain itself
shifts…Organizations divide tasks and write separate maps that accord the
segments different meanings. Segmentation also means that it is impossible to
ever get a single, unified sense of the organization or to redesign it from the top
down when it faces unfamiliar challenges.

The interviews contained in this research present a segmented account of how oversight
processes occur from individual perspectives. Each perspective contributes a piece of the
oversight network’s collective direction yet comprehensive understandings are difficult and will
inherently contain contradictions.
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Echoing the ecological governance literature, the introduction of new rules or actors in
the legislative environment can take years to phase in and are often riddled with unforeseen
negative externalities. For instance, (as discussed in the Introduction) term limits in California
have been recently reformed to decrease total service allowed from 14 to 12 years, but allow
members to serve the entire time in one chamber (previously it required an 8/6 Senate/Assembly
split). Under the previous system members typically began their service in the Assembly and
then moved to the Senate. This increased the quality of members in the Senate since they had
prior experience in the legislative institution and had often built relationships with other
legislators, and (with more relevance to this project) developed substantive expertise and
relationships within oversight networks.
In the first year of the new term limit rules, around a third of the Assembly’s eighty
members became eligible to serve all twelve years in the Assembly. In contrast, a Senate
leadership staffer (CA12) mentioned only one newly elected member of the Senate was eligible
for three terms of service under the new term limit rules. The extensive externalities, both
negative and positive, associated with this shift in service limits remain to be determined. For
instance, since the implementation of term limits every Senate President Pro-Tem has served 4 or
6 years, while no Speaker has served more than 4 years and 3 months. Now that members will be
allowed to serve for 12 years in one chamber it is hard to comprehend how this will affect each
chamber’s leadership, as well as committee chairmanship and the broader legislative institution’s
ecosystem. One consequence that might be imagined is that the new system will lead to less
members who have served in both chambers, which had been pervasive under the current system,
but is unlikely to occur under the new regime due to political benefits of raising through the
leadership of one specific chamber.
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Legislators also use state constitutional wrinkles to their advantage in the practice of
oversight. For instance, CA14 described how the Senate Pro-Tem would use political
appointment rules to their benefit:
We won’t schedule an appointees hearing for six months so that we can evaluate the way
that they perform on the job – see in California appointees can be on the job for up to a
year without confirmation by the Senate, but if it goes past a year they are out. It’s a
leverage point. If you’re wise, you’re looking for ways to influence departments and
agencies with these types of strategies. You can often influence things without legislation
or oversight.

In many ways the power of temporary appointment, similar to the federal recess appointment,
appears at face value to be an executive advantage, but legislators in California have used the
temporary appointment as a means to evaluate performance and exert control over political
appointees. Similar to Berk & Galvan’s (2009) reasoning, the rules are a starting point for how
the interplay of the legislative institution expresses outcomes, yet in each context, it is the
intercurrence of rules, history and norms that truly represent what the legislative oversight
process is.
As these examples illustrate, the rules and operating procedures govern action within the
legislative institution. The friction between actors, rules, and how people employ informal
processes to achieve their desired outcomes each evolve and move beyond the bounds of formal
procedures and interaction. The institutions and individual members of the ecosystem dictate the
rules of engagement, but action quickly overflows those structures in informal and formal ways.
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The future scholarship in state legislative oversight processes, and likely the broader literature on
state legislative institutions in general, would be well served to further explore these ideas.
Meanings to the Scholarly Literature
An ecological worldview of oversight makes several contributions to the literature on
legislative oversight and state legislative behavior. First, the ecological worldview has the power
to inform discrepancies and gaps in the work of prior scholars. For instance, Woods &
Baronowski (2006) considered fifteen states legislatures’ capacity to influence state agencies
decision-making. They report:

We expected legislative turnover to decrease legislative influence because of the
increase in the information asymmetry between legislatures and bureaucrats. Our
results indicate that turnover produces the opposite effect. The turnover variable
may be capturing the effects of compositional changes in state legislatures (598).
I argue that Woods & Baronowski’s model, though internally sound, neglects several competing
and intervening factors that impacted legislative turnover. Their model is cogent. The issues
don’t come from mistakes in identifying controls, independent variables, and dependent
variables. I argue the Woods & Baronowski’s unexpected outcomes result from the underlying
complexity inherent to each state’s autonomous legislative oversight system. The intercurrence
within each state’s legislative oversight network responds to legislative turnover with their own
statutory, institutional, and normed reactions. It would be difficult to ascertain similarities across
states.
In their conclusion, Woods & Baronowski argue that careerism post-term limits may
distort the influence of legislative turnover since it affects the composition of the legislative
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body. This explanation is reasonable. They offer this explanation as the reason their model
produced results that conflict with face-valid expectations – namely, the finding “turnover may
lead to increased oversight effectiveness” (602). However, this explanation is in conflict with the
observations in this research that illustrate how turnover harms legislators’ expertise and level of
attention they place on legislative oversight. Through this research I also show that if the
legislative institution empowers staff and independent organizations to conduct oversight in its
stead (Texas’ Legislative Budget Board, North Carolina’s Program Evaluations Division)
oversight can be steered by legislators with limited contact. This provides a competing
explanation for how increased legislative turnover resulted in increased oversight effectiveness,
yet across fifteen states I argue it would be difficult to isolate one factor as an explanation.
In many ways this reflects the current condition of state legislative oversight research.
Too few studies have examined the ways how nuance and interconnectivity influence conceptual
understandings, especially across state contexts. Additionally, this research shows that scholars
should be careful about grafting theories and concepts from the federal legislature, or even
between the states themselves. Interviewees throughout this research discussed the importance of
understanding the relationship between historical, statutory, institutional and normed factors.
Using similar logic, scholars of state legislatures, especially those that use large-n quantitative
datasets, need to be conscious of the way that concepts, variables and controls vary across states
that may contain pronounced variability in their environments.
The findings in this research also have important implications for how legislative
professionalism should be measured in the context of oversight. As discussed in the literature
review, Bowen & Greene (2014) call for measures of legislative professionalism to be tailored to
the specific circumstances of the research topic. As a point of departure, the Squire Index
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establishes legislative professionalism using measures of staff, session length and legislator
compensation. Of these variables, the interviews contained in this research point to staff as the
most important attribute because of the expertise and longevity of service exemplified by most
staff. Staff, especially those in the term-limited California, played a pronounced role in the
relationships and expertise required of oversight. In each of the states explored here, staff carry
out most of the operational requirements of oversight and also represent a key stakeholder in
state oversight policy formation. As the amount of legislative staff dedicated to oversight
fluctuates – especially the members of the evaluation divisions interviewed in Texas, North
Carolina, and West Virginia – the associated expertise and volume of people dedicated to
oversight appears to have led to an increase in the perceived importance of oversight functions.
Conversely, in the interviews contained here session length is actually negatively
associated with oversight because long legislative sessions dominate the legislative calendar and
present a distraction to legislators and staff from pursuing oversight functions. Based on this
research, I believe a more robust measure of legislative professionalism would incorporate, at a
minimum, consideration for staff size, presence of an evaluation or sunset organization, term
limits, and some measure to account for the frequency of interim committee meetings.
A more comprehensive measure of professionalism might also encompass noninstitutional factors based on the characteristics and composition of current legislators. For
instance, a measure of legislative tenure in the current legislature (or committee leadership)
would help to identify legislators with the institutional knowledge and expertise required of
oversight. New institutional or non-institutional metrics like these would certainly complicate
measuring professionalism, especially the rote construction of the measure itself, but these
specific factors could more directly engage the aspects of professionalism that are important to
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oversight, which Bowen & Greene (2014) encourage as a way to increase the professionalism
metrics precision in a highly specified field like legislative oversight.
One last contribution to the existing scholarship is confirmation of the importance of
police patrol organizations in states. At the federal level legislative actors like the General
Accounting Office and inspector general’s offices produce reports that inform and direct
legislative oversight behavior. Parker & Dull (2013) demonstrate that in the U.S. legislature
these organizations “look for problems of waste, fraud, and abuse and shine the flashlights into
dark corners members of Congress do not have the time or the inclination to examine. When
these agencies produce reports, they set off fire alarms for Congress that then holds investigatory
hearings to play the heroes of efficiency and frugality” (64). From the interviews in this research,
this phenomena appears to exist at the state level too. At the federal level this outsourcing
primarily occurs as a way to conduct time intensive police patrols without legislator
involvement. While this appears to also be the way that the state legislative oversight
environment functions, this is not the full extent of independent review organizations role in the
oversight process. As discussed in the previous chapter, at the state level these organizations act
in the legislature’s absence, especially during interim periods, a finding that was observed in
California, Texas, and North Carolina. In this role, independent organizations conduct important,
self-directed oversight functions that produce oversight outcomes associated with McCubbins &
Schwartz’s (1984) police patrols that are completely devoid of legislative intervention. This
observation is of interest because it demonstrates the rising importance of independent review
organizations that are replacing legislative, or even committee, involvement in oversight
processes. This finding offers an excellent area for future research to further consider the role of
independent review in the state and federal oversight contexts.
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Oversight Entrepreneurs and Oversight Opportunists
The literature on policy entrepreneurs (Bardach, 1972; Wilson, 1989; Weissert, 1991;
Kingdon, 2010) describes the way that individuals and organizations advance policy solutions
through the three streams – problems, policy and politics. Policy entrepreneurs employ the three
streams to capitalize on windows of opportunity that occur when problems, policy and politics
align. Sabatier & Weible (2014) summarize:

Policy entrepreneurs are individuals or corporate actors who attempt to couple the
three streams. They are more than mere advocates of particular solutions; they are
power brokers, coalition enablers, and manipulators of problematic preferences
and unclear technology. When windows open, policy entrepreneurs must
immediately seize the opportunity to initiate action. Otherwise, the opportunity is
lost, and the policy entrepreneurs must wait for the next one to come along.
Entrepreneurs must be not only persistent but also skilled at coupling. They must
be able to attach problems to their solutions and find politicians receptive to their
ideas. A policy’s chances of being adopted dramatically increase when all three
streams – problems, policies and politics – are coupled in a single package (35).

Additionally, policy entrepreneurs are typically considered experts and exhibit persistence for
their agenda (Weissert, 1991). They have the capacity to influence issue salience, the terms of
discussion surrounding an issue, and the formal legislative process.
Wilson (1989) describes that within entrepreneurial politics, policy entrepreneurs can
overcome the concentration of costs to a specific group due to achieve diffuse benefits because
of a window of opportunity, Wilson uses Ralph Nader as an example of a policy entrepreneur.
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Wilson argues that in 1966 Nader used favorable media coverage, blunders by industry, and
several issue-minded, election seeking legislators to create the National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration. Wilson describes that:

Entrepreneurial politics tends to occur in brief, impassioned outbursts, but when they
occur the legislature is able to overcome many of the political constraints that ordinarily
impede legislative dominance (249).

Under the conditions of entrepreneurial politics the typical rules that limit action are suspended
and allow entrepreneurs to capitalize on their agendas.
Similar to policy entrepreneurs, policy opportunists exert their influence on the policy
process through the three streams. However, instead of the associated expertise, persistence and
intent of policy entrepreneurs, policy opportunists are motivated by electoral gains and use
policy windows as a way to increase their “visibility and standing” (265) on issues that they have
no previous expertise or personal investment. Policy opportunists capitalize on an opening
serving as a conduit, not an advocate.
Policy entrepreneurship is associated with latent political processes and using
relationships to advance one’s chosen agenda. The stakeholders interviewed in this research
frequently exhibited the qualities of a policy entrepreneurs and opportunists in their descriptions
of the oversight process (though my ability to ascertain the difference between each was low).
This was especially present in the interviews with legislators and other stakeholder’s descriptions
of legislators.
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For instance, one interviewee discussed how a legislator took an interest in a highly
salient oversight issue. In retrospect, the committee staffer’s description is basically summarizing
the qualities of an oversight opportunist:

[T]he legacy of Senator Hill came from a pipe explosion that occurred in his district,
where the company was criminally charged, but he embraced it as a statewide issue. He
was able to transition it into the committee and then oversight generally (Committee
Staff, CA02).
The Senator wasn’t an expert or invested in the issue of pipe explosions, yet an opening
presented a possibility for a high-profile legislative accomplishment. The tragedy was an
opportunity for the Senator to develop a legacy and he was able to capitalize on the opening.
Another interviewee (CA14) discussed a specific instance where an Assembly-member deeply
engaged with an issue that required their legal expertise. The member was a lawyer and therefore
able to read a contract, understand its implications, and take ownership of a complex issue that
most legislators would not have had the capacity to complete.
Another legislator in California demonstrated the qualities of an oversight entrepreneur.
In the interview, the legislator mused that the committee which he had formerly chaired wasn’t
doing enough oversight related activities after he transitioned to another committee
chairmanship. This legislator (CA10) believed that he was conducting “quasi-oversight” in all of
the legislative activities he performed. This legislator also directed staff to concentrate on
oversight matters and “charged staff to exhibit a certain investigative function. Ideas would
sometimes come from state employees, my own legislative staff, and committee staff.” This
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legislator’s reliance on his network to develop ideas and directions demonstrates how oversight
entrepreneurs command their resources and relationships to promote their goals.
CA10’s emphasis on oversight came from his experience working at other levels of
governance, having previously served in municipal government. This experience caused him to
embrace oversight as what he described as “a critical function.” However, unlike other levels of
governance, the legislator found it difficult that he was unable to play a role in implementation.
Describing his time on City Council:
I have no authority or ability to say “here’s how we want the law administered.”
When I write a bill into law I knew what I meant; but when I reflect on being an
administrator I wonder what their interpretation will be…you think it’s crystal
clear, but it might not be so when others look at it…you’re dependent on
translations. (Legislator, CA10)

The lack of control during implementation led this legislator to become an oversight
entrepreneur who was seeking to influence oversight when windows of opportunity were
available (e.g., Kingdon’s three streams). Palus & Yackee (2012) argue that oversight isn’t
merely a control mechanism but is a cooperative and reciprocal relationship. In this interview,
the legislator understood that to achieve his policy goals he needed more than simple passage of
legislation. He needed to investigate and communicate with administrators to ensure their
translations and implementation were consistent with the legislator’s preferences.
Two other oversight entrepreneurs were CA11 and the legislator who was the boss of
interviewees CA12 and CA15. These two legislators were former legislative staffers who
understood the complexities inherent to the oversight process. Each legislator also had issues that
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were of particular importance to them personally. CA12 was the chair of the Committee on
Education and had developed expertise in this policy field over his time in the legislature. He had
a well-developed network, taking frequent meetings with the President of the University of
California system Janet Napolitano. He also had a deep understanding of the higher-education
policy field and employed agenda-setting tactics to increase the salience of preferred alternatives.
For instance, this member held a committee hearing investigating the rigorous university transfer
rules on a college campus to include student viewpoints in discussion of the issue. The oversight
entrepreneur is consistent with Ogul & Rockman’s conception of latent forms of oversight based
in “anticipatory and review modes of intervention…that may well result from subtle signals
emitted by an agency’s congressional overseers” (Ogul & Rockman, 1990, 6).
Another oversight entrepreneur was the topic of discussion in interviews CA12 and
CA15. This legislator was motivated by his Latino heritage to become an oversight advocate for
California’s Latino community. On this issue the Senator was an outspoken leader. As discussed
in the previous chapter, this legislator’s role in reshaping the ESL program in California
demonstrated his leadership, expertise, tact, power, institutional knowledge and passion to enact
change.
A stakeholder that is motivated to pursue oversight activities is likely to employ his or
her understanding of oversight at opportune times. Similarly, someone that understands the
intricacies of oversight is likely to already have expertise and persistence, two qualities
associated with entrepreneurship. In retrospect, past scholars have shown accounts of the traits
that would exemplify an oversight entrepreneur. For example, Sarbaugh-Thompson include an
account of the characteristics of several committee chairs:
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[Only] two or three chairs understand the system well enough to monitor. . . . If
you want to monitor as a chair, you have to know how the department is
organized, how the budget works, where the programs are and have contacts in
the agency who will tell you when something is going wrong (60).

Future research should more comprehensively examine how oversight entrepreneurs and
opportunists function in states, and should take care not to conflate the distinction between
entrepreneurs and opportunists.
Interestingly, in my sample I found no instances where non-elected leaders exhibited the
qualities of oversight entrepreneurs. Staff viewed their role in oversight as vehicle for legislators
to achieve their goals and did not display their own advocacy and persistence for oversight
solutions.31 In many cases staff assisted and developed oversight and policy alternatives for
legislators, but my observation included no cases of advocacy and persistence by staff in looking
for avenues to exert their preferences through openings in Kingdon’s three streams. Although not
investigated thoroughly in this research, it is probable that other actors outside of the legislative
institution (e.g., interest groups, think tanks, citizens) act as oversight entrepreneurs. Future
research would be well served to explore how oversight entrepreneurs function in state and
federal legislative contexts.

31

It is important to note that oversight entrepreneurship was not directly engaged by this
research. Instead the idea of oversight entrepreneurship emerged from my interpretations of what
occurred in the field. My small sample size is likely why it was not observed in legislative staff.
However, this finding should not dismiss the potential that staff could play a role in advancing
their oversight agenda through the three streams, as well as their individual expertise and
persistence. It should be held in mind that even the legislators observed in this research were
indirectly exhibiting oversight entrepreneurship characteristics since identifying oversight
entrepreneurs and opportunists was not the purpose of this research.
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Conclusions
The ideas discussed here develop several stimulating directions for the scholarship on
state legislative oversight. First and foremost, through the ecological model governance I argue
that oversight, similar to natural ecosystems, is ruled by interconnectivity, self-organization, and
coevolution of actors and organizations. The ecological model for oversight doesn’t mean that
discernible trends or concepts can be developed out of comparative analyses or single case
studies of state legislatures. Instead, I argue that scholars would be well served to use caution in
applying terms and ideas across contexts. State legislative oversight processes are extremely
complex and their idiosyncratic features – including institutional histories, norms, and statutory
variability – are likely to lead to subtle and large differences.
The chapter also introduces the concept of an oversight entrepreneur. The oversight
entrepreneur mirrors the policy entrepreneur as an advocate that seeks opportunities to adopt
their policy choices through expertise and persistence. Several interviews in this research clearly
exemplify the traits consistent with an oversight entrepreneur. The oversight entrepreneur offers
an important application of the partisan, electioneering, and self-interested legislator that seeks to
find openings, in these cases oversight openings, to claim credit and enhance their reputations.
Future scholarship is required to extend the intriguing potential of the oversight entrepreneur in
additional contexts.
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Chapter 6: Next Steps and Conclusion
I'll let you write the substance on a statute and you let me write the
procedures, and I'll screw you every time.
-

Representative John Dingell
(Rosenbaum, 2008, 107).

There’s a distinct difference between this research and prior understandings of
bureaucratic control that focused on casework (Ogul, 1977), hardwiring (McCubbins, Noll, &
Weingast, 1987), and responding to fire alarms (McCubbins & Schwartz, 1984). This research
emphasizes the motivations and informal practices that legislators employ to exert their
legislative preferences in the bureaucracy and increase their power in the policy process. To earn
this kind of power requires subtlety, seniority, and respect. As Representative Dingell succinctly
describes (who at the time was Chairman of the U.S. House of Representatives Energy and
Commerce Committee), the legislative process is filled with latent opportunities to exert
influence. That is the principle finding of this dissertation’s observations, and serves as a
stimulating direction for future research into the ways that legislative and executive actors
employ latent tactics to assert their goals and preferences.
Professionalism and Oversight
The primary question I sought to address with this research is: what role does legislative
professionalism play in oversight of the bureaucracy by state legislatures? The appropriate
balance between democracy and professionalism, which some scholars term expertise, is one of
the classic debates in the public administration cannon. As Stivers contends "Professional
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autonomy is in fundamental tension with democratic accountability" (1994, 365). The findings of
this dissertation demonstrate that in state legislative environments actors from the legislature
struggle to counteract the professionalism, autonomy and sheer magnitude of the administrative
apparatus. Yet when the legislature fulfills its role in providing democratic accountability, it is
largely through reliance on their own internal (aka legislative) professionalism. This section
explores how the interviews conducted in this dissertation inform the literature on state
legislative professionalism and its influence on the legislative oversight processes.
In each state, the most important factor in the legislative oversight process was staff.
Institutional knowledge in legislative staff is extremely important to conducting oversight. In
California, every committee director had a multi-decade tenure and typically had a graduate
degree in policy analysis or the substantive field. Staff expertise and experience can even help
combat the loss of institutional knowledge in elected leaders, for instance, after the
implementation of term-limits. In Texas, the Sunset Advisory Commission (SAC) and
Legislative Budget Board (LBB) are populated by high-tenure, highly compensated employees.
The five-person panel interview at the LBB included over 75 years of experience. However, staff
requires resources to effectively complete their objectives. The difference in the quality of work
at Florida’s OPPAGA, with a staff of 92, and the work that can be done at North Carolina’s
Program Evaluation Division, with a staff of 12, is drastic.
The quality of work done by staff is directly related to the level of independence they are
provided (regardless whether their power is negotiated, normed, statutory, or constitutional). The
evolution of political interference at Florida’s OPPAGA illustrates the impact of a meddling
legislature on the quality of oversight. In its heyday, OPPAGA staff issued reports with no
intervention by politicians, which were filled with management recommendations for
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departments and agencies (which could be implemented without legislative intervention), as well
as statutory ideas for legislators. Today, OPPAGA’s reports are edited, revised, and taken apart
by committee members and the legislature’s preceding officers (NC02).
Staff require sufficient time to devote toward oversight activities. Quality oversight
requires staff to delve deeply into regular reviews, not just red flags. For example, most sunset
reviews conducted by the Texas Sunset Advisory Commission have a seven-to-eight month
minimum timeline and frequently evaluations can extend into multiple years. Conversely, in
California and Texas, staff reported that they devote so much energy to legislative activities that
department and agency reports stack up (literally, on their desks) unread.
This discussion segues into the second aspect of professionalism related to oversight:
session length. For session length, the results of the dissertation conflict with my expectation that
a longer session would increase the quality of oversight. On the contrary, interim periods are
necessary to carrying out effective oversight since they provide staff time to focus on nonlegislative activities (e.g., oversight, building relationships). In California, which has a legislative
session equal to the federal legislature, multiple employees (literally) pointed to huge stacks on
their desk that contained reports, studies, and information that they planned to read in the
upcoming interim period. One quote truly summarized the intensity of the legislative session and
its effect on the quality of oversight: “If I were agency director and I wanted to get away with
something, [the legislative session] would be the time” (TX09).
I did not find any impact related to legislative compensation and the size of membership
and their relationship to oversight. I came across legislators in high and low compensation states
that were focused on oversight activities. The size of membership is also not an apparent factor
since oversight doesn’t require broad buy-in or legislative action to occur. A chairman with a
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hunch and strong network of contacts can execute extremely effective oversight. Relatedly, one
interviewee in Texas pointed out an interesting idea: Texas’ lack of professionalism, especially
the members’ inability to spend a lot of time on legislative activities in the long interim period,
was the reason that the LBB was given a high degree of latitude to investigate and make
recommendations (TX09). In this interviewee’s opinion, the LBB effectively replaced a
professionalized legislature, especially in the lengthy void of legislative interims.
In addition to the professionalism factors included in the dissertation proposal I add one
additional aspect with particular importance to oversight: term-limits. Term-limits strip the
institutional knowledge out of elected leaders and place even greater emphasis on the importance
of staff, a prospect that is thoroughly discussed and confirmed in the literature, but is
infrequently tied to legislative oversight specifically. Term-limits also illustrate the
interconnected relationship that each variable has with other factors. For example, California has
been able to salvage the loss of institutional knowledge in elected leaders because of the
legislature’s ability to retain institutional knowledge in committee staff through compensation,
prestige and political stability.
Partisanship in the State Legislative Oversight Processes
Most states appear to have a less contentious environment than the U.S. Congress
(Ginsberg & Shefter, 1990; Parker & Dull, 2009, 2013). However, some interviewees conveyed
that states are beginning to mirror the partisan, abrasive federal context of legislative oversight.
For example, after the implementation of term-limits in Florida the concentration of power in a
revolution-minded, extremely conservative Speaker led to the firing, in a single day, of over 600
years of experience in the states’ committee staff (NC02). In this interviewee’s opinion, the
Speaker simply didn’t want “anyone smarter than him around” (NC02). The consequences of this
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drastic action cannot be calculated, but demonstrate the reflexive relationship between legislative
oversight factors. This example appears to show how states’ legislative oversight environment is
becoming increasingly contentious, partisan, and radical.
The literature on legislatures focuses largely on how legislative behavior is shaped by
electoral gains (Mayhew, 1974). In the findings of this work the electoral motivations of
oversight are muddled. For oversight entrepreneurs – a new concept introduced in this research
for legislative actors that employ Kingdon’s three streams to advocate for an issue through the
use of oversight – the link between oversight and electoral gains is weak. An oversight
entrepreneur’s actions are motivated by their interest in specific issues and use problems, policies
and politics to advance their both electoral and non-electoral interests. On the other hand,
oversight opportunists – a similar take on the classic policy opportunist advanced in this research
as a way to explain actors that use oversight windows to advance their self-interest – are deeply
rooted in using oversight to advance their electoral interest. In this manner, oversight
opportunists are looking for a way to capitalize on an occasion to claim credit and gain attention.
The Importance of Relationships and Power
In this dissertation I present robust evidence that state oversight actors rely on
relationships and informal processes to achieve oversight goals. Interviewees from multiple
perspectives mentioned their contacts in agencies, discussed the power of individual and
organizational reputations, and provided lengthy accounts of how they used coercion – like
parliamentary rules and threats of legislation – to produce their desired outcomes.
Relatedly, I found that committees appear to play a diminished role relative to what
others have found in prior research. In this study, specific individuals, often oversight
entrepreneurs, and legislative support organizations play the primary role in advancing
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legislative oversight. This finding adds to the work by VanLandingham (2006, 2010) that
examines how legislative support organizations (which he terms Oversight Offices) attempt to
influence the legislative oversight process. VanLandingham finds that Oversight Offices struggle
to attract support from legislative actors, the findings of this research show that in certain
contexts the legislative institution is reliant on the work produced by support organizations. This
dependency is particularly true in legislatures that have constraints on their professionalism, like
a long interim session or limited full time staff. In states with these limitations – Texas and to a
lesser extent Virginia, West Virginia and North Carolina – the presence of professionalized
oversight-focused staff or oversight entrepreneurs have a pronounced effect.
A core finding of this research is that it is difficult to broadly look for legislative
oversight and related phenomena. Power and legislative oversight responsibilities are often
consolidated in a small pocket of the chamber, which appears to be especially true in the modern
legislature that has become hyper-focused on electoral gains and campaign finance. This shift is
deepened by factors like term limits that constrain the development of expertise in legislators.
When researchers encounter evidence that conflicts with face-valid expectations – for instance,
Sarbaugh-Thompson et al. (2010) find that 59% of Michigan legislators “believe they could not
or should not monitor the executive branch” (77) – scholars often conclude that oversight is
deficient. I offer the alternate hypothesis that these findings signal the concentration of the power
in legislative oversight, not its absence.
Another interesting emerged from the three legislators in California who were former
legislative staff members. Each of these legislators were particularly adept at maximizing their
potential within the legislative institution. For instance, one legislator was skilled at conducting
investigations into how their bills were being implemented in the executive branch. Another
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deftly used the creation of a special committee as a way to establish authority in overseeing an
issue that directly affected the member’s district. In short, legislators with legislative staff
experience approach legislative business and relationships with dexterity and craftiness that
exemplify the characteristics of oversight entrepreneurs. Former staffers recognize the complex
web of relationships and institutional factors that make oversight operate and appreciate the
benefits that oversight presents.
Oversight and the Legislative Institution
The findings sections on identifying oversight priorities, oversight’s link to finances, and
the impact of political turnover on oversight each contain important contributions to the
literatures understanding of state legislative oversight. First, interviewees’ discussion of the ways
that they identified oversight topics or policy areas confirmed the existing scholarship’s sources.
Legislators and their staffs receive information from the press, constituents, interest groups, their
own personal experience/careers, and administrative branch actors. These sources were scattered
throughout interviews and no discernable pattern took hold, but the importance of issues that
were highly salient to the public were typically traceable to news media. High profile issues draw
a line between oversight and elections. One legislator contend, “Newspapers do the real
oversight (VA02). An issue that becomes popularly accepted as a problem stimulates legislative
action.
Second, a central contribution of this research is finding the importance of finance and
budget committees on oversight. Most interviews discussed the importance of withholding or
offering financial incentives to the oversight process. One interviewee called money “the biggest
stick we have” (Committee Staff, CA02). Another interviewee argued “Oversight happens
during budget times” (Legislative Staff, CA06). The role of money in stimulating administrative
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action is reasonable, even expected, but the literature reviewed in this dissertation did not come
across scholarship that discussed its vital importance in the oversight process. The importance of
money in stimulating administrative action also supports the politicalization of the administrative
branch, as well as the politicalization of the oversight process itself. The research only scratches
the surface of the importance of budget and finance committee on the state legislative process
and future scholars would be well served to further examine this line of inquiry.
Last, political turnover, when the chamber’s political leadership changes hands,
represents an important change in the priorities and processes associated with the oversight
process. As described above, Florida’s OPPAGA became deeply politicized by a partisan shift.
In contrast to the drastic shifts experience in Florida, political turnover in West Virginia led to
changes in oversight priorities, especially the policy areas that legislators emphasized. As one
interviewee discussed the influx of new leaders at the committee level “brought things to the fore
that weren’t being thought about during the previous leadership, thinking outside the box”
(Legislative Research Organization Staff, WV01). Oversight has the potential to be a powerful
form of political currency and actors throughout this work used oversight to exert political
influence in many different ways.
Ecological Model of Oversight
This dissertation puts forward a framework for explaining state oversight networks based
on the theory of ecological governance. This concept has the potential to be an important
addition to the scholarship on state legislative oversight, as well as the broader literature on state
legislatures, because it provides an explanation for how seemingly static phenomenon vary
across states. This idea promotes a dynamic understanding of legislative concepts that is
cognizant of how interconnectivity, self-organization and coevolution dictate how experience in
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each state is distinctive. Future scholars would be well served to consider a holistic approach to
their models, application of concepts, and interpretations. For instance, the recommendations for
how to develop a version of the Squire Index of legislative professionalism that considers the
important elements for legislative oversight – including the importance of legislative research
organizations and the presence of term-limits – sharpens the logic and responsiveness of future
measures of professionalism and research.
In the previous chapter, I demonstrate how ecological governance recognizes that
outcomes and processes largely form out of idiosyncratic norms, histories and rules within each
state’s context. Long interims in a highly professionalized state like Texas will have very
different meaning and consequences in the realm of oversight compared to a lower
professionalized state like North Carolina. The findings in this research offer support that many
concepts – like term-limits and the role of legislative support organizations – act in fickle ways
across states. Future scholars of state legislatures should devote energy to further examination of
how meanings of seemingly static concepts differ across legislative environments.
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Appendices
Appendix A: Participant Letter

To Whom It May Concern,
I am writing to ask if you would be willing to participate in an interview in support of my
dissertation titled: Legislative Control of the Bureaucracy. I am a PhD candidate at the Center for
Public Administration and Policy at Virginia Tech and have experience working in state and
federal legislative environments.
I am studying how state legislators and their staffs interact and oversee state agency’s activities
and policies. I am interested in how actors formally and informally interact with agencies to
achieve their legislative preferences and support their constituent’s needs. Your participation in
this study will involve a thirty-minute interview. I will be in Texas to conduct interviews on the
week of September 30 - October 3. To coordinate an interview time you can reach me at (540)
553-4141 or by email.
The risks to you as a participant are minimal. Any quotes will be attributed to an anonymous
staffer, which may include some vague identifiers (e.g., legislator from a Western state, a
committee staffer). Participation in this study will help illuminate the ways that legislators
achieve (or fail to achieve) their goals in state bureaucracies. The results of this study will
available to you and may also be published in scientific journals, a book, or presented at
professional conferences.
You can choose not to participate. If you have any questions related to this research study you
can call me at (540) 553-4141. If you have any questions about your rights as a research
participant, you can find more information at the Virginia Tech Institutional Review Board
website: http://www.irb.vt.edu/pages/participant.htm
Thank for your consideration,
James
--James D. Harder, ABD
Center for Public Administration and Policy
Virginia Tech
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Appendix B: Interviewee Titles
VA01 – Legislator
VA02 – Legislator
VA03 – Legislator
VA04 – Legislator
CA01 – Legislative Support Agency Staff
CA02 – Committee Chief Consultant
CA03 – Committee Chief Consultant
CA04 – Executive Agency Legislative Liaison
CA05 – Legislative Staff
CA06 – Legislative Staff
CA07 – Legislator
CA08 – Legislator
CA09 – Committee Staff
CA10 – Legislator
CA11 – Legislator
CA12 – Committee Chief Consultant
CA13 – Legislator
CA14 – Legislative Staff
CA15 – Legislative Staff
TX01- Legislative Support Agency Leadership
TX02 – Legislative Support Agency Staff
TX03 – Committee Director
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TX04 – Committee Director
TX05 – Legislative Staff
TX06 – Committee Director
TX07 – Legislative Staff
TX08 – Legislative Support Agency Leadership
TX09 – Legislative Support Agency Leadership
TX10 – Legislative Support Agency Staff (Panel)
TX11 – Legislator
NC01 – Legislative Support Agency Leadership
NC02 – Legislative Support Agency Leadership
WV01 – Legislative Support Agency Leadership
WV02 – Legislative Support Agency Leadership
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Appendix C: Developing as a Scholar
Writing a dissertation takes you through the gamut of an idea. One experience in the
dissertation clearly demonstrates this point. One of the first interviews that I conducted in
Virginia, with a legislator I knew quite well, drew attention to the potential importance of state
Boards as a voice in the state oversight environment. I was really intrigued to pursue this line of
inquiry. My interest was supported in the proposal defense by the committee members, who were
also interested in the ways that this would influence oversight behaviors. Yet, once on the ground
in California I realized that there were insurmountable differences between the roles of executive
boards in the two states making comparison difficult. Virginia’s state boards are largely advisory
in nature and mostly consist of part-time members, though several exemptions exist (i.e., ABC
Board). In contrast, California’s Air Resources Board has an operating budget of $860 million.
When I asked members of the California legislature if boards played a role in how they
conducted oversight I was met by confusion due to the policy-making functions inherent to
executive boards.
What contributed to this error and dead end? It may have been a friend who was grasping
for an answer. It may have been genuine confusion. It may have even been something that had
happened earlier that day, or week, and that was at the forefront of his mind. As a researcher I
could have realized that board members are executive actors and unlikely to be reliable sources
of information for legislative actors, though they certainly could bring interesting ideas and
examples to light since board members in Virginia typically come from the industries they
oversee. Regardless, this experience was an important lesson and convincingly illustrates the
need to take these ideas, interpretations and theoretical contributions with a “grain of salt.”
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The interviews contained in this dissertation draw from limited, incomplete perspectives.
Many interviewees likely fathomed what they perceived that I wanted to hear. I have taken them,
for better for worst, at face value of what they have said and then used their understandings to
position their ideas into scholarship on state legislatures and oversight. Replication, using larger
quantitative analyses and additional qualitative case studies need to be performed to verify,
extend or falsify the claims made here.
I encountered several things that I was unsure if I was adequately prepared for. For
example, an independent organization in the state of Texas organized a five-person panel to
provide perspective from across their organization. In journal entry, I mused:
Truthfully, I felt that the panel discussion was solid, even impressive, especially
given the fact that I was never told a panel would occur, and that I have no
experience or training (or even given any thought) in how to manage a panel of
experts. In hindsight I think it would have been a good idea to have read some
“best-practices” of conducting a panel discussion at lunch, but I was too invested
in trying to transcribe the morning’s interviews that this never occurred to me.
Though I was a bit unsure of myself throughout the interview I am confident that my lack of
experience was not an issue for my performance or the quality of information I received.
In the two states I conducted in-person interviews I gained a deep knowledge of each
state’s legislative intuition and its operations. In last interviews in these two states my knowledge
of the legislature rivaled many interviewees. In one interview with a legislator I knew that a
statement the individual made was incorrect. The legislator was comparing the staff and
organization of the Legislative Budget Board to the Sunset Advisory Commission: “Sunset’s
staff is really good; however, they are operated by a board comprised of House members, so
there is a political aspect to it” (TX10). The member is wrong on two counts. First, the Sunset’s
board is comprised of House and Senate members, as well as two citizen representatives.
Second, while Sunset has a political aspect to them, the legislator was implying that the LBB was
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removed from political influence, but they have a similar committee of legislative members
drawn from each chamber. Both of these instances demonstrate my understanding of the state’s
legislative environment. I believe my ability to catch this mistake, though I kept it to myself
during the interview, demonstrates that I reached a reasonable point of saturation (Fenno, 1973,
1978) in understanding the legislative institution and its functions for the scope of this project.
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